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Abstract 

This study probed for an answer to the question, "How 

do you identify as early as possible those students who are 

at risk of failing or dropping out of college so that 

intervention can take place?" by field testing two 

diagnostic instruments with a group of first semester Seneca 

College Computer Studies students. 

In some respects, the research approach was such as 

might be taken in a pilot study. Because of the complexity 

of the issue, this study did not attempt to go beyond 

discovery, understanding and description. Although some 

inferences may be drawn from the results of the study, no 

attempt was made to establish any causal relationship 

between or among the factors or variables represented here. 

Both quantitative and qualitative data were gathered during. 

four resea~ch phases: background, early identification, 

intervention, and evaluation. 

To gain a better understanding of the problem of 

student attrition within the School of Computer Studies at 

Seneca College, several methods were used, including 

retrospective analysis of enrollment statistics, faculty and 

student interviews and questionnaires, and tracking of the 

sample population. The significance of the problem was 

confirmed by the results of this study. The findings 

further confirmed the importance of the role of faculty in 

student retention and support the need to improve the 
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quality of teacher/student interaction. As well, the need 

__ for ~~ills as~e:ss_~ent foll,,-~ed }JY supporti ve_c_ounsell~_I'l9_ ~~d __ _ 

placement was supported by the findings from this study. 

strategies for reducing student attrition were identified by 

faculty and students. 

As part of this study, a project referred to as "A 

Student Alert project" (ASAP) was undertaken at the School 

of Computer Studies at Seneca College. Two commercial 

diagnostic instruments, the Noel/Levitz College Student 

Inventory (CSI) and the Learning and Study Strategies 

Inventory (LASSI), provided quantitative data which were 

subsequently analyzed in Phase 4 in order to assess their 

usefulness as early identification tools. The findings show 

some support for using these instruments in a two-stage 

approach to early identification and intervention: the CSI 

as an early identification instrument and the LASSI as a 

counselling tool for those students who have been identified 

as being at risk. 

The findings from the preliminary attempts at 

intervention confirmed the need for a structured student 

advisement program where faculty are selected, trained, and 

recognized for their advisor role. Based on the finding 

that very few students acted on the diagnostic results and 

recommendations, the need for institutional intervention by 

way of intrusive measures was confirmed. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

- ---- ---- - , ----- -,--- --- - - - - ---- --- ---

Introduction to the Problem 

This is a study of the potential of early identifica-

tion of students at risk of dropping out of college for 

intervention and retention purposes. The study was 

conducted during the 1991/92 academic year within the School 

of Computer Studies at Seneca College of Applied Arts & 

Technologyl. The emphasis of this descriptive study was on 

diagnosis for prevention rather than prediction of student 

attrition. A related sub-problem examined in this study was 

the determination of factors contributing to current student 

attrition rates within the School of Computer Studies at 

Seneca College. 

The main purpose of this research was to explore the 

question, "How do you identify as early as possible those 

students wqo are at risk of failing or dropping out of 

college so that intervention can take place?" by field 

ISeneca college, one of 23 Ontario Colleges of Applied Arts and 

Technology, serves a diverse and multi-cultural student population of 

approximately 11,000 full time and 80,000 part time, through an offering 

of more than 180 certificate and diploma programs, at seven main 

campuses and numerous satellite locations in North York and York Region, 

within the greater Metropolitan Toronto area. The School of Computer 

Studies serves a diverse full-time student population of approximately 

850 students at the Don Mills Campus, which was designed specifically 

for Computer Studies. 



testing two diagnostic instruments with a group of first 

semester college students. 

Background of the Problem 

2 

ontario's Colleges of Applied Arts & Technology (CAATs) 

play an important role in producing graduates with the right 

skills to facilitate the economic growth of ontario. 

However, as the Premier's Council Report (1990), People and 

Skills in the New Global Economy, suggested, the high 

student dropout rate is one of the colleges' fundamental 

problems. The report further stated that "to alleviate this 

problem, new approaches must be implemented to combat 

dropout rates that are as high as 50 percent in the 

colleges" (p. 8). The tremendous waste of human potential, 

along with the high cost in terms of public funding, result

ing from s~udent attrition is a very real problem. 

Although the problem of student attrition is not a new 

one, it has become more of a priority in recent years as 

colleges strive to become more student-centred. Also, from 

a fiscal perspective, high student attrition means a 

sUbstantial reduction in government funding to the CAATs. 

As Astin (1975) pointed out, allocation of resources to 

improving student retention may be more cost effective than 

applying the same resources to recruitment activities 

designed to increase first-year enrollments. As many CAATs 

undertake to study the causes of student attrition and the 

possible remedies, a repository of research is being formed. 



__ Tl].i~_study ~9J:r!::~iputes~igIlj.fican'tJy~to t;.Ae~esearcJL_beiJ'l~ 

done in this area. 
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Important to any study of student attrition is the 

realization that the problem is a complex one. Not only is 

it difficult to describe it in a definitive way but it would 

be virtually impossible and unnecessary to correct all forms 

of attrition. However, given the apparent rate of 40% - 50% 

attrition in the CAATs, the potential for reducing that 

attrition rate does appear to be worth exploring. 

statement of the Problem 

The problem in this study was to determine the 

usefulness of two diagnostic instruments for identifying 

first semester students at risk of failing or dropping out 

of college. As part of this problem, the factors contribu

ting to cu~rent student attrition within the School of 

Computer Studies at Seneca were determined and described. 

It was also important to distinguish those factors over 

which Seneca might exert some influence. 

Purpose of the study 

The purpose of this study was to determine whether or 

not first semester students at risk of failing or dropping 

out of college could be accurately identified early in the 

semester through the use of a diagnostic instrument. The 

usefulness of two specific diagnostic instruments were 

assessed in this regard. 



A better understanding of the problem of student 

attrition at Seneca, as well as related intervention 

strategies, has been gained through this study. The study 

attempted to address the gap that exists between our 

knowledge of individual student needs and our subsequent 

ability to match them to appropriate campus resources. 

Questions to be Answered 

In order to assess the potential of early 

identification and intervention for increased student 

retention within the School of Computer studies, the 

following questions were addressed: 

1. What are the historical patterns of student 

attrition between first and second semester? 

2. How may the factors contributing to student 

attrition be identified? 

3. How may strategies to reduce student attrition be 

identified? 

4. What is the process of first semester student 

attrition, including rate, timing, and causes? 

5. How useful is a diagnostic instrument in 

identifying students at risk of dropping out in 

first semester? 

6. Which intervention strategies might be the most 

effective in improving student retention in first 

semester? 

4 
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_______ Rationale_ .. _ 

In some respects, this research may be considered as a 

pilot study which might now be looked at in broader terms to 

provide an interactive model of practice for addressing 

student attrition and retention. Given the significance of 

the problem of student attrition and the lack of related 

research within Seneca and other CAATs, the findings from 

this research make an important contribution towards 

understanding the problem and providing a practical model 

for addressing the problem. Much has been written on the 

theory of student attrition and retention but little has 

been written on retention models that bridge the gap between 

theory and practice. Although limited models exist, few 

applications which relate directly to educational theory and 

administrative practice exist. This research study helps to 
-

bridge this gap. 

Theoretical Framework 

Conducting this research within a theoretical framework 

was important for understanding the relationship of differ-

ent variables to student attrition and retention. The 

review of earlier research provided the basis for a model of 

student attrition which describes the factors contributing 

to the attrition process. Tinto's (1975) institutional 

model of student retention based on a theory of academic and 

social integration of student and institution provided a 

framework for this research. An understanding of entry-



level student characteristics as well as institutional 

characteristics was important in assessing the potential of 

early identification for intervention. Tinto's conceptual 

schema for dropout from college showing processes of 

interaction between the student and the academic and social 

systems of the institution supports the idea that increased 

interaction through intervention can improve student 

retention. 

Importance of the study 

6 

This research significantly increases our knowledge of 

the attrition process within the School of Computer studies 

at Seneca and demonstrates the usefulness of diagnostic 

instruments as early identification tools. As a pilot 

study, it provides a practical framework for further similar 

research elsewhere at Seneca and at other CAATs. 

The importance of research in this area was evident 

from the recommendations of Vision 2000: Quality and 

opportunity (1990) for a renewed college mandate that states 

"accessibility should include the opportunity to succeed, as 

well as the opportunity to enrol ••. " (p. 27). 

This research was coordinated and supported with 

appropriate resources through the Centre for Educational 

Effectiveness at Seneca, with the expectation of a final 

report on the findings, conclusions and recommendations. 

The findings from this study support the recommendations 

contained in a recent report, Assessment, Advisement and 
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Placement: Report on Plans for 1992, prep_are<l.M j;p.e __ C~lltre~~ 

for Educational Effectiveness at Seneca. 

At a time when the expectation is that government, 

business, industry, and education are expected to do more 

with less, this study contributes to a model of student 

development that promotes increased retention rather than 

increased enrollment. The result is a better use of 

taxpayers' money since there will be fewer students 

repeating and restarting programs due to early identifica-

tion and intervention. 

Definition of Terms 

The following definitions are given in order to develop 

a familiarity for the reader of the conceptual terms 

referred to in this research study • 
. 

academic integration - students' positive perception of 

program, active participation in 

attending classes and completing 

homework assignments, etc. 

academic programs - college programs leading to a 

diploma or certificate. 

articulation - a planned process to link secondary 

school and college curricula and to 

increase student awareness of 

college programs and expectations. 



baseline data -

CAATs -

CSI -

Dropout Proneness -

dropouts -

early identification -

enrollment patterns -

entry-level -

faculty -

a basic standard of value against 

which to measure or compare future 

data. 

Ontario Colleges of Applied Arts & 

Technology. 

College Student Inventory. 
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a scale used in the CSI to measure 

a student's overall inclination to 

drop out of school before finishing 

a degree. 

students who withdraw from an 

academic program prior to 

graduation. 

identification within the first six 

weeks of Semester One of students 

at risk of failing or dropping out 

of college. 

an analysis of the numbers of 

students who enrol and leave an 

institution, showing trends over a 

period of time. 

beginning point (e.g., semester 1). 

professors as defined under the 

Collective Bargaining Agreement 

between the Council of Regents and 



GPA -

goal commitment -

institutional 
characteristics -

institutional 
commitment -

interventions -

persisters -

Receptivity to 
Institutional Help -

9 

union (OPSEU). 

cumulative grade point average of a 

student as recorded on an official 

college transcript. 

a means of measuring the importance 

of one's aim or object in doing 

something. 

a combination of qualities or 

features that distinguish one 

organization (e.g., a college) from 

another. 

a means of measuring the value one 

places on a specific organization 

(e.g., a college) and the 

importance of being part of that 

organization. 

active measures to change the 

enrollment behaviour of an 

individual. 

individuals who remain enrolled at 

an institution. 

a CSI scale used to measure how 

responsive a student is likely to 

be to intervention based on how 



remediation -

retention -

retrospective -

Seneca -

. 
social inteqration -

student advisement 
proqram -

student attrition -

strongly the student expressed a 

desire for help in a variety of 

areas. The higher the score, the 

more receptive the student is 

expected to be. 

correcting or removing the causes 

of attrition. 

the act of continuing to keep 

students enrolled in an 

institution. 

looking back at what has happened 

in the past with respect to 

attrition and retention. 

Seneca College of Applied Arts & 

Technology . 

10 

a matching of students' needs to be 

part of an organization with the 

human and physical resources of the 

organization. 

a plan of what is to be done by 

individuals designated to advise 

students for the purpose of helping 

them to succeed. 

gradual process of loss of students 

from an academic program of study. 



successful dropouts -

what is best for the student. 

described by Dietsche (1989) as 

those students who satisfied the 

academic requirements of their 

11 

program but left the college in any 

case. 

successful persisters - described by Dietsche (1989) as 

those students who achieved an 

overall average of 60% or greater 

and re-enrolled in the subsequent 

semester. 

target groups - specific groups of stUdents 

organized on the basis of similar 

characteristics • 
. 

underpreparedness - the condition of students not 

having a skill level that will 

enable them to be successful at the 

existing level of study to be 

undertaken. 

unsuccessful dropouts - described by Dietsche (1989) as 

those students who obtained a grade 

average below 60% and also left the 

college. 



unsuccessful 
persisters - described by Dietsche (1989) as 

12 

those students who obtained a grade 

average below 60% but re-enrolled 

at the college in the subsequent 

semester. 

withdrawals - students who withdraw from an 

academic program prior to 

graduation. 

Scope and Delimitations of the Study 

The purpose of this study was to determine whether or 

not first semester students at risk of failing or dropping 

out of college could be accurately identified early in the 

semester through the use of a diagnostic instrument. Two 

specific diagnostic instruments were field tested in this 
~ 

regard. The sample of students was tracked for purposes of 

describing the process of attrition and determining the 

usefulness of the diagnostic instruments. The diagnostic 

instruments were tested with a sample of Seneca Computer 

studies first semester students. Since the full-time day 

program population at Seneca is approximately 10,000 

students, it was not practical to study the entire full-time 

college population. Although the findings of this research 

will be of interest to areas of Seneca other than Computer 

Studies and to other CAATs, no attempt was made to 

generalize the results to other areas. Because of lack of 



__ re~Ql.trces, inte:rvgntio~ s~rateqie~ __ were iJ[lple;mentEL<L...on.-_ a __ 

preliminary basis only. 

13 

Because of the complexity of the issue of student 

attrition, this study does not go beyond discovery, 

understanding and description. No attempt was made to 

establish any causal relationship between or among the 

variables under consideration and student dropout behaviour. 

outline of the Remainder of the Thesis 

Chapter Two acquaints the reader with existing studies 

relative to what has been found in the area of student 

attrition and retention in terms of methods, analyses, 

findings, and implications. The importance of this study is 

evident from the literature review reported in this chapter. 

It draws from various theoretical positions in order to 

provide a conceptual framework to help interpret the 

findings from this study. In order to support this 

descriptive study, emphasis was given to practical rather 

than theoretical models of early identification and 

intervention for student retention. 

Chapter Three describes the research methodology, 

including details about the research design, pilot studies, 

selection of subjects, the instruments used, and the 

procedures followed. As well, the methods of data 

collection, recording and analysis are described. 



Chapter Four presents the findings in table and graph 

form. Interpretation of the findings is discussed in 

relation to the questions posed by this research. 

Chapter Five summarizes the results, describes the 

conclusions in relation to the questions posed and the 

literature review, and makes recommendations for further 

research. Implications for theory and practice are 

considered. 

14 



CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

overview 

This review of literature will acquaint the reader with 

previous research done in the area of student retention as 

it relates to methods, analyses, findings, and implications. 

In addition, the literature review supports the need for 

this research and provides the theoretical base to help 

interpret the findings. In order to address the complex 

problem of student attrition, it was important to develop an 

understanding of the attrition process, the characteristics 

of persisters and dropouts, as well as institutional char

acteristics. This chapter also reviews the literature 

pertaining to specific diagnostic instruments for purposes 

of early identification of students at risk and provides 

practical information about the most effective intervention 

strategies~ 

The student attrition/retention literature will be 

treated in three categories: theoretical discussions of 

attrition/retention factors; empirical studies which test 

certain hypotheses about attrition/retention; and strategies 

or applications for reducing student attrition. The focus 

of the theoretical approach is on understanding and 

prediction while the focus of the practical approach is on 

action. The review of related literature has been organized 

under four main areas as follows: 
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Research 

Diagnosis 

-
Problem 

Intervention 

Evaluation 

Figure 1. Four main areas of literature review. 
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A summary of the main areas is provided at the end of 

the chapter. 

student Attrition/Retention: Backqround 

The historical and background information for this 

study has been organized according to the four main areas 

identified above and includes the three categories of 

literature previously mentioned. 

Research 

Innumerable. studies have examined the complex topic of 

student attrition. A review of related research completed 

by notables such as Spady (1970), Bean (1973; 1980; 1982; 

1983), Astin (1975), Cope and Hannah (1975), Tinto (1975; 

1986), Pantages and Creedon (1978), and Pascarella and 

Terenzini (1980) provided an excellent framework for this 

study. 2 It appeared from several syntheses of student 

retention literature that prior to 1970 attrition studies 

failed to provide a conceptual theoretical basis and focused 

only on describing the relationship of student and 

institutional characteristics to the problem of dropout. 

For the purposes of this research, it was important to first 

consider a theory of student attrition which describes the 

attrition process, explains why students drop out of 

college, and which can be used to help diagnose which 

2See Miller (1986) for a more comprehensive treatment of 
this topic. 
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J;it_ucLents are _mQs't __ at riS~_ClL_drQPpin9-_out. T_in1:o _L1~75) _____ - ---

acknowledged that "research on dropout from higher education 

has been marked by inadequate conceptualization of the 

dropout process" (p. 90). Early research often provided 

definitions of student attrition that were varied and 

ambiguous. The failure to distinguish between the different 

types of dropout (e.g., dropout due to academic failure, 

voluntary withdrawal, transfer to another program or 

institution, or temporary withdrawal) often resulted in 

contradictory findings. 

Spady (1970) was one of the first to recognize that 

"although no one theoretical model can hope to account for 

most (let alone all) of the variance of dropout rates within 

or across institutions" (p. 64), any attempts to address the 

problem of student dropout must first conceptualize a 

definite theoretical basis. Spady's work is important to 

the study of student retention because of the importance he 

placed on the student's social integration within the 

institution. 

The conceptual and predictive models of Vincent Tinto 

and John Bean were of particular importance to this research 

study. These two models support the approach of this 

research in assessing student attitudes, intentions, 

commitments, and interactions with the institution. Tinto 

(1975) further developed the empirical model proposed by 

Spady by adding expectational and motivational attributes of 
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individuals in order to illustrate the "longitudinal process 

of interactions between the individual and the academic and 

social systems of the college" (pp. 93-94). Of specific 

relevance to this study were Tinto's concepts of student 

commitment, both to an educational goal and to a particular 

institution. He proposed that a student enters the 

institution with certain levels of commitment, and then, 

based on the student's academic and social interaction 

within the college, these commitments are strengthened or 

weakened. Tinto found that "in the final analysis, it is 

the interplay between the individual's commitment to the 

goal of college completion and his commitment to the 

institution that determines whether or not the individual 

decides to drop out from college and the forms of dropout 

behaviour the individual adopts" (p. 96). Figure 2 provides 

-a conceptual schema of the Tinto model which has served as 

the basis for the vast majority of subsequent research on 

the topic of student attrition/retention. 



Family 
Sacqrolmd 

Individual 
Attributes 

~l1el'8 
Schoolinc 
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Commitments A.cademic System Commitments 

r---, 
I Grade I 

Perform&DCe Academic 

-.. 1.----;-, I l.tell.-.r 1 ...... _ 4 - r 
~ Goal "~Deyeiopmenc I 1 Goal I 
I Commitment I L _ _ --l I Commitmen I 
I I l' I I Dropout 

-~ r----t---------, r+ Deciaiona 

I I r-J---, I I "'------' I Institutional I Instit~tiona1 I 
Commi\.ment ~... I Peer-Group I ), CommItment I 

~''':'''L ____ ...1 I lDteractiona I--~ In~~ion" L ____ :.J 
I Facuit)' I 
• Interactiona I L ____ -1 

Figure 2. A conceptual schema for dropout from college 

(Tinto 1975: p. 95). 
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The validity of Tinto's model was tested by Pascarella and 

Terenzini (1983) in a study which considered the importance 

of specific variables to student persistence. Their 

findings confirmed Tinto's concept of student-environment 

fit and the fact that what happens to students while they 

are at college may have a greater impact on persistence than 

either the background characteristics or the goal and 

institutional commitments with which students enter college. 

Bean's (1983) model of attrition, based on a synthesis 

of the research literature, holistically considered four 

sets of variables - background, organizational, environ-

mental, and attitudinal/outcome variables. He proposed that 

all variables have a direct or indirect effect on a 

student's intent to stay or leave the institution. In his 

model, intent to leave was hypothesized to be the best 
. 

predictor of dropout, and the attitudinal variables to be 

the best predictors of intent to leave. 

A research study conducted by Bers and Smith (1991) 

examined the extent to which social and academic integration 

and student educational objectives and intents to reenroll 

are predictive of persistence for community college 

students. The social and academic integration scales 

developed earlier by Pascarella and Terenzini (1983) were in 

large part replicated with a population of two-year college 

students. Their findings indicated that student educational 

objectives and intents, followed by academic and social 
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integration, co~tributed most significantly to differ~ptiat

ing persisters and nonpersisters. This study was important 

because it not only supports the Tinto and Bean models but 

extends what is known about the influence of academic and 

social integration and students' goals and intentions to a 

two-year institution. 

The longitudinal study completed by Peter Dietsche 

(1989) at Humber College, Rexdale, Ontario, was important 

because of the similarities between Seneca and Humber 

Colleges in terms of student population, institutional 

characteristics, geographic location, size, etc. Data for 

the Dietsche study were gathered through a freshman ques

tionnaire and a student satisfaction survey administered at 

Humber College in the Fall of 1986. Dietsche integrated the 

theories of Bean and Tinto and examined differences in the 

types of students who drop out and the differences in the 

processes leading to withdrawal. Tinto's theory that the 

degree of academic and social integration correlates with 

student persistence or withdrawal was supported by 

Dietsche's finding that "academic integration was the most 

important variable in determining persistence" (po 187). 

Interaction and outcome variables (i.e., interaction between 

student and institution) accounted for three times the 

amount of variance in dropout as did the background and 

entry level variables. In measuring intent to leave, the 
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most important factor was the level of commitment to program 

completion, followed by vocational certainty. 

Having considered theoretical models of student 

attrition, the reader's attention is now directed to the 

literature related to the process of attrition, including 

rate of attrition, timing, and causes. Our limited 

knowledge and understanding of the process of student 

attrition notwithstanding the extensive research in this 

area was attributed by Hoyt (1978) to the large number of 

relevant variables, their complexity, and their interdepen-

dence. For example, graduation is most often used as a 

measure for retention purposes; however, it is difficult to 

account for "stopouts" (i.e., those who drop out but return 

to the same or a different institution at some subsequent 

time). 
. 

Studies show that there has been a fairly consistent 

pattern of student dropout from post-secondary institutions 

of approximately 50 per cent. It is important to note that 

studies conducted in the united states indicated that the 

rate of attrition varies with the type of institution (i.e., 

public, private, two-year, four-year). Astin (1975) 

confirmed a dropout rate of 50% in two-year community 

colleges. Pantages and Creedon (1978) noted that for every 

ten students who enrol in a four-year college program only 

four will graduate on schedule; one will graduate sometime 

later, and five will drop out altogether. The findings from 
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the What Works in student Retention survey reported by Beal 

and Noel (1980) showed that four-year private nonsectarian 

institutions had the highest retention rates and two-year 

public institutions had the lowest rate. In three years, on 

average, only 42% of the students in the two-year public 

institutions had graduated. In discussing the patterns of 

departure among first-time entrants, Tinto (1985) suggested 

that 40% to 45% of first-time entrants leave without earning 

a degree. 

A study by stoll and Scarff (1983) of ontario's CAATs 

indicated attrition rates of 35% to 40% for students 

entering two- and three-year programs. The Premier's 

Council Report (1990), People and Skills in the New Global 

Economy, stated that "new approaches must be implemented to 

combat dropout rates that are as high as 50 percent in the 

colleges" (p. 8). As noted in the report to the Minister of 

Colleges and Universities, Vision 2000: Quality and 

Opportunity (1990), "the attrition rate from college post

secondary programs - on average, more than 40 per cent - is 

similar to that of other jurisdictions, but it demonstrates 

that ontario colleges have room for improvement" (p. 86). 

Through his study of 2,749 first-year students at 

Humber College, Dietsche (1989) found that after one year, 

30.4% of the sample had dropped out; about one-half of the 

dropouts left during or at the end of first semester and 

about one-half during or at the end of second semester. Of 
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those who dropped out, 32.5% were successful dropouts and 

55.6% were unsuccessful dropouts (11.9% were unclassified). 

Dietsche found that the processes leading to withdrawal were 

different for each of the two groups (i.e., for the 

successful dropouts, negative perceptions of program and 

institution were significant; for unsuccessful dropouts, 

academic failure was most significant). 

A recent report, Persistence in Attendance by students, 

(1991) prepared by David Coates, Director of Institutional 

Research at Seneca College, analyzed student flows into and 

through college programs from 1987 to 1990 based on Seneca 

College student records submitted to the ontario College 

Information System (OCIS). This report indicated an attri

tion rate of 38.6% for the 1987 cohort of students over the 

three-year period. This analysis took into account those 

students who dropped out but re-entered the college within 

the three-year period. As noted in this report, the data 

analysis could be more accurate and reliable if the actual 

Seneca student records had been used rather than the OClS 

data. However, it appeared that the rate of student 

attrition at Seneca College was in excess of one-third of 

the intake of students. The literature supported the need 

for research related to student retention which will result 

in the development of strategies to reduce the current high 

rate of attrition at Seneca. 
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Tinto (19861 proposed that retention efforts mus~_begin 

early to identify and address student needs and must con-

sider the different stages of student leaving. He suggested 

that the critical periods occur prior to entry, during the 

period of application and preentry orientation programs, in 

the first semester of college when students are least 

integrated, as well as the remaining years of college. Noel 

(1976; 1985) suggested that the first six weeks are the most 

critical in determining whether a student stays or leaves. 

In examining the coates (1991) report, it appeared that 

the rate of attrition at the end of first year was 32.5%, 

while the rate at the end of the second and third years was 

9.7% and .6% respectively. Both the Coates' report and the 

Dietsche study indicated that the highest rate of attrition 

occurred in the first year. The literature supported the 
-

focus of this research in considering the potential for 

intervention in the first year of enrollment. 

Noel, Levitz, and Saluri (1985) identified six major 

themes of attrition: academic boredom and uncertainty, 

transition/adjustment difficulties, limited or unrealistic 

expectations of college, academic underpreparedness, 

incompatibility, and irrelevancy. These themes were 

important to this research study in determining the best 

methods of identifying students at risk. 

The four basic categories of reasons for student 

dropout were reported by Pantages and Creedon (1978) as 



academic matters (including deficient grades, dissatis

faction with quality of curricula and instruction, course 

schedule, etc.), financial difficulties, motivational 

problems and personal considerations, and dissatisfaction 

with college. 
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In reporting the results of a longitudinal study, Astin 

(1975) identified three groups of students as persisters, 

stopouts, and dropouts. A followup survey of student 

dropouts revealed the most frequent reasons for dropping out 

for both men and women to be boredom with courses, financial 

difficulties, dissatisfaction with requirements or 

regulations, and change in career goals. Poor grades was 

reported as fourth most important in dropout by men and 

seventh for women. 

The findings of Mallette and Cabrera (1991) provided 

support for Tinto's proposition of differentiating between 

the different types of voluntary withdrawal behaviour. Of 

statistical significance in their dropout vs. persister 

model were faculty concern for students, academic perfor

mance, final institutional commitment and finance attitudes. 

Final institutional commitment and final goal commitment 

were the only variables of statistical significance in 

differentiating between persisters and transfers. 

Lenning, Beal, and Sauer (1980) defined four main 

student types as persister, stop-out, attainer (one who 

drops out prior to graduation but after attaining a certain 
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goal), and drop~out. student characteristics were discussed 
- ~ 

in relation to academic factors, demographic factors, 

aspirations and motivation, and financial factors. 

Institutional characteristics were categorized on the basis 

of objective environment (including image, cost, size, 

services, etc.), student involvement, and administrative 

policies and procedures. These characteristics were further 

discussed in terms of the interactions or "fit" that 

occurred between students and the institution and external 

forces and variables (such as economic cycles and social 

forces). 

Dietsche (1989) identified four student types as 

successful persister, unsuccessful persister, successful 

dropout, and unsuccessful dropout. Academic integration 

(i.e., students' involvement in and perception of their 

academic program) was the single most important persistence 

factor in the four categories. Dietsche found that the 

critical variables in explaining withdrawal were academic 

integration, lack of confidence in ability to succeed, 

intent to leave the college, and change in educational 

commitment. When considering only dropout vs. persistence, 

he found previous academic experience to be less important 

than the attitudinal and behavioral characteristics of 

students in their first semester. These findings supported 

the focus on the affective domain for purposes of this 

study. 
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Factors in student retention were identified by Beal 

and Noel (1980) from survey responses received from 387 

institutions, representing a sample of two- and four-year 

public, private, and religious institutions. These factors 

were described in What Works in student Retention and were 

differentiated by type of institution. For purposes of this 

research study, it was important to note their findings that 

"caring attitude of faculty and staff was considered most 

important by all four types of institutions. High-quality 

teaching was a strong second for most types of schools, 

followed by adequate financial aid" (p. 19). The two most 

important dropout-prone characteristics were found to be low 

academic achievement and limited educational aspirations. 

Conflict between class participation and job was a more 

significant factor for two-year public institutions than for 
~ 

other types of institutions. This finding was supported by 

the Dietsche (1989) findings which saw the unsuccessful 

dropouts and unsuccessful persisters more likely to be 

working than the successful persisters and successful 

dropouts. Of further interest to this study was the Badger 

(1991) finding that the majority of students at Seneca 

appeared to hold a job while attending college. She found 

76.1% of the graduates surveyed had worked while attending 

Seneca, 38% working 10-19 hours per week and 18.8% working 

20-29 hours per week. This finding appeared to indicate 



that students can work a significant number of hours and 

still graduate. 
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A study conducted by Koodoo, Rampaul, and Didyk (1984) 

to determine the reasons for withdrawal and/or non

graduation from a community college found that school

related ones (i.e., lack of interest in school, test 

failure, boredom with courses) were given most frequently. 

Although the report prepared by George Radwanski (1987) 

considered the causes of dropping out for high school 

students, it had relevance to this study of college students 

since most students entering the ontario CAATs have 

experienced the ontario high school system. The Decima 

research and Goldfarb research carried out for the study 

found that school-related reasons were the most significant 

factor in high school dropout as reported by student 

dropouts, teachers, and parents of dropouts. Similar to the 

findings of Noel, Levitz and Saluri (1985), "among the 

school-related reasons given by dropouts, the ones most 

frequently mentioned were general dislike, lack of interest, 

and boredom. Difficulty with particular subjects or with 

overall course material was ranked far lower as a 

contributing factor" (p. 88). Again, these findings 

supported the focus for this study on the motivational and 

attitudinal aspects of attrition and retention. 



Financial need and availability of financial aid have 

more to do with access and choice than with persistence 

according to the findings of Cope and Hannah (1975). 
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In discussing students with uncertain Academic Goals as 

a target group for retention, Gordon (1985) suggested that 

the basic causes of indecision include lack of personal, 

academic, and career information; lack of developmental 

skills such as decision-making; and personal and social 

problems. In an unpublished paper titled Mohawk College 

withdrawal Report, (February 1991), reasons given for 

withdrawal by Fall 1990 first semester college student 

dropouts indicated that lack of career focus/direction was 

the most significant, with academic reasons being the second 

most significant. 

It was clear from the literature that faculty play an 

important role in student satisfaction and expectations. In 

the student satisfaction research reported by Badger (1991), 

student perceptions of faculty lack of concern for teaching 

and student development was a recurring theme. written 

comments given by a majority of student respondents strongly 

suggested concern for a lack of teacher training within the 

institution. "Recommended improvements were heavily 

weighted in the areas of faculty training and curriculum 

revision, although it seemed clear from the comments that 

the students were not questioning their teachers' grasp of 

content ••• clearly the findings of this study would indicate 
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that it (lack of_ teacher training) is a _serious short~a,ll in_ 

the eyes of the students" (Badger, 1991, pp. 120 and 121). 

In looking at the "right" questions to ask when doing 

research, Levitz (1990) emphasized that "dropping out is a 

multifaceted process, which affects different students at 

different times" (p. 4). Because of this complexity and the 

importance placed on the first six weeks of a student's 

experience at college, she recommended that research should 

be longitudinal with an emphasis on the early stages of the 

student-institution experience. 

As Dietsche (1989) pointed out, the most important 

variables related to persistence and withdrawal may differ 

extensively from one institution to another. He suggested 

that only when a profile has been studied and understood is 

it possible for a college to successfully implement 
~ 

strategies that can truly address the individual needs of 

its students. Of importance to this study was the obvious 

need for Seneca to undertake its own institutional research 

in order to develop a profile of its own students. 

Diagnosis 

In looking at The Other Side of Assessment, Hirsch 

(1987) reported that: 

It is ultimately, more than anything else, the 

capability of our colleges to meet each person on 

his or her terms, to assess his or her individual 

educational needs, career and life goals, and 



objectives and to be in a position to provide 

programs of education that are appropriate and 

relevant to those needs, goals, and objectives. 

(p. 23) 
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He highlighted the recommendation contained in the report of 

the study Group on the Conditions of Excellence in American 

Higher Education (1984) that early assessment programs be 

developed to identify the needs of high-risk students so 

that colleges can provide the help they need to stay in 

school and be successful. Hirsch discouraged the use of a 

single standardized test or standardized tests only for 

assessment purposes and suggested that assessment at least 

include aptitude, career, skills, and self-concept 

instruments and techniques. In the League of Innovation 

document, Computerized Adaptive Testing: The state of the 

Art in Assessment at Three Community Colleges (1988), it was 

suggested that "the ideal diagnostic test would incorporate 

a theory of knowledge and a theory of instruction. The 

theory of knowledge would identify the student's skills and 

the theory of instruction would suggest remedies for the 

student's weaknesses" (p. 5). 

It was clear from the literature that an important part 

of an intervention model of student retention is the 

identification of student needs so that institutional 

planning can be directed to provide appropriate resources to 

enhance student success. As well, a method of early 
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diagnosis of individual student needs is important it _the 

institution is to take an intervention approach to matching 

students with the appropriate resources. 

The following literature review related to the two 

diagnostic instruments selected for this study supports 

their use: 

Noel/Levitz College student Inventory (CSI) 

The CSI instrument consisted of 194 items on 19 scales 

and was described by Schreiner (1991) as "a needs assessment 

tool, a method of assessing students' predispositions, pre

college experiences, and self-reported needs ... an indicator 

of students who are at risk for academic and personal 

difficulties which may subsequently affect their decision to 

stay at a particular institution" (p. 20). For purposes of 

establishing the reliability and validity of the CSI for 

this research study, the abstract from an unpublished 

report, The College Student Inventory: An Assessment of 

Risk Level in College Students, (Schreiner 1991) is cited as 

follows: 

The psychometric properties of the College Student 

Inventory (Stratil, 1988) were examined using as 

subjects 4,915 college students from 46 united 

states colleges and universities. Several methods 

were utilized to determine if the CSI is a 

reliable and valid measure of students' ability to 

succeed and persist in college. Reliability 
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estimates averaged .80 via coefficient alpha. 

Factor analysis confirmed that the 194 items 

loaded on factors which basically corresponded to 

their designated scales. Discriminant analyses 

indicated that the CSI is able to significantly 

discriminate between dropouts and persisters and 

by GPA (R<.OOl). Regression analyses indicated 

that five of the scales were most predictive of 

first-year GPA (multiple r=.48). The MANOVA also 

found significant differences between dropouts and 

persisters (R<.OOl). The CSI therefore appears to 

be a promising tool for measuring a student's 

ability to succeed and persist in college. (p. 1) 

The findings from this validity study also provided 

meaningful data against which to consider the results of 
$ 

this research study. In addition to providing evidence of 

construct validity and criterion-based validity of the CSI, 

Schreiner described the characteristics of "at-risk" 

students and identified those CSI scales which were the most 

effective discriminants. 

There is a need for replication studies and the reader 

is cautioned when interpreting the findings of this unpub-

lished study. Notwithstanding the lack of published 

reliability and validity studies for the CSI, because the 

primary focus of this descriptive study was diagnosis rather 



than predictionf- the CSI was considered to be appropriate 

for purposes of the study. 

Learning and study strategies Inventory (LASSI) 
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As described on page 2 of the LASSI User's Manual, it 

is an assessment tool designed to measure students' use of 

learning and study strategies and methods. It was developed 

as a diagnostic and prescriptive measure of both affective 

and cognitive processes on the assumption that students' 

motivation and use of learning strategies can be altered 

through educational interventions. Pintrich and Johnson 

(1990) identified two major problems for college students as 

lack of knowledge about appropriate learning strategies and 

lack of motivation to use them. They recommended use of the 

LASSI in a diagnostic manner to identify areas of motivation 

or learning strategies that need improvement. 

In the promotional piece, The LASSI in Action, the 

publishers stated that "Nine years of research, development, 

and testing led to the creation of this statistically valid 

and reliable tool for the diagnosis of study skills" (p. 3). 

On page 5 of the LASSI User's Manual, the authors state that 

a study of test-retest reliability resulted in a correlation 

of .88 for the total instrument. Mealey (1988) found in her 

review of the LASSI that: 

Evidence for reliability is strong. The 

coefficient alpha and test-retest correlations 

(3 week intervals), calculated for each of the 10 



scales, range from .68 to .86 and .72 to .85, 

respectively. A possible concern for practical 

reliability could be raised regarding the 

Selecting Main Idea scale, which consists of only 

5 items. (p. 384) 
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Nist, Mealey, Simpson, and Kroc (1990) found that the LASSI 

was reliable for a group of regularly admitted freshmen but 

less reliable when used with a group of at-risk students. 

Reference to the validity of the LASSI in the User's 

Manual was ambiguous and vague and lacking in references to 

specific validity studies. Mealey (1988) also questioned 

the validity of the LASSI and concluded that more detailed 

information was needed. Nist, Mealey, Simpson, and Kroc 

(1990) concluded that validity of the LASSI was still a 

problem but that "the study does provide limited evidence 
~ 

that the LASSI has predictive validity for RAS (regularly 

admitted students), but the test appears not to be valid for 

DSS (developmental students)" (p. 49). Their findings 

confirmed the LASSI's usefulness as a diagnostic tool but 

not as a tool for predicting developmental students' 

performance in regular college courses. 

As well, caution was used in referencing the norms 

established for the LASSI as it appeared that they were 

based on a sample of 780 students at only one university. 

Mealey (1988) raised two issues of concern: 



First, the LASSI was not normed on students 

enrolled in learning and study strategies courses, 

the population at which the instrument is aimed. 

Second, the LASSI's generalizability is 

questionable because data were gathered solely on 

880 students attending one institution ... reference 

is made to "national norms," a claim that appears 

to be erroneous. For these reasons, caution is 

strongly advised when using the LASSI norm data. 

(po 384) 
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Concern for the validity of the LASSI was recognized by 

the researcher, but since the focus was more on diagnosis of 

student needs rather than on prediction of student success 

or failure, the LASSI was considered an appropriate 

diagnostic instrument for this study. 

Intervention 

Although the focus for this research study was early 

identification of "at risk" students, a review of literature 

related to intervention programs and practices provided some 

insight into what might be done to improve student 

retention. There appeared to be less literature pertaining 

to action-oriented attempts to improve retention than 

attempts to describe and explain the problem of attrition. 

Unfortunately, much of the literature about retention 

programs was descriptive in nature and was not empirically 

based. Too few interventions have been tested under 
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controlled conditions to be able to make any conclusive 

statements about the effectiveness of specific strategies or 

programs. The difficulty in controlling variables in an 

experimental type of retention study may partly explain the 

reason for the absence of this type of study. Boyd, Magoon, 

and Leonard (1981) suggested the utilization of small sample 

research methods testing one intervention at a time as an 

effective way of scientifically testing the effectiveness of 

specific intervention strategies. They suggested conducting 

several small studies simultaneously, each designed to 

assess one specific strategy for the purpose of providing 

viable answers to the question: 

What type of intervention, with which group of 

students, under what conditions, and at what point 

in time would be most powerful in retarding 

attrition rates? (p. 8) 

Unfortunately, no followup studies of this nature appear to 

have been published. Notwithstanding the shortcomings of 

retention research, the literature does provide a practical 

resource for those educators interested in improving student 

retention. It is also important to note that each 

institution is unique, as are the needs of its students and, 

therefore, unique retention efforts are required. 

It was clear from the literature that, to be 

meaningful, any attempt to improve student retention had to 

be guided by a systematic approach to identifying individual 
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student needs and by planning, implementing and evalu~ting 

appropriate strategies to meet these needs. Beal and Noel 

(1980) emphasized four actions for colleges wishing to 

improve retention - organization for retention with specific 

assignment of responsibility; study and analysis to 

determine the rate and factors contributing to dropout; 

implementation and evaluation of intervention programs; and 

ongoing research of local factors related to attrition and 

documentation of programs and practices to improve 

retention. 

According to Levitz and Noel (1985), three major 

research phases should be undertaken in a systematic student 

retention effort - analysis of student enrollment behaviour, 

assessment of student-institutional interaction, and 

outcomes assessment. 

Deborah L. Floyd (1987) included in her recommendations 

for action that "colleges should develop an integrated 

student flow model from recruitment, through assessment and 

planning, into intervention and beyond leaving or 

graduation" (p. 9). She further recommended that evaluation 

systems be designed to report data based on realization of 

student goals and aspirations and not just based on 

enrollment and graduation rates. 

Beal and Noel (1980) identified five categories of 

intervention strategies reported by institutions 

participating in their study: testing, counselling, and 
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orientation; individual counselling; student peer 

counselling or tutoring; basic skills approaches; and 

college readiness programs. In all cases, the experimental 

groups indicated a higher rate of retention than the control 

groups. Although there is no evidence of the reliability 

and validity of these studies, they do provide practical 

information for those planning retention strategies. 

Related to the development of an intervention model of 

student retention were the findings of Mallette and Cabrera 

(1991) : 

that programs that focus on academic ability, 

interactions with faculty, institutional 

commitment, and a student's finances are likely to 

reduce propensity to drop out. Programs that 

emphasize institutional and goal commitments, on 

the other hand, are likely to reduce propensities 

to transfer to other institutions. (p. 191) 

Based on his extensive work on student retention, Noel 

(1985) found that the key people on campus in any retention 

effort were classroom teachers, academic advisors, and 

academic administrators. Features of successful retention 

programs appeared to include extra attention to career/life 

planning and to academic advising. To deal with the problem 

of academic underpreparedness, he suggested more basic 

skills assessment for course placement, together with a 

supportive learning environment with a more comprehensive 



set of academic/learning support services directed at_ 

affective as well as academic student development. 
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Reporting on the steps towards improved retention in 

What Works in student Retention, Beal and Noel (1980) 

identified the most critical aspect to be the priority 

assigned to retention by the president and other senior 

administrators. Those institutions reporting the greatest 

success had a senior level position responsible for 

retention reporting directly to either the president or 

academic vice-president. Also of major importance was a 

"team" approach resulting in support and involvement of all 

areas of the institution. The authors suggested that 

colleges have the potential to conduct retention activities 

within existing courses and resources without the need for 

additional funds or staff and that proper referral and 

access are key. Proactive intervention through improved 

services and programs should be the goal of retention 

initiatives according to the authors. They referenced 

earlier research findings that support the importance of 

counselling services to the potential dropout. The authors 

described successful retention programs based on 40 target 

groups. The target group most often cited was new students 

(freshmen and transfers). Target groups for specific 

retention programs must be identified, and while this might 

vary from institution to institution, the authors identified 

four groups based on the results of the study as high-risk 



and/or low academic performance; new students; undeclared 

majors and careers; women and adults. 
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In the introduction of the summary report, Toward 

Mastery Leadership: strategies for Student Success (1987), 

the authors suggested that, as a minimum, effective student 

success systems must include assessment, academic placement, 

advising, tracking and monitoring, and other effective 

intervention components. 

Recommendations in the report titled, Assessment, 

Advisement and Placement: Report on Plans for 1992, 

prepared by the Centre for Educational Effectiveness at 

Seneca are supported by the findings from the literature 

reviewed for this study. These recommendations included an 

integrated assessment and advisement system to benefit both 

students and the college. The system proposed is comprised 

of assessment, advisement, placement, and tracking. 

The Aldworth (1986) study described three types of 

students at Seneca as academically self-sufficient, 

academically dependent, and academics in its place. The 

largest percentage of the students (i.e., 64%) were 

described as academically dependent, being more directly 

influenced than the other two groups by the things that 

Seneca does. These findings supported the Tinto (1975) 

theory of the importance of student/institution 

interactions. 
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without exception, the retention literature reviewed 

emphasized the importance of the role of faculty in student 

persistence and success. The academic and social 

integration constructs of Tinto's (1975) model appeared to 

be significantly affected by the amount and type of 

interaction students have with faculty. Beal and Noel 

(1980) referenced the findings from earlier research which 

indicated that "it is the instructors who ultimately make 

the educational system effective and relevant" (p. 13). 

Caring attitude of faculty and staff and high quality 

teaching were identified as the most important campus 

characteristics by all types of institutions participating 

in the Beal and Noel (1980) study. 

In recognition of the importance of the quality of 

student and faculty interaction to student satisfaction and 

success, a student feedback questionnaire was included as an 

essential component of the Performance Review for Individual 

Development and Enhancement program proposed by the Seneca 

Faculty P.R.I.D.E. report (1991). 

Orientation, advising, and career assistance were 

recommended by Beal and Noel (1980) as important strategies 

for addressing the problem of lack of goal commitment or 

unclear program/career goal. Of the action-oriented 

retention programs reported by institutions participating in 

this study, the majority cited improvement of academic 

advising, followed by special orientation activities. In 



considering the most appropriate interventions for this 

research study, academic advising and orientation programs 

were selected for further investigation. 

student Advisement 
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It appeared from the literature that a quality student 

advisement program would provide the most s~gnificant 

mechanism for students to access the appropriate college 

services to help them clarify and reach their educational 

and career goals. Floyd (1987) recommended that advising 

systems be implemented to foster a caring, personalized 

environment so that individual students "matter" to at least 

one individual college employee. While student advising was 

recognized as one of the most important retention 

strategies, studies of advising programs indicated that many 

programs ar~ not as effective as they might be. Problems 

were attributed to lack of formal recognition or reward for 

advisors, lack of training, and lack of systematic 

evaluation of advising programs or advisors. 

There was a significant amount of literature available 

describing effective advisement programs. There were very 

few empirical studies, however, which scientifically proved 

the effectiveness of these programs in increasing student 

retention and success. 

Laurie A. Schreiner (personal communication, July 17, 

1991) referenced a recent survey of academic advising 

conducted by American College Testing (ACT) which indicated 



the most important characteristics of faculty advisors, as 

rated by students, to be interpersonal skills (genuine 

caring), meeting dynamics (being on time for meetings, 

knowledgeable about individual students), and knowledge of 

the college system and especially referral services. 

Important components of a successful advisement program 

appeared to include training for advisors; good communica-

tion between retention coordinator and faculty advisors in 

order to provide up-to-date information about students; 

clear policies and procedures; up-to-date and complete 

information about referral services; and available ~areer 

counselling. Faculty reported that release time was their 

most important consideration and that less than 20% of 
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faculty advisors get compensated for student advising. The 

issue appeared to be recognition for additional work; 
-faculty want to know that what they do counts! only 26% of 

participating colleges reported that they provide training 

for faculty advisors. In addition to training for advisors, 

it was suggested that advisement programs can be enhanced 

with newsletters, a faculty advisor handbook, and ongoing 

workshops. A ratio of 15 students to one faculty advisor 

was recommended as the optimum. 

A survey of advising practices and programs indicated 

that "administrative recognition of the importance of 

advising takes precedence over all other concerns in the 

delivery of advising services" (Crocket, 1985, p. 254). He 
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found that demonstration of this support came from a 

comprehensive policy statement on advising, allocation of 

appropriate resources, explicit assignment of responsibility 

for the advisement program, and recognition and evaluation 

of advisors. In the same text, in recognition of the 

importance of early action, Noel (1985) recommended that 

advisors meet with freshmen advisees at least three times 

during the first term. Gordon (1985) suggested that 

training for advisors should consider that different 

advising techniques are required for different types of 

students. While Toy (1985) cited Fisher (1978) who 

"contends that faculty members clearly make the best 

advisers" (p. 386), Beal and Noel (1980) found that 20% of 

the responding 944 institutions in their study cited lack of 

faculty support among the factors inhibiting retention 

efforts. It was clear from the literature that faculty are 

key to the success of an advisement program but equally 

clear was the fact that faculty support cannot be assumed. 

Toy addressed this concern by proposing three factors in 

gaining faculty support, including convincing faculty that 

attrition is a serious matter, that their involvement in the 

initiative really matters, and that there is demonstrable 

institutional support for the initiative. 

Beal and Noel (1980) discussed effective academic 

advising as an example of What Works in student Retention 

and provided examples of such programs, including peer 
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advisors to assist faculty. Given the current financial 

restraints facing the CAATs and the ever increasing student 

and course loads assigned to faculty, peer advisors may be 

one viable method of enhancing a student advisement program. 

In the Seneca College Retention strategies Task Force 

Report (1988), it was recommended that there be opportunity 

for each student to have maximum interaction with faculty 

and that the college implement an academic advising program. 

The Noel/Levitz College Student Inventory (CSI) 

utilized in this study is part of a Retention Management 

System (RMS) which has at its foundation a student 

advisement program. 

Much of the literature related to academic advising 

reflected the focus of four-year institutions where students 

are required to select a major, which of course is not 

applicable to the CAATs. Missing from the body of research 

was a model of student advisement for the ontario college 

system. 

orientation Programs 

Titley (1985) referenced the earlier finding that "the 

existence of formal orientation and advising activities has 

a positive effect on student persistence to graduation" 

(p. 222). Based on his review of related literature, Titley 

found that the primary stated purpose of orientation is "to 

ease the transition to college and to aid students during 

the initial adjustment period" (p. 222). Beal and Noel 
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(1980) found that orientation programs were the third most 

effective retention activity overall. 

orientation programs usually take one of three forms -

a summer program of one to three days; early programs which 

usually take place during the week prior to the beginning of 

the first semester; or a credit course offered during first 

semester. According to the literature reviewed, the most 

effective method of offering an orientation course appeared 

to be the credit course which spans the first semester. The 

main purpose of orientation programs appeared to be to help 

students make the transition to college by gaining awareness 

of their own abilities, motivations, attitudes and awareness 

of college services. In terms of Tinto's (1975) model, 

students' academic and social integration is encouraged 

through the orientation program. 
~ 

Many college orientation courses are modelled on the 

University of South Carolina's "University 101" orientation 

course. Noel, Levitz, Saluri (1985) suggested that it was 

the best single example available of such an orientation 

course. Psychology of Learning and Relating (PSY 585), 

which is modelled on the University 101 course, is a 

required credit course for all first semester Computer 

studies students at Seneca College. Important to this 

research was the fact that in addition to placing emphasis 

on student transition issues, including study skills, most 

orientation courses reported in the literature encouraged 
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students to develop critical thinking skills and independent 

attitudes towards learning. 

Although there was no scientific data to support it, 

Ramapo College of New Jersey reported an increase in first 

year retention of 16% after implementing a mandatory 

freshman seminar course. As a winner of the Noel/Levitz 

Retention Excellence Award reported in A Compendium of 

Successful Innovative Retention Programs and Practices 

(1991), this college partly attributed the success of its 

course to selection and training of the "right" faculty who 

also advise students in their class on an individual basis. 

It was clear from the literature that the role of 

orientation programs is an important one in enhancing 

students' academic and social integration within the 

institution. 

Evaluation 

Levitz and Noel (1985) suggested three imperatives to 

direct retention research efforts: "emphasize performance, 

design appropriate indicators of measurement, and provide 

data that validate performance" (p. 345) and emphasized that 

measurement improves performance. A comprehensive research 

program should be designed, they suggested, to meet three 

objectives - "analysis of student enrollment behaviour; 

assessment of the multidimensional interactions that occur 

between students and the cOllegiate environment; and 



evaluation of outcomes--program effectiveness and/or 

intervention impact" (p. 352). 
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Of particular relevance to the findings of this study 

related to the CSI diagnostic instrument was the Schreiner 

(1991) study. The results indicated that "students who did 

not persist into their second year had significantly higher 

dropout proneness scale scores than those who did persist" 

(p. 14). Five types of students were identified based on 

enrollment status after one year - Enrolled, Academically 

Dismissed, Stopped Out, Transferred, and withdrew. 

Comparisons of persisters and dropouts were made by 

Schreiner based on four categories of GPA - <2.00, 2.00-

2.49, 2.50-3.00, and >3.00. She suggested that "using GPA 

after one year was probably the better measure of student 

success in evaluating the predictive validity of the CSI" 

(p.15). 

Of significance to the findings of this study related 

to the LASSI were the results of the Nist, Mealey, Simpson, 

and Kroc (1990) study. For example, "the Motivation Scale 

of the LASSI was significantly predictive (p = .014) of the 

RAS's (regularly admitted freshmen) semester grades, 

accounting for 16% of the variance" (p. 47). For the 

developmental studies group of students, the most 

significant statistical correlation was between the 

Concentration and Time Management scales and student GPAs. 
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Because of its importance to research related to but 

beyond the scope of this study, there follows a brief review 

of literature related to impact studies and a systematic 

approach to an intervention model of student retention. 

Impact studies are fraught with difficulties since it is 

virtually impossible to attribute outcomes to specific 

factors and influences. However, it appeared from the 

literature that there is considerable value in conducting 

outcomes assessment as found by Levitz and Noel (1985). 

In considering the importance of the role of assessment 

in the process of evaluating student and institutional 

outcomes, Hirsch (1987) suggested that institutions must 

develop their own indicators of effectiveness. "Such 

evaluations and follow-up must examine the effectiveness of 

the various program components in order to ascertain which 
-

assessment instruments predict what program results for 

which groups of students under what circumstances and 

conditions" (Hirsch, 1987, p. 22). Beal and Noel (1980) 

emphasized the importance of obtaining basic retention 

information and recommended an ongoing method of tracking 

the past and future retention of stUdents in specific 

categories. 

Palmer (1989) commented on the shift in emphasis from 

the collection of cross-sectional data on enrollment and 

expenditures to the more complex tasks of longitudinal data 

collection and analysis. Because of the long-term resource 
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commitment needed, he suggested that "four-year colleges 

assist in tracking the educational experiences of community 

college transfer students" (p. 101). This concept of joint 

research could be interesting to explore between the CAATs 

and ontario universities. Colleges must address fundamental 

issues and questions, such as what data are to be collected, 

the method of collection, how the information will be used, 

and student followup after leaving the college. Palmer 

suggested that the LONESTAR system developed for the Texas 

community colleges was a good example of a student tracking 

system. As well, he described the three sets of variables 

comprising the Association of American Colleges and Junior 

Colleges (AACJC) student Tracking Model. 

Of importance to any future study of a comprehensive 

intervention model of student retention is the Dietsche 

(1989) recommendation for a student-oriented decision 

support system. 

Summary 

To be able to address the gap that exists between our 

knowledge of individual student needs and our subsequent 

ability to meet those needs through appropriate campus 

resources requires accurate identification of students who 

are at risk of dropping out as well as individual student 

needs. The four areas of literature review (research, 

diagnosis, intervention, and evaluation) supported the need 
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for this research and provided the framework within which to 

consider the results. 

Despite the innumerable retention studies reported, our 

understanding and knowledge of the complex and multi

dimensional problem of student attrition is still not 

complete. Not all attrition should be viewed as bad nor 

should we expect our retention efforts to be 100% 

successful. The Tinto (1975) and Bean (1983) models of 

student attrition provided the best theoretical framework 

for this study because of their emphasis on academic and 

social integration of the student as well as the importance 

placed on levels of student intent and commitment. 

Examining literature related to the rate, timing, and 

causes of student attrition, as well as student and 

institutional characteristics, resulted in a better 

understanding of the problem of student attrition. This in 

turn supported the efforts to diagnose individual student 

needs and to plan intervention strategies. The literature 

review confirmed that the problem of student attrition is a 

significant one, with the rate of attrition for the CAATs at 

about 40% - 50%. The highest rate of attrition seems to 

occur in the first year, with the first six weeks being the 

most critical in terms of intervention. According to the 

literature, retention efforts must take into consideration 

student intentions and commitments upon entry as well as 

what happens after entry. 
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The literature was helpful in understanding the causes 

of attrition but was not in any way conclusive. The find

ings tended to be somewhat contradictory due to the large 

number of variables, their interrelationship and over

lapping. It was important to consider institutional 

characteristics and student characteristics as well as the 

interplay between the two. 

In examining the literature related to this study, it 

was important to recognize the problems of sampling, 

measurement, and design. The principal deficiency was the 

lack of longitudinal data, especially within the CAAT 

system. In future research, the impact of changing 

populations (i.e., older students, ethnic diversity, etc.) 

might be considered. Because each college campus is unique, 

it is important to conduct research and develop intervention 

practices and programs specific to the needs of each campus. 

The literature confirmed that there is merit in 

attempting to make early diagnosis of students who are at 

risk of dropping out of college. In addition to identifying 

individual student needs so that intervention can take 

place, it enhances institutional planning to ensure that 

appropriate resources are in place. Important to diagnosis 

are background characteristics (i.e., academic, family, 

etc.), intentions and commitments, expectations of the 

institution and self (i.e., self-confidence, adjustment, 

financial, etc.), and skill sets such as study skills. 
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While there were reservations about the reliability and 

validity of the Noel/Levitz College student Inventory (CSI) 

and the Learning and study strategies Inventory (LASSI), 

these two diagnostic instruments appeared to have merit as 

early identification tools. 

A review of literature related to an intervention model 

of student retention confirmed that the best approach is a 

systematic one that is adamantly supported by the president, 

includes early identification of student needs, involves 

faculty and staff, and has a senior level person responsible 

for the overall retention effort. Two of the most effective 

retention strategies appeared to be orientation and student 

advisement programs. orientation credit courses that are 

one semester in length appeared to be most effective as were 

advisement programs where faculty who genuinely care are 

adequately trained, evaluated and recognized. 

Tracking of students which will provide longitudinal 

data is important to any long-term retention effort. It is 

important to evaluate new initiatives to assess their 

impact, to monitor for purposes of improvement, to analyze 

the cost-benefit factors, and because measurement improves 

performance. 

Finally, it is important to note that this study relied 

heavily on the literature available from studies in the 

United states because of the lack of similar Canadian 

studies. It is evident that there is a need for Canadian 



universities and colleges to engage in more institutional 

research related to student retention to supplement the 

existing small base of published material. 
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURES 

overview 

This research was undertaken as a pilot study of a 

sample population of first semester students enrolled in the 

School of computer Studies at Seneca College to assess the 

usefulness of two diagnostic instruments in identifying 

students at risk of dropping out. Because of the complexity 

of the problem of student attrition, this study did not 

attempt to go beyond discovery, understanding and descrip-

tion. Although some inferences may be drawn from the 

results of the study, no attempt was made to establish any 

causal relationship between or among the factors or vari-

abIes represented here. This is not to say that certain 

elements might not be analyzed in an inferential way, and 

the reader may, as a result of observation, infer logical 

relationships. 

Restatement and Elaboration 
of the Research Problem 

The problem in this study was to determine the 

usefulness of two diagnostic instruments for identifying 

first semester stUdents at risk of dropping out of the 

School of Computer Studies at Seneca. A related sub-problem 

was the determination of factors contributing to current 

student attrition within the School of Computer Studies. 

The purpose of this research was to help bridge the gap that 

exists between theory and practice and to explain the "why" 
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of student attrition rather than to develop a theoretical 

model to predict whether students will drop out of college. 

Research Approach 

In some respects, the research approach was such as 

might be taken in a pilot study. It was based on a disco

very and understanding methodology and, as descriptive 

research, was non-experimental and included both quanti

tative and qualitative elements. 

The research was completed in four related phases as 

follows: 
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l'base 1: l'base 2: Early 
Background Identification 

l'base 4: l'base 3: 
Evaluation Intervention 

Figure 3. Four research phases. 
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Subsequent sections of this chapter (i.e., pilot 

Studies, Selection of Subjects, Instrumentation, Procedures, 

Data Collection and Recording, and Data processing and 

Analysis) will be discussed in term of the four research 

phases. 

The following methods of data collection were used: 

1. Retrospective analysis of enrollment statistics for 

Computer Studies students at Seneca. 

2. Interviews to gather Seneca student and faculty 

anecdotal accounts of factors contributing to student 

attrition and strategies to improve retention. 

3. Two questionnaires administered to faculty and students 

within the School of Computer Studies to gather data 

related to a ranking of the factors and strategies 

referred to in #2 above. 

4. Two diagnostic instruments administered to a sample of 

Computer Studies first semester students to identify 

those potentially at risk of dropping out. 

5. Tracking of the student sample, utilizing a 

computerized database, to discover and describe the 

process of attrition and to determine the effectiveness 

of the diagnostic instruments in identifying students 

at risk. 

6. Interviews to gather faculty and student anecdotal 

accounts of the usefulness of the diagnostic 



instruments and the preliminary interventions 

implemented as part of this study. 
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In Phase I, an ex post facto method was utilized to 

provide an historical perspective on student attrition 

patterns between first and second semester within the School 

of Computer Studies. The gathering of anecdotal accounts 

from faculty and students utilized a qualitative approach 

through interviews and the use of an open-form or 

unrestricted type of questionnaire. Subsequently, a 

quantitative analysis of the results of two questionnaires 

was completed in order to determine faculty and student 

perceptions of the problem of student attrition within the 

School of Computer Studies and the type of interventions 

that might be successfully implemented. 

The twp diagnostic instruments administered in Phase 2 

provided quantitative data which were subsequently analyzed 

in Phase 4 in order to assess their usefulness as early 

identification instruments. 

During Phase 3, a qualitative approach was used for 

purposes of intervention. Because of limited resources, no 

formal interventions were implemented as part of this 

research nor was any effort made to measure the 

effectiveness of the informal attempts at intervention. 

However, anecdotal accounts of students, faculty, and 

counsellors in this regard were gathered in a qualitative 

manner. 
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A quantitative approach was taken in Phase 4 by 

tracking the student sample through the use of computer 

database software to analyze student enrollment behaviour 

and to assess the effectiveness of the diagnostic 

instruments in identifying students at risk of failing or 

dropping out. A qualitative approach was also taken during 

this final phase to gather staff and student perceptions of 

the usefulness of the diagnostic instruments and the 

preliminary intervention activities. 

Research Questions 

This section sets out the central questions examined in 

this study in order to assess the potential of early 

identification and intervention for retention of students. 

In order to design an effective intervention model of 

stUdent retention for the School of Computer Studies, the 

following questions were posed -

1. What are the historical patterns of student 

attrition between first and second semester? 

2. How may the factors contributing to student 

attrition be identified? 

3. How may strategies to reduce student attrition be 

identified? 

4. What is the process of first semester student 

attrition, including rate, timing, and causes? 



5. How useful is a diagnostic instrument in 

identifying students at risk of dropping out in 

first semester? 

6. Which intervention strategies might be the most 

effective in improving student retention in first 

semester? 

pilot studies 

Two pilot studies were conducted for purposes of 

providing feedback on the design and content of the 

questionnaires administered in Phase 1 and the diagnostic 

instruments administered in Phase 2, and questions were 

deleted, added and modified where appropriate. 

Phase 1: Background 
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For purposes of pilot testing the questionnaires 

developed in Phase 1, the subjects were chosen based on a 

willingness to participate. Of the 15 faculty question

naires distributed in April 1991 at a meeting of the Seneca 

Skills Assessment Committee, eight were returned 

anonymously. The student questionnaire was completed 

anonymously in April 1991 by a total of 50 Seneca Newnham 

Campus students comprised of one class of 4th semester 

General Business students, one class of 1st semester 

Computer Programming students, and one class of 1st semester 

General Arts & Science students. An explanation of the 

purpose of the pilot test and the questionnaire was given by 
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the researcher prior to completion by faculty and students. 

In addition to completing the questionnaire, faculty and 

students were asked to comment on the design and 

appropriateness of the questionnaire. 

Both questionnaires utilized a Likert-type scale to 

gather faculty and student responses to 16 possible factors 

contributing to attrition and to 15 possible strategies 

which might improve retention. Several open-ended questions 

allowed for additional comments from faculty and students. 

Data were analyzed manually to determine frequency 

distributions of the variables being considered. The 

findings from the sample data were substantially confirmed 

by the findings from the subsequent administration of the 

questionnaires. 

Phase 2: Early Identification 

The second pilot study was conducted with a sample of 

six students who volunteered to complete the Noel/Levitz 

College Student Inventory (CSI) in order to provide feedback 

on the design and content of the diagnostic instrument and 

to determine its appropriateness for this research study. 

Because the Learning and Study strategies Inventory (LASSI) 

was currently in use at Seneca, it was considered 

unnecessary to conduct a pilot study in this regard. 

Samples of LASSI student reports and perceptions of the 

faculty using the instrument were gathered and considered by 

the researcher to determine its appropriateness. 
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For purposes of pilot testing the CSI, the subjects 

were chosen randomly based on a willingness to participate. 

Of the 10 CSls distributed to students, five currently 

attending Seneca and five external to Seneca, six completed 

instruments were returned and subsequently forwarded to the 

publisher for computer analysis and report. 

Analysis of the sample data was undertaken by the 

publisher by way of computer program and resulted in sample 

student and advisor reports, together with summary reports 

designed to facilitate institutional intervention. The 

findings from the sample data were substantially confirmed 

by the findings from the subsequent administration of the 

CSI. 

Feedback received from students during this pilot study 

was considered and reflected in the final administration of 

the diagnostic instruments in Phase 2 and the approaches to 

intervention in Phase 3. 

Selection of Subjects 

The subjects for the various phases of this research 

study were selected as follows: 

Phase 1: Background 

A sample of convenience consisting of ten full-time 

Seneca faculty and eight second-year Seneca students was 

selected on a volunteer basis for the interviews conducted 

in Phase 1. The faculty group of ten was comprised of three 
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males and seven females, one of whom was a counsellor, one 

an administrator, and eight were faculty. Five academic 

areas and two major campuses were represented in the faculty 

group. The student group of eight was comprised of three 

males and five females, with representation from six 

different programs and two major campuses. The student 

subjects were studying at Seneca in either the first, 

second, or third year of their programs. Programs 

represented included Computers, Technology, Travel and 

Tourism, Business, General Arts and Science, and Interim 

Semester (a remedial program). 

subsequently in Phase 1, a sample of 23 faculty and 131 

third and fifth semester students in the School of Computer 

Studies at Seneca voluntarily completed the questionnaires 

designed to gather perceptions of possible factors 
~ 

contributing to attrition and effective strategies for 

improving retention. A questionnaire was distributed to 

faculty at a meeting after an explanation of its purpose, 

with a further copy being distributed by inter-office mail 

six weeks later to improve the rate of return. Visits were 

arranged to all third and fifth semester classes for 

purposes of administering the student questionnaire. 

Students who were in attendance during these scheduled 

visits participated in the study on a voluntary basis. 

These samples represent about 66% of faculty teaching in 
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Computer studie~ and about 63.9% of third and fifth semester 

students. 

Phase 2: Early Identification 

Previous research indicated that the highest rate of 

attrition occurs in the first year of enrollment. Anecdotal 

accounts of faculty and students, together with the results 

of the analysis of first-year enrollment patterns, indicated 

that student attrition is a significant problem within the 

school pf Computer Studies. Therefore, a sample of 319 

Seneca first semester students enrolled in the School of 

Computer Studies was selected for the early identification 

and intervention phases of this study. Visits were arranged 

to all Psychology of Learning and Relating (PSY 585) classes 

for purposes of administering the diagnostic instruments and 

providing (eedback to students. Students who were in 

attendance during these scheduled visits participated in the 

study on a voluntary basis. This sample represents 75.6% of 

the total first semester population. 

Phase 4: Evaluation 

For purposes of gathering anecdotal accounts related to 

the usefulness of the two diagnostic instruments and the 

preliminary intervention activities, interviews were 

conducted with four PSY 585 professors, the first-year 

Computer Studies coordinator, two college counsellors, the 
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Dean and Chair of Computer studies, and a random sample of 

eight students who had participated in the study. 

Instrumentation 

The following instruments were utilized in the four 

phases of this study: 

Phase 1: Background 

An open-form questionnaire (see Appendix A) was used to 

record the anecdotal accounts of faculty and students during 

the interviews conducted in this phase. Based on the find-

ings of previous research and an analysis of the data 

gathered from the interviews during Phase 1, faculty and 

student questionnaires (see Appendices B and C) were formu-

lated in consultation with the Faculty of Education at Brock 

University and the Centre for Educational Effectiveness at 
-

Seneca College. The questionnaires were designed with a 

Likert-type scale for ease of response and tabulation and 

also included open-ended questions. Slight modifications to 

design and content were made based on comments from the 

pilot group. 

Phase 2: Early Identification 

For purposes of the early identification phase, the 

following diagnostic instruments were reviewed: 

1. Freshman Questionnaire, developed by Peter Dietsche 

(1989). 

2. American College Testing (ACT) study Skills Inventory. 
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3. Student Adaptation to Col!ege Questionnaire (SA9QJ_. 

4. Noel/Levitz College Student Inventory (CSI). 

5. Learning and Study Strategies Inventory (LASSI). 

Based on a literature review and anecdotal reports of 

college faculty and staff who had used these instruments, 

the Noel/Levitz CSI and the LASSI (see Appendices 0 and E) 

were selected for purposes of this research study. Because 

of its appropriateness for the CAAT system, the Dietsche 

freshman questionnaire was carefully considered. However, 

it had been used in only one study at one institution and 

appeared to be lacking in terms of reliability and validity. 

Also, it did not take the comprehensive approach to identi

fying individual student needs that the Noel/Levitz CSI did. 

Further studies proving its validity and reliability would 

support adapting this instrument for use at Seneca in the 

future. 

A review of the Student Adaptation to College 

Questionnaire (SACQ) indicated that it might be more 

appropriately used as a mid-term measurement of student 

adaptation to college and not as a measure of student 

satisfaction with college. Since the purpose of this study 

was to assess the potential of early identification 

instruments, the Noel/Levitz CSI was considered more 

appropriate than the SACQ. 

The ACT Study Skills Inventory and the Learning and 

Study Strategies Inventory (LASSI) were reviewed for the 
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purpose of diagnosing student attitudes and self-reported 

skills for learning and studying. A more comprehensive 

assessment appeared to result from the ten LASSI scales 

compared to the five scales in the ACT instrument. As well, 

favourable results were reported by Seneca faculty using the 

LASSI instrument in the PSY 585 course. 

The reader is directed to Chapter 2 for a review of 

literature related to the reliability and validity of the 

two diagnostic instruments selected for this study and is 

reminded that the primary focus here is diagnosis rather 

than prediction. 

Noel/Levitz College Student Inventory (CSI) 

The CSI was developed through a seven-year research 

program based on theoretical work started in 1971. The 

instrument,~currently in its third revision, is self

administering and consists of 194 items. The 19 major 

independent scales include study Habits, Intellectual 

Interests, Academic Confidence, Desire to Finish College, 

Attitude Toward Educators, Self-Reliance, Sociability, 

Leadership, Ease of Transition, Family Emotional Support, 

Openness, Career Planning, Sense of Financial Security, 

Receptivity to Academic Assistance, Receptivity to Personal 

Counseling, Receptivity to Social Enrichment, Receptivity to 

Career Counseling, Initial Impression of the Institution, 

and Internal Validity. As well, there are four summary 

scales of academic motivation reported as stanines: Dropout 
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Proneness, Predi~ted Academic Qifficulty, Educational_ 

stress, and Receptivity to Institutional Help. The first 

two of these scales were constructed based on analyses of 

the results of a pilot study of 1,030 students from eight 

United states colleges and universities. Receptivity to 

Institutional Help is a combination of the four receptivity 

scales, and Educational stress is also a combination of 

several other scales. In addition, the CSI contained 

demographic information about the student and a list of 

prioritized recommendations for intervention, weighted on 

the basis of the student's need and receptivity for the 

campus service. 

Learning and study strategies Inventory (LASSI) 

The LASSI was developed as part of the Cognitive 

Learning S~rategies Project at the University of Texas at 

Austin in 1978. As a self-administering assessment tool, it 

was designed to measure students' attitude toward and use of 

learning and study strategies and methods. Using a Likert

type scale, it measured both affective and cognitive 

processes based on ten scales: Attitude, Motivation, Time 

Management, Anxiety, Concentration, Information Processing, 

Selecting Main Ideas, Study Aids, Self-Testing, and Test 

Strategies. The instrument used a self-report format, 

including a simple scoring scheme for students to compute 

their own scale scores directly on the instrument. 
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Phase 3: Intervention 

An open Individualized Advisement Session form (see 

Appendix F) was used by PSY 585 faculty and campus counsel-

lors to record the results of individualized advisement 

sessions initiated as a result of the preliminary inter-

vent ions in this phase. 

Phase 4: Evaluation 

An open-form questionnaire (see Appendix G) was used to 

record the anecdotal accounts of staff and students during 

the interviews conducted in this research phase. 

Procedures 

In this section, the procedures will be described for 

each phase of this research study. It was important to 

obtain the support of the Senior Vice-President, the Dean of 
-

Academic Planning, the Dean of the Centre for Educational 

Effectiveness, and the Deans of the School of Computer 

Studies and the Liberal Studies Division. Their significant 

commitment to and support for this research greatly facili-

tated its completion. 

Phase 1: Background 

To develop a better understanding of the rate of 

student attrition between first and second semester at the 

School of Computer Studies, a retrospective analysis of the 

enrollment statistics for first and second semester for the 

previous five years, 1986 to 1990, was completed. This was 
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accomplished by comparing the total student enrollment_Ior 

first semester Computer studies on Day 10 of Semester 1 

(Fall of each of the years 1986 to 1990) with the total 

student enrollment on Day 10 of Semester 2 (Winter of each 

of the years 1987 to 1991). 

Subjects for the faculty and student interviews were 

selected and invited to meet individually in the 

researcher's office at various times during the months of 

March and April, 1991. During the interviews, an open-form 

questionnaire (see Appendix A) was used to record the 

anecdotal accounts of faculty and students. An explanation 

of the purpose of the interview was given and the interview 

was conducted on the basis of the questions shown in 

Appendix A. The participants responded to the questions in 

an open and honest manner, freely offering comments about 

-
their perceptions of the problem of student attrition. 

For purposes of administering the questionnaire to 

faculty, the researcher attended a School of Computer 

Studies general meeting on August 27, 1991. A presentation 

was made to the Computer Studies administration and faculty 

explaining the purpose of the research study, the attrition 

problem as it appeared to exist in Computer Studies, the 

purpose of the questionnaire, and the importance of the role 

of faculty in any student retention initiatives. Twenty-one 

copies of the faculty questionnaire were distributed at the 

meeting with the request that they be completed anonymously 
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and returned to the researcher. subsequently, an additional 

12 questionnaires were distributed through interoffice mail 

to General Education professors (i.e., English and Liberal 

studies) who were teaching courses to Computer Studies 

students with a covering memo requesting the completion and 

return of the questionnaires. In October, 1991, the Chair 

of Computer Studies distributed a reminder memo to all 

faculty requesting the return of the questionnaire. On 

November 5, 1991, a further copy of the questionnaire was 

distributed to all 35 Computer studies faculty, together 

with a covering memo requesting the completion and return of 

the questionnaire if it had not already been done. 

To achieve a high rate of return for the student 

questionnaires, personal visits to seven third and fifth 

semester classes were arranged during the month of November, 

1991. In response to a memo from the Chair of Computer 

Studies, professors indicated a time for the researcher to 

attend their classes to administer the questionnaire. A 

copy of the questionnaire was given to the professor in 

advance and, in some cases, the professor chose to remain in 

class during administration of the questionnaire. The 

purpose of the questionnaire was explained to each group of 

students and the importance of their perceptions as students 

who had been at the. college for two or three years was 

emphasized. They were encouraged to be open and honest and 

reminded that completion of the questionnaire was to be 
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anonymous and that the confidentiality of individual __ 

responses would be strictly adhered to. students were 

appreciative of the opportunity to give feedback in this 

regard and commented orally that they felt the attrition 

rate in computer studies was probably around 60%. No one 

declined to complete the questionnaire. Once completed, 

they were returned directly to the researcher, who in turn 

thanked the students for their participation and wished them 

well in the remainder of their studies. 

Phase 2: Early Identification 

In order to satisfy the requirements for ethical 

research with human participants, a proposal was submitted 

to the Brock University Ethics Committee and approval 

granted (see Appendix H). In order to obtain access to 

student recprds, a proposal was submitted to the Dean of 

Academic Planning at Seneca College and approval granted 

(see Appendix I). 

In order to administer the diagnostic instruments, it 

was necessary to gain the support and involvement of all 

five PSY 585 professors to permit the study to be carried 

out during their classes. Support was first obtained from 

the Dean and Chair of the Liberal Studies Division, who 

subsequently requested the cooperation of the five 

professors. On August 29, 1991, the researcher met with the 

five PSY 585 professors to explain the research study and to 

solicit their support and cooperation (see agenda attached 
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as Appendix J). _The study was_referred to as A Student 

Alert project (ASAP), and a preliminary faculty information 

manual (see Table of contents attached as Appendix K) was 

provided to the administrators, faculty and counsellors 

participating in the study. At the meeting, presentations 

were made by each of the college service areas and 

documentation was provided to facilitate the advisor role 

being proposed to the PSY 585 professors. In consultation 

with the PSY 585 professors, a schedule was prepared for 

meeting with all 14 classes of first semester students 

during the month of September, 1991. 

The Noel/Levitz college Student Inventory (CSI) was 

administered personally by the researcher during the first 

two weeks of classes to nine groups of students, and the 

Learning and Study Strategies Inventory (LASSI) was 

administered during the third and fourth weeks of classes to 

11 groups. So that a comparison of the results of the two 

instruments could be made to determine which is the most 

useful in identifying students at risk of dropping out, 101 

students completed the CSI only, 140 completed the LASSI 

only, and 88 completed both the CSI and the LASSI. 

Administration of the CSI required approximately one hour 40 

minutes of class time to ensure all students had sufficient 

time, while the LASSI required approximately 50 minutes of 

class time. 
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Most of the PSY 585 professors chose to be present 

during administration of the instruments and demonstrated 

strong support for the project, highlighting the benefits of 

the study to students and the relationship of the findings 

to the PSY 585 course. Prior to completion of the 

diagnostic instruments, the researcher informed students 

both in written and oral form about the research study and 

their role in it (see Appendices Land M). Student 

participation was voluntary and emphasis was given to the 

confidential treatment of the data being gathered. Students 

were requested to indicate whether or not they authorized 

the release of information generated by the two instruments 

(see Appendices Nand 0). with the exception of students 

who chose not to participate and left the room prior to 

completion of the instrument and those students who were not 

in attendance on that particular day, all students willingly 

participated in the study. The researcher was available at 

all times during completion of the instruments to answer 

student questions about the study and to assist in 

interpretation of the instruments. 

Completion of the CSI required students to complete a 

computerized answer sheet with a pencil provided by the 

researcher. As a self-scoring instrument, students were 

able to plot their scores on a graph for each of the ten 

scales of the LASSI. Once the instruments had been 

completed, all materials were returned directly to the 



researcher, who in turn thanke~ the students for the~~~ 

participation and wished them well with their studies. 

students were advised that the results of the diagnostic 

instruments would be returned to them within two weeks of 

completion. 
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Once all the CSI instruments had been administered, the 

answer sheets were reviewed for proper completion and 182 of 

the 187 sheets were immediately forwarded by Priority Post 

to the publisher for computerized data analysis and report. 

Five answer sheets were incomplete and therefore rejected. 

within one week, a student report and advisor's report (see 

samples attached as Appendices P and Q) for each student who 

had properly completed the CSI were received by the 

researcher, along with summary reports (see Appendix R) for 

all students. Five student answer sheets were rejected by 

the publisher because of 10 or more omissions, resulting in 

a total sample for the CSI of 179 students. 

Upon completion of the administration of the LASSI 

instruments, they were reviewed for completeness and, where 

necessary, calculations were completed by the researcher. 

No instruments were rejected, resulting in a total sample 

for the LASSI of 228 students. Class summaries of the 

student scores for each of the 10 scales were prepared by 

the researcher (see sample attached as Appendix S). 
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Phase 3: Intervention 

The reader is reminded that the major focus of this 

study is early identification and that the preliminary 

attempts at intervention reported here were mainly carried 

out by the PSY 585 professors acting in a voluntary capacity 

and by the researcher herself. The intervention activities 

were initiated more out of a sense of responsibility to the 

students, having diagnosed areas of need, rather than in an 

attempt to measure the effectiveness of these activities. 

The reader is referred to the recommendations for future 

research section of Chapter Five. 

On October 3, 1991, the researcher met with the Dean of 

Computer studies, the PSY 585 professors, and the 

counsellors at the School of Computer Studies. Where 

authorized in writing by the students participating in the 

study, copies of the CSI advisor reports and LASSI student 

reports, together with the LASSI class summaries, were 

distributed to the PSY 585 professors to facilitate their 

role as faculty advisors. As well, copies of the CSI 

summary reports for all students (see Appendix R) were 

provided to the Dean and Chair of Computer Studies, the 

PSY 585 professors, and the campus counsellors. The results 

of the diagnostic instruments were discussed generally and 

categories of student needs identified for purposes of 

matching existing college resources. The procedure for 

feedback and intervention for students was discussed, and a 
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schedule was prepared in consultation with the PSY 585 

professors for class visits by the researcher. Based on 

discussions at the October 3 meeting and on input from 

student service areas of the college, a Schedule of Student 

Resources (see Appendix T) was prepared, together with a 

Description of the LASS! Scales and Recommendations for 

Action (see Appendix U). An Individualized Advisement 

Session form (see Appendix F) was developed and copies were 

distributed to the PSY 585 professors and the counsellors 

for purposes of recording student interviews initiated as a 

result of the interventions described in this phase. 

During the first two weeks of October 1991, the 

researcher attended 14 sessions of PSY 585 and distributed 

the CSI student report and LASS! student's copy, together 

with the Description of the LASS! Scales and Recommendations 

for Action and the Schedule of Student Resources, to 

individual students present on that day. The reports of 

those students who were absent on that particular day were 

subsequently distributed by the PSY 585 professors if 

authorization had been given by the students for release of 

the information. Otherwise, students were advised that the 

reports were available from the researcher. To assist 

students in the interpretation of the results of these two 

instruments, an explanation was given by the researcher 

during the class session, referring to a sample student 

report by way of overhead projector. Students were 
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__ el"lcc:>u~aged to __ as_k_questioIl§ __ !"~lateJ! ~9 th~ reQQrts_~ng __ t9 ____ _ 

the college services available to assist them to succeed. 

Students were referred to the specific recommendations 

contained in their CSI student report (Appendix P) and the 

Description of the LASSI Scales and Recommendations for 

Action (Appendix U)e Emphasis was given to the fact that 

the reports might not necessarily give a totally accurate 

description of individual students and that they were 

intended only to provide some insight into individual 

strengths and weaknesses for purposes of further reflection 

and discussion. Students were encouraged to discuss the 

reports further with their PSY 585 professor or with a 

college counsellor. 

The role of the PSY 585 professors as faculty advisors 

was strictly voluntary and in most cases was not intrusive 

but responsive to student initiation. 

Phase 4: Evaluation 

On December 18, 1991, the researcher attended the end

of-semester promotion meeting, at which time the academic 

outcomes for first semester students were discussed. In 

January, 1992, student records for the sample group were 

reviewed to determine cumulative grade point average (GPA), 

current enrollment status, and timing of and reason for 

leaving the college if not re-enrolled for Spring 1992. 

Based on GPA and enrollment status as of Day 10 of the 

Spring 1992 semester, five student groups were identified as 
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__ ~~c~~~sful ~_~l:"~~s_~ers, ~uc~essful~ersist~~s _- weak 1 ______ _ 

successful withdrawals, unsuccessful persisters, and 

unsuccessful withdrawals. The results of the two diagnostic 

instruments were then compared to the five categories of 

students. 

Interviews were conducted during the month of January 

1992 by the researcher for purposes of gathering anecdotal 

reports from faculty, administrators, counsellors, and 

students as to their perceptions of the usefulness of the 

diagnostic instruments and the preliminary interventions 

that were implemented. 

Data Collection and Recordinq 

Data collection and recording for the various research 

phases was undertaken as follows: 

Phase 1: Background 

Access to college records permitted the researcher to 

ascertain student enrollment statistics for Semesters 1 and 

2 for each of the five years 1986 to 1990. 

During the faculty and student interviews conducted in 

this phase, anecdotal accounts were collected and recorded 

on an open-ended questionnaire (see Appendix A). The data 

were organized on the basis of faculty responses and student 

responses to allow a comparison between the two groups. The 

data were further orqanized into two categories, the first 

related to the factors contributing to student attrition and 



the second related to the best strategies for reducing 

student attrition. The data were then recorded in a 

WordPerfect 5.1 file for reporting purposes. 
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The data collected from the faculty and student 

questionnaires in Phase 1 were recorded in a dBase 111+ file 

specifically designed with appropriate fields for this 

purpose. The data were subsequently transferred into a 

Lotus 1-2-3 (3.1) spreadsheet file specifically designed 

with appropriate fields for analysis and reporting purposes. 

Selected faculty and student comments were transferred from 

the dBase 111+ file to a WordPerfect 5.1 file for reporting 

purposes. 

Phase 2: Early Identification 

Computerized answer sheets were completed by students 

for purpose~ of recording their responses to the CSI, and 

carbon forms were completed by students to record their 

responses to the LASSI. The data collected in this manner 

included student names and ID numbers to enable tracking of 

individual students. The student scores on the four summary 

scales of the CSI Advisor's Report (see Appendix Q) -

Dropout Proneness, Predicted Academic Difficulty, 

Educational stress, and Receptivity to Institutional Help -

and the ten scales shown on the LASSI Student's Report (see 

Appendix S) - Attitude, Motivation, Time Management, 

Anxiety, Concentration, Information Processing, Selecting 

Main Ideas, Study Aids, Self-testing, and Test Strategies -
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were recorded in a Lotus 1-2-3 (3.1) spreadsheet file_ 

specifically designed with appropriate fields for this 

purpose. The data were subsequently transferred to a dBase 

III+ file specifically designed with appropriate fields to 

record these data as well as data collected and recorded 

during Phase 4. 

Phase 3: Intervention 

An Individualized Advisement Session form (see 

Appendix F) was used by PSY 585 faculty and college 

counsellors to record student interviews resulting from the 

intervention activities in this research phase. 

Phase 4: Evaluation 

During the evaluation phase, data related to students' 

cumulative GPA, current enrollment status, and timing of and 

reasons for leaving the college if not re-enrolled were 

transferred from the Seneca VAX to a dBase III+ file 

specifically designed with appropriate fields for this 

purpose. The data recorded in the Lotus spreadsheet during 

Phase 2 were also transferred to this database file for 

analysis and reporting purposes. 

Anecdotal accounts of faculty, administrators, 

counsellors, and students gathered during the final stage of 

this study were summarized and recorded in a WordPerfect 5.1 

file for reporting purposes. The data were organized 

according to faculty responses and student responses to 



allow a comparison of the two groups and were further 

organized into categories related to the usefulness of the 

two diagnostic instruments and the preliminary attempts at 

intervention. 

Data Processing and Analysis 

For purposes of supporting and extending the 

descriptive nature of this study, data processing and 

analysis was completed during the research phases as 

follows: 

Phase 1: Background 
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Analysis of the rate of attrition between 1st and 2nd 

semester in the school of Computer Studies was completed by 

manually comparing the total 1st semester student enrollment 

as of Day 10 of Semester 1 (Fall) with the total 2nd 

semester student enrollment as of Day 10 of Semester 2 

(Spring), for each of the five years 1986 to 1990. The 

number and percentage of student withdrawals from Computer 

Studies is shown in table form. 

The qualitative data recorded during the interviews in 

Phase 1 were organized using key phrase analysis for 

purposes of analyzing and comparing faculty and student 

perceptions of the major causes of attrition and the best 

intervention strategies to reduce student attrition. The 

responses related to causes of attrition ranked in terms of 

frequency and significance are shown in table form. The 
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responses related to' strategies to reduce student att~ition 

were clustered and are shown in table form. 

Frequency distributions and representation of the data 

in bar graph form depicts the distribution of the variables 

being considered in the faculty and student questionnaires 

completed in this phase. The relationship between the two 

sets of faculty and student data was determined in order to 

highlight significant differences. Faculty and student 

responses to open-ended questions were organized using key 

phrase analysis, and only those data which were considered 

to be significant and important were reported. 

Phase 2: Early Identification 

The data collected and recorded by the CSI instruments 

were forwarded to the publisher for computer processing and 

analysis. This computer analysis generated individual 

student reports (see Appendix P), advisor reports (see 

Appendix Q), and summary reports (see Appendix R). 

The LASSI diagnostic instrument was scored by students 

and resulted in individual student reports indicating scores 

on ten different scales. Class summaries of student scores 

were computed to permit students to compare their scores 

with the class average (see Appendix S). 

In order to compare the distribution of scores for the 

sample population to the normative sample, a summary of all 

LASSI student scores showing the mean for each of the ten 

scales was computed and is presented in table form. 
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Phase 3: Intervention 

The data gathered by Individualized Advisement Session 

forms (see Appendix F) completed during this phase were 

analyzed manually, resulting in a description of the rate 

and nature of student response to the preliminary 

interventions. 

Phase 4: Evaluation 

Five categories of students were identified for 

analysis purposes in this phase based on GPA and enrollment 

status as of Day 10 of the Spring 1992 semester as follows: 

GPA Enrollment Status 

Successful Persisters >2 

Successful Persisters-Weak <2 

Successful withdrawals >2 

Unsuccessful Persisters <2 

Unsuccessful withdrawals <2 

Sem. 2, Computer Studies 

Sem. 2, Computer Studies 

not re-enrolled at Seneca 

Sem. 1, Computer Studies 
or elsewhere at Seneca 

not re-enrolled at Seneca 

Representation of the data in table form depicts the 

frequency distribution and the percentage of the entire 

sample for each of the five categories. The successful 

persisters - weak category represents those students who 

were promoted to Semester 2 but who were successful in three 

or less of the five credits undertaken in first semester. 

The rate of student attrition was determined based on the 

two categories of Successful and Unsuccessful withdrawals. 
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As well, the pergentage of per~isters who appeared to be at 

risk was analyzed and reported. 

Frequency distributions and representation of the data 

as they relate to timing and reasons for withdrawal for the 

two categories of withdrawals (i.e., successful withdrawals 

and unsuccessful withdrawals) are shown in table form. 

In order to assess the usefulness as early 

identification tools of the two diagnostic instruments 

administered in Phase 2, several analyses were conducted by 

comparing the results of the CSI and LASSI with the GPAs and 

enrollment status of the sample population. 

Frequency distributions and representation of the data 

as they relate to the Dropout Proneness and Receptivity to 

Institutional Help summary scales of the CSI are presented 

in line graph form. This analysis permitted comparison of 
-the scores for the sample population to those of the 

normative sample. As well, the findings for both of these 

scales in terms of frequency distributions related to 

student enrollment status are presented in table form. 

For purposes of discovering and describing the 

relationship of the independent variables (i.e., the scores 

on the ten LASSI scales) to the dependent variable (i.e., 

enrollment category), a summary of LASSI percentiles was 

prepared for each of four categories of stUdents (i.e., 

unsuccessful withdrawals, successful withdrawals, successful 

persisters, and unsuccessful persisters). For purposes of 
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further discovery and description, students' GPAs and CSI 

Dropout Proneness scores were included in these summaries. 

The findings for these summaries are reported in table form. 

Due to the complexity of the relationship between the 

results of the LASS! ten scales and the enrollment status of 

the sample population, a random sample of the successful 

persisters and unsuccessful persisters was selected for 

purposes of summarizing, discovering, and describing the 

apparent relationship between the variables. The reader's 

attention is directed to the recommendations for further 

research section of Chapter Five. 

The qualitative data recorded during the interviews in 

this final phase were analyzed manually, resulting in a 

description of staff and student perceptions of the 

usefulness of the two diagnostic instruments and the 

preliminary intervention strategies. 

Methodological Assumptions 

The research methodology applied in this study was 

based on several assumptions. First, it was assumed that 

the random sample of faculty and students selected for the 

interviews in Phases 1 and 4 were generally representative 

of the total populations from which they were drawn. 

Second, the objectivity and openness of faculty and 

students, as well as lack of fear of reprisal, during all 

phases of the research was assumed. Third, because of their 

extensive use in other similar settings, it was assumed that 
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the diagnostic instruments selected for Phase 2 of thastudy 

are methodologically sound. 

Limitations 

since this research could be considered as a pilot 

study of the potential of early identification and 

intervention for student retention, it is subject to the 

limitations inherent in a pilot study. since the problem of 

student attrition is a complex one, it is virtually 

impossible to develop a conclusive model of student 

retention in a single pilot study. However, this research 

study contributes to the small research base presently 

existing at Seneca and other CAATs and provides a better 

understanding of the problem, as well as identifying areas 

for further research. 

The results could be improved by conducting a more 

extensive analysis of the data (e.g., multiple regression 

analysis) in order to determine the correlation coefficients 

of the independent and dependent variables. By carrying out 

further research with a longitudinal and experimental 

design, attempts could be made to discover any causal 

relationship between or among the factors or variables 

represented in this study. While the task of isolating 

individual variables related to the problem of stUdent 

attrition is a complex one, more expansive long- and short

term research is required to extend the description provided 

in this study. 
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The self-report diagnostic instruments used in Phase 2 

are subject to students answering in a manner they perceive 

to be "right." Both the CSI and the LASSI were developed 

in the united states, although the CSI has been slightly 

adapted for use in Canada. The national norms established. 

for the two diagnostic instruments were based on studies 

done in the united states. Local or institutional norms 

would facilitate more accurate findings. It is difficult to 

avoid the cultural bias that exists in all commercial 

diagnostic tests of this nature. For example, the terms 

"cramming" and "cannot see the forest for the trees" found 

in the LASSI instrument required interpretation for students 

who had not received the majority of their education in 

North America. Some questions contained in the CSI were 

more relevant for recent high school graduates than for 
~ 

older students. A diagnostic instrument developed, tested 

and validated specifically for use at Seneca would probably 

produce more accurate results. 

Chapter Summary 

This chapter has described the approach taken during 

the four phases of this descriptive research study. The 

research questions have been restated, and the methods of 

data gathering and analyses have been specified. 



CHAPTER FOUR: FINDINGS AND SYNTHESIS 

overview 

In this chapter, the findings are presented and 

synthesized for each of the four research phases: 

background; early identification; intervention; and 

evaluation. As well, they are discussed in relation to the 

questions identified in Chapter One. 

Findings from the first research phase are presented in 

table and bar graph form and provide the reader with 

background information about the attrition problem within 

the School of Computer Studies at Seneca, as well as 

possible strategies for improving student retention. 

Understanding the problem provides a basis for action, as 

well as a benchmark against which to measure any future rate 

of improvement. 

The re$ults of the two diagnostic instruments 

administered in the second phase are contained in the 

Appendix section of this report. Early identification of 

students who may be at risk of failing or dropping out of 

college through the use of a diagnostic instrument provides 

a basis for institutional intervention. 

Due to a lack of resources, no attempt was made to 

implement and evaluate formal interventions during the third 

phase. The findings from the preliminary attempts at 

intervention are based on written feedback given by PSY 585 

professors and one campus counsellor. These findings are 

reported in this chapter in anecdotal form. 
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The findings from the final research phase are 

presented in table and graph form and are based on the 

results of tracking the sample group of students from Day 10 

of semester 1 to Day 10 of semester 2. An analysis of the 

data gathered during this period provided the basis for 

evaluating the usefulness of the two diagnostic instruments 

and the preliminary intervention strategies. As well, it 

provided the data necessary to describe the dimensions of 

the attrition process, including rate, timing, and causes. 

Phase 1: Background 

Several methods of data gathering and analyses were 

utilized during this research phase in order to understand 

and describe the process of student attrition within the 

School of computer Studies at Seneca. 

Retrospective Analysis of Enrollment Data 

A simple analysis of the enrollment statistics for 

first and second semester Computer Studies programs for each 

of the five academic years, 1986/87 to 1990/91, was 

undertaken to address the question: 

• What are the historical patterns of student 

attrition between first and second semester1 

The number and percentage of student withdrawals during this 

five-year period are shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1 

Attrition Rates Between First and Second Semesters 

Academic Enrollment Enrollment Number of % of Total 
Year Day 10, Sem. 1 Day 10, Sem. 2 Withdrawals Sample 

1986/87 190 142 48 25.3 

1987/88 170 129 41 24.1 

1988/89 173 122 51 29.5 

1989/90 297 195 102 34.3 

1990/91 312 223 89 28.5 
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These findings reflect a significant rate of attrition 

between first and second semester, ranging from 24.1% to 

34.3%. No attempt was made to analyze the variance from 

year to year in the attrition rates or the reasons for 

withdrawal, although the faculty strike during the Fall of 

1988 may have been a contributing factor in that period. 

While this retrospective analysis does not account for 

unsuccessful persisters (i.e., students who were enrolled at 

Seneca somewhere other than Semester 2 of Computer Studies), 

the findings do appear to support the need for early 

identification and intervention. 

In order to address the research questions: 

• How may the factors contributinq to student 

attrition be identified? and 

• How may strategies to reduce student 

attrition be identified? 

a two-step process was completed. First, a random sample of 

ten full-time Seneca faculty and eight full-time second-year 

Seneca students were interviewed, and subsequently a 

questionnaire was developed and completed by a sample of 23 

faculty teaching at the School of Computer Studies and 131 

third and fifth semester Computer Studies students. 

Faculty and Student Interviews 

Appendix V contains a detailed analysis of the faculty 

and student interviews. Tables 2 and 3 present the major 

causes of attrition as reported by faculty and students in 
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terms of frequency and ranking~ using key phrase analysis, 

the responses were clustered under specific headings to 

facilitate interpretation. 
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Table 2 

Faculty Perceptions of Attrition Factors 

Factor Frequency Rank (1-5) 

Weak academic skills 10 2.4 

Lack of career/program focus 10 2.1 

Poor teacher/student interaction 6 2.5 

Transition from high school 4 2.5 

Part-time jobs 3 4.7 

Time management, study skills, 
organizational ability 3 4.0 

Personal problems 3 3.0 

Lack of self-confidence 2 3.5 

Financial 2 3.5 

Lack of integration 1 3.0 

Note. The results are based on responses from ten Seneca 

professors who each identified five major attrition factors 

and ranked them on a scale of 1 to 5, with one being the 

most significant and five the least. 
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Table 3 

student Perceptions of Attrition Factors 

Factor Frequency Rank (1-5) 

Lack of career/program focus 6 2.8 

Transition from high school 5 1.5 

Time management, study skills, 
organizational ability 4 4.0 

Weak academic skills 4 3.0 

Financial 3 4.7 

Poor teacher/student interaction 3 3.0 

Part-time jobs 2 3.0 

Lack of confidence 2 2.0 

strike-related 1 1.0 

Personal problems 1 5.0 

Note. The results are based on responses from eight Seneca 

second-year students who each identified five major 

attrition factors and ranked them on a scale of 1 to 5, with 

one being the most significant and five the least. 
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Both faculty and students most often identified lack of 

focus as a major cause of student attrition. All faculty 

considered both lack of focus and weak academic skills to be 

major causes of attrition but ranked weak academic skills as 

being more significant. Lack of focus was identified most 

frequently (six out of eight) by students as a major cause 

of attrition. However, study habits (i.e., time management, 

study skills, organizational ability) and financial factors 

were ranked higher in terms of significance. Also of 

particular interest is the frequency with which faculty 

identified poor teacher/student interaction as a cause of 

attrition (six out of ten) while only three out of eight 

students cited it as a factor. 

Tables 4 and 5 present the intervention strategies 

suggested by faculty and students during the interviews. 

These strategies are organized under the headings used for 

the causes of attrition presented in Tables 2 and 3. 
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Table 4 

Intervention strategies Suggested by Faculty 

Lack of career/program focus 
• orientation course 
• interview students prior to enrollment 
• school/college articulation 
• student advisement program 

Weak academic skills 
• academic assessment and foundation studies 
• school/college articulation 
• provide academic support and tutorials 
• provide streaming within program rather than front-loading 
• provide more "help" centres - ESL, Math 

Poor teacher/student interaction 
• enhanced professional development for faculty 
• student feedback should be an essential part of evaluation 
• greater awareness for faculty of student services 
• more collaboration among teachers teaching the same course 
• increase student/teacher interaction outside the classroom 
• hiring practices with emphasis on teacher training 

Transition from high school 
• orientation course for all first semester students 
• faculty ~~visement program 

Personal problems 
• increased visibility of and access to counselling services 

Time management, study skills, 
organizational ability 

• build into first semester orientation course 
.·should be integrated into core subjects 

Part-time jobs 
• early counselling re possible effects of long part-time 
hours 

Lack of self-confidence 
• build self-awareness component into first semester 

Financial 
• allow students to take a partial load 
• provide bursaries 
• provide part-time work opportunities at college 
• improve access to financial aid 
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Table 5 

Intervention strategies Suggested by Students 

Lack of career/program focus 
• provide more career counselling 
• provide faculty advisors 
• school/college articulation 
• provide co-op opportunities 
• show relevance of course for students 

Transition from high school 
• provide tutorial hours - one-on-one with faculty 
• faculty attitude is important 
• provide an orientation course in first semester 
• early diagnosis to identify student needs 
• don't force students; they often just need to mature 

Weak academic skills 
• provide developmental courses - English, Math 
• provide support for academic skills (e.g., tutorial hours) 

Time management, study skills, 
organizational ability 

• integrate techniques into core courses 
• build into timetable - first two to three weeks 
• provide through orientation course 

Financial 
• provide increased access to financial support 
• provide on-campus work opportunities 
• provide more scholarships and bursaries based on financial 

need (don't discriminate against foreign students) 

Poor teacher/student interaction 
• improve faculty attitude towards students who need help 
• provide a student advisement program 

Part-time jobs 
• counsel re consequences of long hours of work 
• provide time management training 

Lack of confidence 
• develop student confidence through orientation course 

Lack of integration 
• provide Psychology course for first semester students 
• provide a student advisement program 

Personal problems 
• increase self-awareness through Psychology course 
• provide personal counselling 
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Both the faqulty and stud~nt groups identified fa~ulty 

as the key people in terms of improving student success. A 

student advisement program to increase student and faculty 

contact outside of the classroom was identified by both 

groups as a strategy for improving student success. There 

was strong support from both groups to have a first semester 

orientation course similar to the PSY 585 course currently 

offered at Seneca. School/college articulation was 

identified by both the faculty and student groups as a means 

to help students focus in high school prior to selecting a 

college program. Providing developmental courses was 

identified by both faculty and students as the most 

effective way to address the weak academic skills problem. 

Although the importance and value of the study skills/ 

time management type of workshops offered by the Seneca 

Counselling Department were recognized by both students and 

faculty, both groups believed that the students who attend 

these workshops are not always the ones who need help the 

most. Suggested strategies for addressing this area of need 

included the integration of these skills into the first 

semester orientation course and/or other core sUbjects. 

Faculty and Student Questionnaires 

The detailed results of the questionnaires (see 

Appendices B and C) completed by 23 faculty and 131 students 

from the School of Computer Studies are contained in 

Appendix w. 



The data from the faculty and student questionnaires 

related to factors contributing to student dropout were 

weighted and integrated and are represented in bar graph 

form in Figures 4, 5, and 6. 
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SURVEY OF COMPUTER STUDIES FACULTY 1991 
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QAl QA2 QA13 QAS QAtl QAl4 QAl5 QAlO QA17 

QA4 QA9 QA3 QA16 QA12 QA8 QA6 QA7 
REASONS FOR DROPPING OUT 

~SCOREA ~SCOREB 
SCORE A "';'FACTORS AGRJDISAGR = (5*SA)+(4*A)-(1*0)-(2*SO) 
SCOREB = MOSTSIG FACTOR = i3~FIRST)+(2*SECONO)+(1*THIRD) 

Note. 

QAl = weak academic skills QAIO = lack social integr'n 
QA2 = lack of goal commitment QAll = financial reasons 
QA3 = shift in goal commitment QA12 = lack self-confidence 
QA4 = weak study habits QA13 = excessive pt work hrs 
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QA5 = personal problems QA14 poor stud/tchr interaction 
QA6 lack of day care QA15 = course/program boring 
QA7 lack affordable housing QA16 = course/program irrelevant 
QA8 transportation/commute QA17 poor timetable 
QA9 = lack academic integration 

Figure 4. Reasons for students dropping out: faculty. 
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SURVEY OF COMPUTER STUDIES STUDENTS 1991 
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REASONS FOR DROPPING OUT 

~ SCORE A ~ SCORE B ~ SCORE C 

SCORE A = FACI'ORSAGRIDISAGR = (5*SA)+(4*A)-(1*DA)-(2*SD) 
SCORE B &. C = MOST SIG, GEN'LYIPERS'N"LY = (3*FIRST)+(2*SECOND)+(1-'IHJRD) 

Note. 

QAl weak academic skills 
QA2 = lack of goal commitment 
QA3 shift in goal commitment 
QA4 = weak study habits 
QA5 = personal problems 
QA6 = lack of day care 
QA7 = lack affordable housing 
QA8 transportation/commute 
QA9 = lack academic integration 

QAIO 
QAll 
QA12 
QA13 
QA14 
QA15 
QA16 
QA17 

lack social integr'n 
= financial reasons 

lack self-confidence 
= excessive pt work hrs 
= poor stud/tchr interaction 
= course/program boring 
= course/program irrelevant 
= poor timetable 

Figure 5. Reasons for students dropping out: students. 
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Companng F:aculty :and Student Perceptions 
Rcasoll$ for Student's Dropping Out 

2 3 5 6 7 S 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 
Re:asons for Dropping Out 

~ FACULTY ~ STUDENTS 

weak academic skills QA10 = lack social integr'n 
lack of goal commitment QAll = financial reasons 
shift in goal commitment QA12 = lack self-confidence 
weak study habits QA13 = excessive pt work hrs 
personal problems QA14 = poor stud/tchr interaction 
lack of day care QA15 = course/program boring 
lack affordable housing QA16 = course/program irrelevant 
transportation/commute QA17 = poor timetable 
lack academic integration 

Figure 6. Reasons for students dropping out: 

faculty and students. 
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appeared to be sUbstantial agreement as to the ranking of 

the causes of attrition with two exceptions. The most 

significant attrition factor identified by faculty was QA1 

"weak academic skills" (e.g., literacy, numeracy, problem

solving). While students found this factor to be 

significant enough to rank it as the sixth most important, 

there was a gap between faculty and student perceptions as 

to its importance. The most significant attrition factor 

identified by students was QA14 "poor teacher/student 

interaction" (i.e., individual needs of students are not met 

within the classroom setting) while this factor was ranked 

11th by faculty. There appeared to be a significant gap in 

perceptions between faculty and students in terms of their 

interaction with one another. Lack of or shift in goal 

commitment, personal problems, and lack of academic 

integration were identified as significant factors by both 

faculty and students. Financial reasons was ranked as a 

more significant factor by students than by faculty. There 

appeared to be sUbstantial agreement between faculty and 

students as to the least significant factors, although 

"scheduling problems" (i.e., poor timetable) was seen to be 

less significant by faculty than by students. 

The data from the faculty and student questionnaires 

related to strategies for reducing student dropout were 
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form in Figures 7, 8, and 9. 
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QC1 QC8 QC5 QC13 QC6 QC15 QC4 QC9 . 
QC2 QC14 QC11 QC3 QC10 QCJ QC12 

STRA'IEGIES FOR DROP -OUT REDUCTION 

~SCOREC ~SCORED 
SCOREC ~ FACTORSAGRJDISAGR = (S*SA)+(4:tA)-(1*D)-(2*SD) 
SCORE D = MOSTSIG FACTOR = (3*FIRST)+(2*SECOND)+(1*THIRD) 

Note. 

QC/QEl = provide &CAd skills assm't 
QC/QE2 = provide c:an:er cowueIling 
QC/QE3 = provide advismlmt 
QClQE4 = improve a1udItcbr intcr'n 
QClQE5 = mandatory orientatioo 
QC/QE6 = intqrated II'acking systan 
QClQF:T = s1Udy skills in courses 
QClQE8 = 1UtoriaIaIIeami centrcl 

QC/QE 9 = social activities acceas 
QC/QEIO = financial aid acceas 
QC/QEll = personal COUII8ei acceas 
QC/QE12 = more campus pt wodt acceal 
QC/QE13 = crsc/tcbr cvaJ/feedback 
QC/QE14 = improve teacher skills 
QC/QE1S = student-ccntred culture 

Figure 7. strategies for reducing dropout: faculty. 
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QE14 QE4 QEl QE13 QE7 QE6 QE5 QE15 
QE8 QE2 QEIO QE12 QE3 QEll QE9 

STRATEG~FORDROP-OUTREDUCTION 

~SCORED ~SCOREE 
SCORED;;: FACTORSAGRJDISAGR = (5*SA)+(4*A)-(1*DA)-(2*SD) 
SCOREE = MOSTSIG = (3*FIRS'Ij+(2*SECOND)+(1*1HIRD) 

Note. 

QC/QEl = provide acad skilIa assm't 
QC/QE2 = provide career counsel1iDg 
QC/QE3 = provide advisement 
QC/QE4 = improve IIudItcbr intc£'n 
QC/QBS = mandatory orientation 
QC/QE6 = integrated tracking system 
QC/QJ!T = study skilIa in COUfBCII 

QC/QE8 = tutoriaIaIkamin cartrea 

QC/QE 9 = social activities acccas 
QC/QEIO = fllWlCial aid access 
QC/QEll = pcnonal counsel acccas 
QC/QE12 = more C8IDpU8 pt worli:: access 
QC/QE13 = enclwlll: cvaJIfeedback 
QC/QE14 = improve teacher skilIa 
QC/QE1S = 11udent-c:enllcd culture 

Figure 8. strategies for reducing dropout: students. 
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QC/QEl = provide acad skills assm't 
QC/QE2 = provide career counselling 
QC/QID = provide advisement 
QC/QB4 = improve studltchr intcr'n 

QC/QES = mandatory orientation 
QC/QE6 = integrated tracking system 
QC/QF:7 = study skills in courses 
QC/QE8 = tutorials/learning centrea 

Comp:mng Faculty and Student PerceptIons 
Strategies for Drop-out Prevennon 

Drop-out Prevention Strategies 

D&1 FACULTY ~ STUDENTS 

QC/QE 9 = social activities access 
QC/QElO = financial aid access 

QC/QEll = personal counsel access 
QC/QE12 = more campus pt work access 

QC/QE13 = crse/tchr evallfeedback 

QC/QEl4 = improve teacher skills 
QC/QE15 = student-centred culture 

Figure 9. strategies for reducing dropout: 

faculty and students. 
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appeared to be general agreement on the significance of 

strategies such as an advisement program, an integrated 

tracking system, tutorials and learning centres, financial 

aid access, course/teacher evaluation and student feedback, 

and a student-centred culture. However, similar to the 

discrepancy reported above between faculty and student 

responses related to weak academic skills and poor 

student/teacher interaction, there appeared to be a 

significant gap between faculty and student perceptions of 

the need to provide academic skills assessment and the need 

to improve the quality of teacher/student interaction in the 

classroom. It was interesting to note that while faculty 

ranked "enhance faculty teaching skills and techniques" as a 

significant strategy, they ranked "improve the quality of 

teacher/student interaction in the classroom" as one of the 

least significant strategies. Both of these strategies were 

perceived by students to be extremely important to reducing 

student dropout. It was somewhat encouraging to note that 

both faculty and students ranked "provide for ongoing course 

evaluation and modification which includes student feedback" 

as the seventh most important strategy. Increasing on 

campus part-time jobs was ranked as more significant by 

students than by faculty, as was the need to increase access 

to financial aid, scholarships and bursaries. This finding 

correlated with the results of the first part of the 
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ranked financial reasons as significantly more important 

than did faculty. Although faculty ranked "weak personal 

study habits" as the second most significant reason for 

dropout, they did not consider the integration of time 

management, note taking, and study skills techniques into 

individual college courses as important to dropout 

reduction, ranking this strategy 12th out of 15. 

By referring to the summary of the open-ended comments 

contained in Appendix W, the reader will see that, in all 

cases, the comments most frequently made by students were 

teacher-related. This supports the findings reported in the 

graphs containing student responses. Similarly, the faculty 

comments support their perception of the need for academic 

assessment and foundation studies. 

Phase 2: Early Identification 

For purposes of early identification of "at risk" 

students, two diagnostic instruments were completed during 

this phase as shown in Table 6. 



Table 6 

Students Completing Diagnostic Instruments 

Instrument 

CSI only 

LASSI only 

CSI and LASSI 

Total Sample 

# of Students 

91 

140 

~ 

319 
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NoellLevitz Col~eq~ Student Inventory (CSI) 

Individual student reports (see Appendix P), advisor 

reports (see Appendix Q), and summary reports (see 
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Appendix R) were generated as a result of the computer 

analysis completed by the publisher of this instrument. The 

findings shown in Appendix R indicated that the sample 

population under study here had higher levels of Dropout 

Proneness (64.4th percentile), Predicted Academic Difficulty 

(52.4th percentile), Educational stress (67th percentile), 

and Receptivity to Institutional Help (60.9th percentile) 

than the American national norms established for this 

instrument. While these statistics might vary if the 

results were compared to local norms for Seneca or the 

School of Computer Studies, it appeared that a significant 

number of the sample population were identified as being nat 

risk." The'high levels of dropout proneness and receptivity 

to institutional help support the potential for an early 

identification and intervention model of student retention. 

Learning and Study Strategies Inventory (LASSI) 

Self-scoring of the LASSI by the sample population 

resulted in individual student reports representing scores 

on ten different scales. Appendix S contains a sample class 

summary of student scores which was computed to permit 

students to compare their individual scores with the class 

average. Figure 10 shows the mean of all student scores for 

each of the ten scales. 
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99 39 39 39 38 39 25 38 39 39 99 
95 38 38 33 34 36 23 33 33 37 95 
90 37 37 32 32 34 22 31 32 35 90 
85 36 36 30 31 32 21 30 30 34 85 
80 35 35 29 30 31 29 29 33 80 

::)5 28 29 30 20 28 75 ) 
70 34 34 27 29 27 28 32 70 
65 33 19 26 27 65 
60 33 32 31 60 
55 55 
50 32 30 50 .. 
45 26 29 45 
40 24 25 17 40 
35 23 24 35 
30 28 22 23 16 22 27 30 
25 27 21 22 21 26 25 
20 28 26 20 21 15 20 25 20 
15 27 25 19 20 14 19 24 15 
10 25 23 17 19 13 18 22 10 
05 23 20 15 17 11 16 16 19 05 
01 19 17 12 14 08 13 12 14 01 

31 ~Cf ~ .)5 P n .n.. .Ai:. :.z~ ).¥ 
AJT MOT TMT ANX CON INP SMI STA SFT TST 

Note. 

ATT = Attitude ANX = Anxiety 

SMI = Selecting Main Ideas MOT = Motivation 

CON = Concentration STA = Study Aids 

TMT = Time Management INP = Information Processing 

SFT = Self Testing TST = Test strategies 

Figure 10. Learning and Study strategies Inventory (LASSI) 

Mean of student scores. 
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established for this instrument, it appeared that the sample 

population had lower scores on the scales of Attitude (40th 

percentile), Motivation (35th percentile), Use of Support 

Techniques and Materials (45th percentile), and Test 

Strategies and Preparing for Tests (35th percentile). The 

student group under study here appeared to be less anxious 

(45th percentile) than the norm and had a higher concentra-

tion level (60th percentile). The highest mean score was 

for the Time Management Scale (65th percentile). 

Phase 3: Intervention 

A total of 13 Individualized Advisement Session forms 

(see Appendix F) were completed during this research phase, 

seven of which were completed by one of the PSY 585 

professors,-, four by another PSY 585 professor, and two by a 

campus counsellor. All but one of the sessions was student 

initiated. Reasons for consultation included lack of 

academic motivation, personal problems, academic problems, 

language problems, and study skill problems. Only in the 

case of the two students seen by the counsellor was there 

any indication that these advisement sessions were initiated 

directly as a result of the preliminary interventions 

undertaken during this research phase. Advice was given 

and/or referrals were made by the PSY professors or 

counsellor where appropriate. 
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Phase 4: Evaluation 
~-~- --------------

In order to address _the research question -

• What is the process of first semester student 

attrition, includinq rate, timinq, and causes? 

the sample population was tracked for the period beginning 

Day 10 of Semester 1 (Fall '91) until Day 10 of Semester 2 

(Spring '92). 

Table 7 shows the five categories of students 

identified in this phase based on enrollment status as of 

Day 10 of the spring 1992 semester. 
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Table 7 

Student Enrollment Status - Day 10. Semester 2 

category # of Students % of Sample 

Successful Persisters 183 57.4 

Successful Persisters - Weak 56 17.5 

Successful withdrawals 4 1.2 

Unsuccessful Persisters 42 13.2 

Unsuccessful withdrawals ---.H. 10.7 

Total 319 100% 



that 239 students (74.9% of the total sample) can be 

classified as successful persisters (i.e., they were 

enrolled in second semester at the School of Computer 

studies). However, it was important to note that 56 of 

these students (17.5% of the total sample) successfully 

completed three or less of the five credits undertaken in 
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the first semester. These students could be considered "at 

risk" and they should continue to be tracked for the 

duration of their enrollment. The unsuccessful persisters, 

representing 42 students or 13.2% of the total sample, were 

unsuccessful in first semester Computer Studies but were 

either re-enrolled in first semester Computer Studies or 

elsewhere at Seneca. For purposes of this study, it 

appeared that 136 students or 42.6% of the total sample 
--

experienced academic difficulty or dropped out during or at 

the end of the first semester. When considering only those 

students who are no longer enrolled at Seneca, the attrition 

rate was 11.9%. 

Table 8 shows the timing and reasons for the 38 student 

withdrawals for the two categories (i.e., successful 

withdrawals and unsuccessful withdrawals) . 
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Table 8 

Timing of and Reasons for Student withdrawal 

Timing of Student withdrawal 

withdrew between 10th day 
and last 2 months of classes 

Promotion Meeting Directive 
(mandatory withdrawal) 

Voluntary Successful withdrawals 
(students who successfully 
completed first semester but 
chose to withdraw) 

Total 

.-

Reasons for Student withdrawal 

Reason not stated 
Lack of financial resources 
Change in qareer objectives 
Transfer to another post-

secondary institution 
Personal problems Ceg. illness) 
Academic difficulties 

Total 

% of with
# of Students drawals 

15 39.5 

19 50.0 

J 10.5 

38 100% 

11 29.0 
1 2.6 
4 10.5 

1 2.6 
1 2.6 

20 52.7 

38 100% 
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the majority of the withdrawals (i.e., 50% of the total 

withdrawals) left at the end of first semester as a result 

of a promotion meeting directive. The second largest group 

(39.5% of the total sample) left between the 10th day and 

last two months of classes, with the remaining 10.5% of the 

sample population being voluntary successful withdrawals. 

While a significant number of withdrawals (i.e., 29% of the 

total sample) did not give a reason for withdrawal, it 

appears from the above table that the majority (i.e., 52.7% 

of the total sample) withdrew for academic reasons. No 

reason for withdrawal was given by two of the successful 

withdrawals, while one cited personal problems as the reason 

and the another indicated that transfer to another post

secondary institution was the reason. 

In order to address the research question -

• How useful is a diagnostic instrument in 

identifying students at risk of dropping out in 

first semester? 

the sample population was tracked for the period beginning 

Day 10 of semester 1 (Fall '91) until Day 10 of semester 2 

(Spring (92) for purposes of evaluating the usefulness of 

the two diagnostic instruments utilized in this study. As 

well, four PSY 585 professors, two counsellors, the Dean, 

Chair and First-Year Coordinator of Computer Studies were 

interviewed in order to gather their perceptions of the 
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preliminary interventions undertaken in Phases 2 and 3. In 

order to gather student perceptions of the usefulness of the 

instruments and the interventions, a similar interview was 

conducted with a focus group of eight students. 

Noel/Levitz College student Inventory (CSI) 

Figure 11 shows the frequency distribution of student 

scores on the Dropout Proneness scale for this instrument. 

This summary score was expressed on a stanine scale with 9 

being very high, 5 being average, and 1 being very low. 
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Figure 11. Frequency distributions for CSI Dropout 

Proneness. 
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The distribution of scores shown on the above grgph 

indicates that the sample population in this study differed 

from the normative sample. As a result, the relationship 

between the CSI findings and actual student enrollment 

behaviour may not be as strong as if local norms had been 

established for the School of Computer Studies. 

Table 9 presents the findings in terms of frequency 

distributions among the five categories of students in 

relation to the Dropout Proneness scale of this instrument. 

Table 10 contains a summary of the cross-tabulation between 

the CSI Dropout Proneness scores and student enrollment 

status. 
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Table 9 

Freguency Distributions for CSI Dropout Proneness 

Related to Enrollment status 

No. of 
DP Students SP SPW SW UP UW 

9 24 7 7 0 3 7 
8 18 10 2 0 5 1 
7 33 18 4 1 4 6 
6 ---1.§. 24 -.! .1 -.! --1. 

Totals 111 59 17 2 16 17 

5 25 15 4 0 4 2 
4 28 22 4 0 1 1 
3 8 3 4 0 0 1 
2 3 2 1 0 0 0 
1 .. ---.4. ---.4. -.Q -.Q ---.Q ---.Q 

Totals 68 46 13 0 5 4 

Note. 

DP = Dropout Proneness summary score is expressed on a stanine 
scale (i.e., 9 is very high,S is average, 1 is very low) 

SP = Successful Persisters 
SPW = Successful Persisters - Weak (3 or less of 5 credits completed) 
SW = Successful Withdrawals 
UP = Unsuccessful Persisters 
OW = Unsuccessful Withdrawals 
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Table 10 

Cross-Tabulation Summary between CSI Dropout Proneness 

Scores and Enrollment status 

Enrollment status DP 6-9 DP 1-5 Total 

Students at risk 
(SPW, SW, UP, OW) 52 (46.8%) 22 (32.4%) 74 

Students not at 
risk (SP) 59 (53.2%) 46 (67.6%) 105 

Totals 111 (100%) 68 (100%) 179 

Note. 

DP 

SP 

= 

= 

Dropout Proneness summary score is expressed on a stanine 
scale (i.e., 9 is very high,S is average, 1 is very low) 
Successful Persisters 

(41.3%) 

(58.7%) 

(100%) 

SPW 
SW 

= 
= 

Successful Persisters - Weak (3 or less of 5 credits completed) 
Successful Withdrawals 

UP = Unsuccessful Persisters 
uw = Unsuccessful Withdrawals 
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students at risk in the first semester can be described by 

examining the results shown in Tables 9 and 10. On the 

basis that a Dropout Proneness score of 6 or higher suggests 

a risk factor that warrants intervention, and as presented 

in Table 9, 111 students (62% of total sample) were 

identified by the CSI as being at risk. By comparing the 

Dropout Proneness scores of 6 to 9 inclusive to the 

enrollment status categories, and as presented in Table 10, 

it appeared that 52 of the 111 students (46.8%) actually 

exhibited "at risk" behaviour. However, 22 students (32.4%) 

identified by the CSI as low risk also exhibited "at risk" 

behaviour. By comparing the Dropout Proneness scores of 1 

to 5 inclusive (i.e., 68 students) to the enrollment status 

categories, it appeared that 46 students (67.6%) were 
.. 

accurately diagnosed with a lower level risk factor. 

However, 59 students (53.2%) identified by the CSI as high 

risk did not exhibit "at risk" behaviour. 

The relationship between the results of the CSI and 

actual student enrollment behaviour suggests only a modest 

gain in identification of "at risk" students for 

intervention purposes through the use of this diagnostic 

instrument. 

Figure 12 shows the frequency distribution of student 

scores on the Receptivity to Institutional Help scale of 

this instrument. This summary score was based on how 
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variety of areas, such as career counselling, personal 

counselling,social enrichment, and academic assistance. 

The higher the score, the more receptive the student was to 

help. Students' willingness to receive assistance to 

succeed is an important factor to consider in any 

intervention model of student retention. 
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Figure 12. Frequency distributions for CSI Receptivity to 

Institutional Help. 
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The above graph shows a normal distribution of scores 

suggesting that the sample population closely resembled the 

normative sample with respect to this specific measure. 

Table 11 presents the findings in terms of frequency 

distributions among the five categories of students in 

relation to the Receptivity to Institutional Help scale of 

this instrument. 
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Table 11 

Frequency Distributions for CSI Receptivity to 

Institutional Help Related to Enrollment status 

No. of 
RH Students SP SPW SW UP OW 

9 14 5 5 1 2 1 
8 26 16 6 0 2 2 
7 29 16 4 0 5 4 
6 --2.2. 17 ~ Q ~ .1 

Totals 98 54 23 1 12 8 

5 32 18 4 0 1 9 
4 26 19 4 1 2 0 
3 14 10 3 0 1 0 
2 8 6 1 0 0 0 
1 __ 1 -.l ~ Q Q Q 

Totals 81 55 12 1 4 9 

Note. 

RB = Receptivity to Institutional Help summary score is expressed 
on a stanine scale (i.e., 9 is very high,S is average, 1 is very low) 
SP = Successful Persisters 
SPW = Successful Persisters - Weak (3 or less of 5 credits completed) 
SW = Successful Withdrawals 
UP = Unsuccessful Persisters 
uw = Unsuccessful Withdrawals 
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Those most receptive to institutional help (i.e., RH 

scores of 6 to 9 inclusive) represented 98 students or 54.8% 

of the sample population. By comparing the RH scores to the 

enrollment status categories shown in the above table, it 

appeared that 89 of the 98 students (90.8%) persisted (i.e., 

are still enrolled at Seneca). Of the 81 students diagnosed 

as being low in RH (i.e., RH scores of 1 to 5 inclusive), 10 

students (12.3%) actually withdrew. It was important to 

consider, however, that low scores in receptivity to 

institutional help were not necessarily negative. Low risk 

students may not require or desire institutional help and 

may, therefore, respond in such a way as to indicate low 

receptivity. 

Learning and Study Strategies Inventory (LASSI) 

Table ~2 contains a summary of the LASSI percentiles 

for the unsuccessful withdrawals and the successful 

withdrawals who had completed this instrument. Student GPAs 

and CSI Dropout Proneness scores, if students completed the 

CSI, were also included in this table in order to examine 

the relationship among these variables. 
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Table 12 

Summary of LASS! Percentiles for Unsuccessful 

withdrawals and Successful withdrawals 

Unsuccessful 
Withdrawals A'IT MOT TMT ANX CON INP SM! STA SF!' TST GPA DP 

Student A 40 50 75 50 20 45 20 65 50 1 .0 9 
Student B 40 5 40 10 1 1 1 1 0 1 .3 9 

StudentC 1 10 15 35 10 25 20 15 :; 10 .0 8 
StudentD 5 25 35 10 5 55 20 5 30 5 .8 7 
StudentE 5 35 55 5 80 95 90 90 95 45 .0 7 
Student F 10 15 60 30 45 20 75 20 50 60 1.0 6 
StudentG 40 90 85 10 90 99 75 99 99 20 .4 5 
StudentH 80 99 90 40 95 30 90 45 65 80 .3 4 
Student I 90 80 85 65 95 90 75 45 95 45 .5 nla 
Student I 30 15 15 65 50 75 40 65 40 60 .0 nla 
StudentK 60 70 95 1 75 95 5 75 95 1 1.0 nla 
Student L 5 10 20 15 40 3S 40 2S 10 60 .0 nla 
Student M 30 S 65 20 60 85 50 90 85 10 .0 nla 
StudentN 10 15 40 75 45 45 40 40 40 2S 1.2 nla 
Student 0 15 45 80 85 45 85 65 90 65 SO .6 nla 
Student P 99 80 90 50 99 90 95 70 95 90 .6 nla 
StudentQ 85 30 2S 40 95 80 1 45 20 1 1.4 nla 
StudentR 30 10 15 20 15 75 40 25 10 .7 nla 

Successful 
Withdrawal. A'IT MOT TMT ANX CON INP SM! STA SF!' TST GPA DP 

Student S 40 5 35 45 25 5 20 :; 20 10 3.3 7 
Student T :; 2S 50 10 15 55 65 90 85 10 3.8 nla 
Student U 80 50 85 5 90 7S 30 90 85 1 3.2 nla 

Note. 

A'IT = Attitude ANX = Anxiety SM! = Selecting Main Ideas 

MOT = Motivation CON = Coocentcation STA = Study Aids 
TMI' = Time Management INP = Information Processing SF!' = Self Testing 
TST = Test Strategies GPA = Grade Point Average DP = Dropout Proneness 
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On the basis that student scores falling in the 50th 

percentile or less indicated a risk factor, it appeared from 

the above table that the Attitude (ATT) , Motivation (MOT), 

and Test strategies (TST) scales had the highest degree of 

relationship with student withdrawal behaviour. For all 

three of these scales, six or less of the 21 students scored 

above the 50th percentile. The reader's attention is drawn 

to the fact that the percentiles for the Anxiety (ANX) scale 

represent high or low levels of anxiety (i.e., only four 

students with scores above the 50th percentile appeared to 

be highly anxious about their chances of success). There 

did not appear to be much difference between the scores of 

the successful withdrawals and unsuccessful withdrawals. 

For the successful withdrawals, scores were particularly low 

for the ATT, MOT, and TST scales, which was similar to the 

findings for the unsuccessful withdrawals. 

By comparing the LASSI percentiles with the Dropout 

Proneness scores of the CSI, there appeared to be a high 

degree of relationship. For example, Students Band C have 

LASSI scores below the 50th percentile for all scales, as 

well as Dropout Proneness scores of 9 and 8 respectively. 

Students G and H have only three LASSI scores below the 50th 

percentile, as well as Dropout Proneness scores of 5 and 4 

respectively. Student S was the only successful withdrawal 

who completed both the CSI and the LASSI, with a score of 7 



in Dropout Proneness and scores below the 50th percentile 

for all LASS! scales. 
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Table 13 contains a summary of the LASS! percentiles 

for the successful persisters and unsuccessful persisters 

who had completed both the CSI and the LASSI. Student GPAs 

and Dropout Proneness scores from the CSI were also included 

in this table in order to examine the relationship among 

these variables. 
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Table 13 

Summary of LAssr Percentiles for Successful Persisters and 

Unsuccessful Persisters 

Successful 
Persisters ATI MOT TMT ANX CON INP SMI STA SFT TST GPA DP 

StudentAA 50 25 40 25 35 20 50 .5 20 45 2.8 9 
StudentBB 5 5 25 5 10 10 40 10 5 2.8 9 
Student cc 1 1 55 50 3S 1 5 1 1 15 2.7 g 

StudentDD 20 10 60 15 10 5 20 10 65 5 2.2 8 
Student BE 30 25 75 40 55 60 20 40 35 20 3.3 g 

Student FF 80 35 70 95 60 90 40 25 6S 70 3.5 7 
Student 00 35 35 65 25 40 35 65 75 65 20 2.3 7 
Student HH 85 45 50 5 60 95 20 65 85 10 3.0 6 
Student II 70 50 35 15 25 35 :; 30 35 20 4.0 6 
StudentJI 90 85 90 75 90 60 95 90 85 60 2.8 5 
StudentKK 80 60 70 SO 35 45 90 85 70 90 3.0 5 
StudentLL S5 99 55 75 85 85 99 85 30 90 2.5 4 
StudentMM 50 65 85 80 90 85 99 55 25 90 3.3 4 
StudentNN 99 65 85 45 85 80 75 75 95 60 2.5 3 
Student 00 30 45 85 40 80 80 85 75 95 80 1.8 1 
Student PP 99 35 60 85 60 20 90 55 40 70 2.5 1 

Unsuccessful 
Persisters ATI MOT TMT ANX CON INP SMI STA SFT TST GPA DP 

StudentQQ 50 65 95 1 40 80 6S 95 99 35 .6 9 
Student RR 15 30 55 20 65 15 5 65 20 5 .2 9 
Student ss 99 35 50 5 1 95 65 75 95 5 1.2 8 
Student TI 1 0 30 5 10 1 0 IS 1 1 1.2 7 
Student UU 80 35 90 40 30 70 65 15 55 70 .0 7 
StudentVV 30 90 55 30 25 80 10 25 95 45 1.8 6 
StudentWW 40 70 85 55 95 75 50 30 50 80 .3 5 

Note. 

ATT = Attitude ANX = Anxiety SMI = Selecting Main Ideas 
MOT = Motivation CON = Concentration STA = Study Aids 
TMT = Time Management INP = Information Processing SFT = Self Testing 
TST = Test Strategies GPA = Grade Point Average DP = Dropout Proneness 
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Unlike the results presented in Table 12, there did not 

appear to be any stability of patterns in the LASSI scores 

of the successful persisters. For example, one half of the 

sample shown in Table 13 had scores in the 50th percentile 

or less for both the Attitude . (ATT) and the Test strategies 

(TST) scales. Eleven of the 16 students had scores in the 

50th percentile or less for the Motivation (MOT) scale. It 

appears from the results in Table 13 that there was little 

relationship between the LASSI scores and student 

persistence. However, similar to the findings presented in 

Table 12, there appeared to be a significant relationship 

between the LASSI scores and the CSI Dropout Proneness 

scores. For example, Students AA and BB had LASSI scores 

below the 50th percentile for all scales (except Anxiety), 

as well as a Dropout Proneness score of 9. Student NN had 
-

LASSI scores above the 50th percentile for all scales 

(except Anxiety), as well as a Dropout Proneness score of 1. 

Similar to the findings presented in Table 12, there 

appeared to be a significant relationship between the LASSI 

scores for Attitude (ATT), Motivation (MOT), and Test 

Strategies (TST) and the enrollment behaviour of the 

unsuccessful persisters. Five of the seven unsuccessful 

persisters had scores in the 50th percentile or less for ATT 

and TST, and four had scores below the 50th percentile for 

MOT. The relationship between the LASSI scores and the 

Dropout Proneness scores for the unsuccessful persisters did 
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not appear to be very strong. For example, student QQ had a 

Dropout Proneness score of 9 but only three scores at the 

50th percentile or less. 

staff and Student Interviews 

In order to address the research questions -

• How useful is a diagnostic instrument in 

identifying students at risk of dropping out in 

first semester? 

• Which intervention strategies might be the most 

effective in improving student retention in first 

semester? 

interviews were conducted with staff and first semester 

students at the School of Computer Studies. Appendix X 

contains a detailed summary of the results of the interviews 

related to staff and student perceptions of the usefulness 

of the diagnostic instruments and preliminary interventions. 

The findings from these interviews support the concept 

of an early identification and intervention model of student 

retention. Generally, faculty, staff, and students 

supported a skills assessment approach which measures 

students' academic ability as well as attitude, motivation, 

commitment, and intent. Most indicated that this assessment 

should be done prior to enrollment and that appropriate 

counselling should be provided to students based on the 

results of the assessment. The findings were less clear 

with respect to the usefulness of the CSI and LASSI 
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diagnostic instruments. Most of those interviewed supported 

the idea of using a diagnostic instrument, but there was no 

evidence to indicate that either the CSI or LASSI was the 

best diagnostic instrument to use. 

In assessing the impact of the preliminary 

interventions undertaken in Phase 3 of this research, the 

findings from the interviews indicated that there was very 

little evidence of usefulness. Very little action was taken 

by students as a result of the reports generated by the 

diagnostic instruments. The Schedule of Resources (see 

Appendix T) appeared to have been the most useful of the 

interventions. 

The findings showed some support for a student 

advisement system within the School of Computer Studies. A 

gap in perceptions appeared to exist between faculty and 

counsellors in that some faculty perceived counsellors to be 

best for the role of advisor while the counsellors perceived 

faculty to be best for that role. 

Chapter summary 

In this chapter, the findings from the four research 

phases have been reported in relation to the questions 

identified in Chapter One. Findings from the retrospective 

analysis of enrollment data and the faculty and student 

interviews and questionnaires completed in Phase 1 provided 

background information about the student attrition problem 

within the School of Computer Studies at Seneca, as well as 
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possible strategies for improving student retention. Weak 

academic skills and factors related to lack of goal 

commitment and weak study habits were identified by faculty 

to be the most significant causes of attrition. Students, 

far more than faculty, perceived the role of faculty to be 

of major significance to the failure or success of students. 

The synthesis of this data provides a basis for action 

towards improving student success within the School of 

computer Studies. 

The findings from Phase 2 provided a profile of the 

sample population based on the results of the two diagnostic 

instruments. Individual students were identified as 

potentially at risk of dropping out or experiencing academic 

difficulty. Phase 3 findings provided some insight into the 

action taken by students as a result of the preliminary 
-

interventions. It also appeared from the findings that very 

little action was taken as a result of the interventions. 

The findings from the final phase of this research 

study further contribute to our understanding of the problem 

of student attrition, building on the background information 

gathered in Phase 1. By tracking the sample population, it 

was possible to describe the process of first semester 

student attrition, including rate, timing, and causes. The 

relationship between the enrollment status of the sample 

population and the results of the two diagnostic instruments 

was examined and described in order to determine the 
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usefulness of the instruments in identifying students at 

risk. The relationship between the results of the 

diagnostic instruments and the actual student enrollment 

behaviour appeared to be stronger for the CSI than the 

LASSI. The findings from staff and student interviews 

during this phase were described in an attempt to determine 

perceptions of the usefulness of the proposed early 

identification and intervention model of student retention. 

While staff and students appeared to support the concept of 

early identification and intervention, there was little 

evidence to support the usefulness of either one of the two 

diagnostic instruments used in this research study. 



CHAPTER FIVE: SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 

overview 

In this chapter, the main focus of the study and the 

findings will be reviewed and summarized. Conclusions will 

be drawn and a synthesis proposed from the findings as 

related to the problem stated and the research questions 

asked in Chapter One. Implications for practice, 

theoretical development, and recommendations for further 

research will be discussed. 

summary 

This study has been an attempt to assess the potential 

of early identification of students at risk of dropping out 

of college for intervention and retention purposes. with an 

emphasis on diagnosis and prevention rather than prediction 

of student attrition, this descriptive study explored the 

question, "How do you identify as early as possible those 

students who are at risk of failing or dropping out of 

college so that intervention can take place?" by field 

testing two diagnostic instruments with a group of first 

semester college students. As well, this study attempted to 

determine and describe the factors contributing to current 

student attrition rates within the School of Computer 

Studies at Seneca College. The study addressed the gap that 

exists between our knowledge of individual student needs and 

our subsequent ability to match them to appropriate campus 

resources. 



In some respects, the research approach was such~ 

might be taken in a pilot study. It was based on a dis-

covery and understanding methodology and, as descriptive 

research, was non-experimental and included both 

quantitative and qualitative elements. The research was 

completed in four related phases (i.e., Background, Early 

Identification, Intervention, and Evaluation). 
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Tinto's (1975) institutional model of student retention 

based on a theory of academic and social integration of the 

student provided a theoretical framework for the elicitation 

and understanding of an intervention model of student 

retention for the School of Computer Studies at Seneca. 

Previous research indicated that the highest rate of 

attrition occurs in the first year of enrollment. Anecdotal 

accounts of faculty and students, together with the results 
-

of the analysis of first-year enrollment patterns, indicated 

that student attrition is a significant problem within the 

School of Computer Studies at Seneca. For this reason and 

because of the support received from administration and 

faculty in this area, the research study was carried out 

within the School of Computer Studies. 

In order to meet the objectives of the four research 

phases, a number of different methodologies were used, 

including a retrospective analysis of enrollment patterns, 

interviews, questionnaires, commercial diagnostic 

instruments, and a computerized tracking system. These 
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methods were chosen based on tDeir appropriateness for the 

research phase in which they were used. 

During the first research phase, background information 

was gathered in an attempt to describe the attrition process 

within the School of Computer Studies. A retrospective 

analysis of enrollment patterns between first and second 

semester for the previous five years indicated a significant 

rate of attrition ranging from 24.1% to 34.3%. By 

conducting faculty and student interviews and administering 

faculty and stUdent questionnaires, perceptions were 

gathered and analyzed in order to understand and describe 

the factors related to students dropping out of college and 

what might be done to reduce the dropout rate. A 

significant finding was the gap in perception between 

students and faculty in terms of their interaction within 

-
the classroom. 

During the second phase, two diagnostic instruments 

were administered for purposes of identifying stUdents at 

risk of dropping out of college. The Noel/Levitz College 

Student Inventory (CSI) measured student attitudes, levels 

of commitment and intent, academic and social motivation, 

and receptivity to institutional help. Of particular 

interest to this study were the four summary scores provided 

for individual students (i.e., Dropout Proneness, Predicted 

Academic Difficulty, Educational Stress, and Receptivity to 

Institutional Help). In relation to American national norms 
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established for this instrument, the sample population was 

determined to have higher levels of dropout proneness and 

receptivity to institutional help, which finding confirms 

the potential of an early identification and intervention 

model of student retention. The Learning and study 

strategies Inventory (LASSI) measured student attitudes and 

practices for learning and studying, as well as levels of 

motivation, on ten different scales. In relation to 

American national norms established for this instrument, the 

sample population appeared to have lower scores on four of 

the scales (i.e., Attitude, Motivation, Use of Support 

Techniques and Materials, and Test Strategies and Preparing 

for Tests). 

An Individualized Advisement Session form (see 

Appendix F) was used in an attempt to determine the action 
., 

taken by the sample popUlation as a result of the 

preliminary intervention activities implemented in the third 

phase of this study. It appeared that very few students 

initiated action as a result of the intervention activities. 

A computerized database was developed in order to track 

the sample population for evaluation purposes in Phase 4. 

The database provided the data to enable description of the 

process of first semester student attrition within the 

School of Computer Studies, including rate, timing, and 

causes. Five categories of students were identified (i.e., 

Successful Persisters, Successful Persisters - Weak, 
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Successful Withdrawals, Unsuccessful Persisters, and __ 

Unsuccessful withdrawals). The rate of attrition from 

Seneca was 11.9%. Only four successful persisters (i.e., 

they were eligible to continue in second semester) actually 

withdrew from Seneca. A significant number of the sample 

population (i.e., 56 students or 17.5% of the total sample) 

were promoted to second semester but appeared to be weak 

academically (i.e., they were unsuccessful in two or more of 

the five credits undertaken in first semester). The 

majority of the student withdrawals (i.e., 50% of the total 

sample) occurred at the end of first semester for academic 

reasons. 

In order to discover and describe the diagnostic 

accuracy of the CSI and the LASSI, the data collected in the 

computerized database were processed to determine the 
-

relationship between the enrollment status of the sample 

population and the findings of the two instruments. Using 

the CSI Dropout Proneness scores of 6 to 9 inclusive as an 

indicator of risk, it appeared that the CSI was accurate in 

identifying students at risk 46.8% of the time. The CSI 

appeared to achieve a higher level of accuracy (i.e., 67.6%) 

in identifying students with a low level of risk. There 

appeared to be a strong relationship between the CSI 

Receptivity to Institutional Help scores and student 

persistence. Of those students scoring high in receptivity 
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(i.e., 6 to 9 stanine range), 89 of the 98 students o~90.8% 

actually persisted. 

By comparing the percentiles on the ten scales of the 

LASSI instrument with the enrollment status of the sample 

population, there appeared to be a significant relationship 

between student withdrawal behaviour and low scores on three 

of the LASSI measures (i.e., Attitude, Motivation, and Test 

strategies). However, there appeared to be little 

relationship between student persistence and high scores on 

the LASSI scales. By comparing the findings of the LASSI to 

those of the CSI, there did appear to be a significant 

relationship between the two. 

Staff and student interviews were conducted in an 

attempt to evaluate the usefulness of the diagnostic instru

ments and the preliminary interventions. Both staff and 

students supported an assessment approach which measures 

academic ability as well as attitude, motivation, commit

ment, and intent. The findings indicated limited support 

for the use of the CSI and LASSI as diagnostic instruments 

or for the preliminary interventions. 

Conclusions 

The questions which guided the methodology and research 

approach in this study provided the basis for drawing 

conclusions. 
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Background 

In recognition of the importance of first understanding 

the problem before attempting to "fix" it, the first phase 

of this research within the School of Computer studies 

addressed the following questions: 

1. What are the historical patterns of student attrition 

between first and second semester? 

A simple retrospective analysis of the enrollment 

statistics as of Day 10 for first and second semester 

Computer Studies programs for the previous five academic 

years (i.e., 1986/87 to 1990/91) revealed an attrition rate 

ranging from 24.1% to 34.3%. This finding was by no means 

conclusive since no attempt was made to determine if those 

students who had left Computer Studies programs were 

elsewhere at Seneca. However, there was sufficient evidence 
.. 

to indicate that student attrition was a significant problem 

for Computer Studies. 

2. What is the process of first semester student 

attrition, includinq rate, timinq and causes? 

Tracking of the sample population provided data which 

were considerably more detailed and descriptive than the 

retrospective analysis. By being able to account for the 

enrollment behaviour of all students within the sample, it 

appeared that 11.9% actually withdrew from Seneca. This 

finding is reasonably consistent with the Dietsche (1989) 

finding of a 14.1% attrition rate between first and second 
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semester at Humber College. Given the finding that 46~8% of 

the total sample experienced academic difficulty or dropped 

out, by continuing to track the sample population, it might 

be expected that the actual attrition rate will double by 

the end of second semester, similar to the Dietsche (1989) 

finding of a 30.4% attrition rate after one year. It might 

be concluded that the small number of successful withdrawals 

(i.e., 1.2% of the total sample) could be due to the current 

recession and poor job market. 

Based on the results of the retrospective analysis and 

the data from this study, it might be concluded that there 

is significant potential for student retention within the 

School of computer Studies through early identification and 

intervention. 

As reported in Chapter Four, and similar to the 
-

Dietsche (1989) finding, the majority of students (i.e., 50% 

of the total withdrawals) officially withdrew at the end of 

first semester as the result of a promotion meeting 

directive. Also similar to the Dietsche finding, it can be 

concluded that lack of academic integration, as discussed 

earlier, was the reason for the withdrawal directive. Most 

of the 15 students (i.e., 39.5% of the total withdrawals) 

did not state a reason for withdrawal so it is difficult to 

draw conclusions in this regard. Unlike the Dietsche (1989) 

finding that 32.5% of the student dropouts were successful 

dropouts, the successful withdrawals in this study represent 



only 10.5% of the total dropouts. Again, it might be_ 

concluded that the poor economy and job market were the 

reasons for a lower dropout rate for this category of 

student. 
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3. How may the factors contributinq to student attrition 

be identified? 

Recognizing the prominence of the Tinto (1975) model in 

retention research and its emphasis on the interactions 

between students and the institution, an attempt was made to 

identify student and institutional perceptions of the 

factors contributing to student attrition within the School 

of Computer Studies. Based on the findings from related 

research and the interviews conducted during the first phase 

of this study, a questionnaire was developed to gather 

faculty and student perceptions of the importance of 17 

different factors related to stUdent attrition. It can be 

concluded that the findings were consistent with earlier 

research (e.g., Pantages and Creedon, 1978) and show that 

academic matters, including deficient grades, dissatis

faction with quality of curricula and instruction, and lack 

of goal commitment, were the most significant factors. 

Consistent with the theme pervading most retention research 

was the finding that faculty play a significant role in 

student retention. Similar to the Beal and Noel (1980) 

finding that a caring attitude of faculty and staff was 

considered the most important factor in student retention, 
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with high-quality teaching a strong second, students~anked 

"poor teacher/student interaction" (i. e. , individual needs 

of students are not met within the classroom setting) as the 

most significant factor in student dropout. It was somewhat 

alarming to note the gap in perception between students and 

faculty in terms of the importance of poor teacher/student 

interaction as a factor in student attrition. A strong 

correlation exists between the findings from Phase 1 of this 

study and the findings from the student satisfaction 

research conducted at Seneca by Badger (1991) where student 

perceptions of faculty lack of concern for teaching and 

student development was a recurring theme. It can be 

concluded that poor teacher/student interaction is a very 

real problem for Computer Studies students, a problem which 

could be exacerbated by the fact that many faculty do not 
-, 

perceive this to be a problem. 

Both faculty and students identified weak academic 

skills, lack of or shift in goal commitment, weak personal 

study habits, and lack of academic integration as signifi-

cant factors. It might be concluded that early identifi-

cation of student needs in these areas could help address 

the attrition problem. 

4. How may strategies to reduce student attrition be 

identified? 

Having identified the factors contributing to stUdent 

attrition within the School of Computer Studies, the next 
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step was to identify possible strategies. for reducing _this 

attrition. The findings from the faculty and student 

interviews were consistent with related research in that 

faculty were seen as the key people in terms of improving 

student success. However, it is important to remember the 

Beal and Noel (1980) finding that lack of faculty support 

inhibited retention efforts. The importance of the role of 

faculty was further reinforced by the findings from the 

student questionnaires which indicated that improving the 

quality of teacher/student interaction in the classroom and 

enhancing faculty teaching skills and techniques were 

considered by students to be very significant strategies. 

While faculty ranked the need to enhance their teaching 

skills and techniques as significant, they did not perceive 

a strong need to improve the quality of teacher/student 
--

interaction in the classroom. It can be concluded that the 

attitudes and teaching abilities of faculty as perceived by 

the students are extremely important in student retention 

and success. It could also be concluded that the gap in 

perception between students and faculty as it relates to 

their interaction might be contributing to student 

dissatisfaction with their current relationship with 

faculty. 

The findings from this research reinforce the 

importance of academic integration (i.e., students' 

involvement in and perception of their academic program) as 
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proposed in the Tinto (1975) mgdel and further supported by 

the Dietsche (1989) finding that it was the single most 

important persistence factor. Based on the findings from 

the questionnaires and the evaluation interviews, both 

faculty and students concurred with the strategies of skills 

assessment and foundation courses, career and program 

counselling, tutorials and learning centres. It can be 

concluded that an effective model of student retention is 

one which includes early identification of student needs 

(e.g., academic, motivational, attitudinal, etc.) followed 

by intervention through counselling and matching of needs to 

appropriate campus resources. 

Early Identification 

Having concluded that early identification is a 

critical component of a student retention model, the next 

question to be addressed was, 

5. How useful is a diagnostic instrument in identifying 

students at risk of dropping out in first semester? 

One possible method proposed for consideration in this 

study was faculty identification of students at risk of 

failing or dropping out. However, the vast majority of 

faculty and student responses to the questionnaires 

indicated that faculty would not be able to identify these 

students until well after the first month of classes. It 

might be concluded that the use of faculty identification of 



"at risk" students would be too late in many cases for .. 

effective intervention. 
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During the interviews conducted in Phases 1 and 4 and 

based on the findings from the questionnaires, there 

appeared to be strong support for the use of a diagnostic 

instrument prior to enrollment for purposes of early 

identification of "at risk" students. Based on a review of 

available instruments, the Noel/Levitz College student 

Inventory (CSI) and Learning and study strategies Inventory 

(LASSI) were selected for purposes of this study. As 

reported in Chapter Four, the diagnostic accuracy of the CSI 

and LASSI were determined by tracking the sample population 

from Semester 1 (Fall 1991) to Semester 2 (Spring 1992) and 

comparing the findings from the two instruments with the 

enrollment status of the students. Conclusions regarding 

the usefulness of the two instruments are as follows: 

Noel/Levitz College Student Inventory (CSIl 

The distribution of scores for the Dropout Proneness 

scale of the CSI as shown in Figure 11 indicated that the 

sample population differed from the normative sample. 

Because the instrument was normed in the United states, one 

could speculate that cultural differences might account for 

this discrepancy. It can be concluded that the correlation 

between the CSI results and the student enrollment status 

might be stronger if local norms had been established for 

this instrument. 
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Based on the finding reported in Chapter Four that 

after one semester 46.8% of the students identified as being 

at risk by the CSI actually demonstrated "at risk" 

behaviour, it can be concluded that the CSI has some 

usefulness for early identification of students at risk of 

dropping out or experiencing academic difficulty. The 

finding from this study provides some support for the 

finding from the Schreiner (199i) study that "students who 

did not persist into their second year had significantly 

higher dropout proneness scale scores than those who did 

persist" (po 14). It is important to note that the CSI was 

intended to measure dropout proneness based on the duration 

of a student's program (e.g., three years) and not simply 

during the first semester. Therefore, it can be further 

concluded that if tracking of the sample population 

continues over the next three to four years, the 

relationship between the findings of the CSI and the 

eventual enrollment behaviour of students might be stronger. 

One might conclude from the results of the evaluation 

interviews conducted in Phase 4 that the CSI may not be the 

best instrument for early identification purposes. Concern 

was raised for the possible cultural bias of the instrument 

and the time it took students to complete the 194 questions. 

The CSI primarily focuses on the traditional high school 

graduate entering college and may not adequately address the 



needs of the increasing number of older students ente:t:'ing 

the School of Computer Studies at Seneca. 

Learning and Study Strategies Inventory (LASSI) 
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As illustrated in Figure 10, the distribution of scores 

for the LASSI appeared to indicate that the sample popula

tion differed from the normative sample. Again, this could 

be due to cultural differences since the LASSI instrument 

was also developed and normed in the united States. It can 

be concluded that the diagnostic accuracy of the LASSI might 

be enhanced if local norms were developed and used. 

As reported in Chapter Four, there appeared to be less 

evidence of diagnostic accuracy for the LASSI than for the 

CSI in identifying students at risk of failing or dropping 

out of college. There appeared to be very little differ

entiation between the scores of the persisters and the with

drawals. While there appeared to be a strong relationship 

between low scores on three of the LASSI scales (i.e., 

Attitude, Motivation, and Test strategies) and withdrawal 

behaviour, the findings did not indicate a similar strong 

relationship between high scores on these three scales and 

persistence behaviour. In fact, as illustrated in Table 13, 

many of the persisters had low scores on these three scales 

as well. It can be concluded that the LASSI is not an 

effective means of early identification of students at risk 

of failing or dropping out. As concluded with the findings 

of the CSI, continued tracking of the sample population over 
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the next three to four years may indicate a stronger_re~a

tionship between the LASSI findings and the eventual 

enrollment behaviour of the sample population. 

There was no clear evidence from the findings resulting 

from the evaluation interviews that the LASSI is the most 

effective means of early identification of "at risk" 

students. Based on feedback from faculty and students, it 

can be concluded that the LASSI might best be administered 

at about the mid point of the first semester once students 

understand what the faculty's expectations are. As noted 

earlier, this might be too late in many cases for effective 

intervention. However, it can be concluded that the LASSI 

might be useful as a counselling tool for use with those 

students who have been identified as being "at risk." This 

is supported by the Pintrich and Johnson (1990) recom-
" 

mendation that the LASSI be used in a diagnostic manner to 

identify areas of motivation or learning strategies that 

need improvement. 

Intervention 

While the primary focus of this study was to research 

the usefulness of two diagnostic instruments for early 

identification purposes, emanating from this research were 

some conclusions about the question -

6. Which intervention strateqies miqht be the most 

effective in improvinq student retention in first 

semester? 
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As reported in Chapter Four, very little action _ 

appeared to have been taken by faculty or students as a 

result of the reports they received from the CSI and LASSI 

instruments. It could be concluded that faculty and 

students did not "buy into" the early identification and 

intervention project undertaken as part of this study. If, 

in fact, there was lack of "ownership" on the part of 

faculty and they perceived the project as an onerous "add 

on", it might be concluded that students also did not 

perceive the value of it. It is important to note that the 

CSI was intended to be an intrusive measure with faculty 

advisors initiating contact with students and discussing the 

results of the CSI student Report (see Appendix P) in an 

attempt to match student needs with available campus 

resources. It can be concluded that had faculty advisors 

been available at the School of Computer Studies to inter

vene with students based on the results of the CSI and 

LASSI, these preliminary attempts at intervention may have 

been more effective. 

The findings from the evaluation interviews appeared to 

indicate that the Schedule of Student Resources (see 

Appendix T) was an effective intervention strategy. It can 

be concluded that the provision to students of such a 

schedule might be helpful in matching student needs with 

campus resources. 
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student Advisement Program 

considering the significance student advisement was 

given in previous research and the importance of the role of 

faculty as shown from the findings of this study, it can be 

concluded that an intervention model of student retention 

for the School of Computer Studies at Seneca should include 

a student advisement component. While the findings from the 

evaluation interviews as reported in Chapter Four showed 

support for student advisement, concern was raised about the 

cost of such a program and the role of faculty and counsel

lors. It can be concluded that additional research should 

be undertaken to investigate different stUdent advisement 

models for the School of Computer Studies. 

Finally, it can be concluded that there is potential 

for improving stUdent retention within the School of 

Computer Studies at Seneca through early identification and 

intervention. However, it cannot be concluded that either 

the CSI or the LASSI is the best early identification 

instrument. Additional research should be undertaken in an 

attempt to discover the most effective diagnostic instrument 

and intervention strategies. 

Implications 

The implications for practice and theory resulting from 

this research are far reaching. The findings confirm the 

significance of the problem of student attrition for the 

School of Computer Studies at Seneca College and provide an 
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interactive model of student retention which helps to_bridge 

the gap between theory and practice. 

Implications for Practice 

The findings from this study provide the School of 

Computer Studies with a description of the problem of 

student attrition for that area. Understanding the process 

of attrition, including the rate, timing, and causes, 

provides a basis for action. Realizing that a gap exists 

between faculty and student perceptions of the quality of 

teacher/student interaction in the classroom should 

precipitate efforts to address this aspect of the student 

attrition problem. As well as insight into the causes of 

attrition, the findings from the faculty and student 

questionnaires provide specific recommendations for 

improving s~ccess for Computer Studies students. 

The establishment of local norms for the CSI and LASSI 

instruments would enhance the diagnostic or predictive value 

of these instruments. Continued tracking of the sample 

population will provide additional longitudinal data to 

extend the description of the attrition problem to semesters 

beyond the first semester under study here. As well, the 

usefulness of the CSI and LASSI as early identification 

instruments over a two- or three-year period could be 

determined by comparing the results of the instruments with 

the enrollment status of students for each subsequent 

semester. 
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The implications for practice resulting from thi~$tudy 

extend beyond the School of Computer Studies to other 

academic areas at Seneca and to other CAATs. Based on the 

findings from this study and supported by the findings from 

the Badger (1991) study, some generalizations might be made 

to other academic areas at Seneca, especially with respect 

to student perceptions of the quality of teacher/student 

interactions. Increased opportunity for students to provide 

feedback to faculty on a college-wide basis could be a 

positive step towards reducing the gap in perception that 

exists between faculty and students in this regard. These 

findings support the recommendations of the Seneca Faculty 

P.R.I.D.E. report (1991) which included student feedback to 

faculty as an essential component of this performance review 

program. 
-

It was evident from the findings that for early 

identification to be effective as a retention measure, it 

must be followed by intervention in the form of advisement 

and counselling. Providing students with information about 

their areas of need was not enough to prompt action. 

Intrusive action on the part of the institution is necessary 

to direct students to the campus resources that match their 

area of need. 

The findings support the systematic approach currently 

being implemented by the Centre for Educational 

Effectiveness at Seneca. This systematic process includes 
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research to determine what has already been done at Seneca 

and elsewhere (Le., "what works"), assessment prior to 

enrollment to measure the cognitive and affective skill 

areas, intervention in the form of advisement or counsel

ling, placement of students in appropriate level courses, 

and tracking to provide objective measures of the effective

ness of assessment and intervention. 

Implications for Theory 

While the focus of this research was on discovery and 

description for purposes of taking action, it does have 

theoretical implications in terms of helping to bridge the 

gap between theory and practice. It extends what we know 

about the attrition process and provides a practical model 

for student retention based on early identification and 

intervention. Very little of the existing literature on the 

issue of student attrition is Canadian and even less is 

directly related to the CAATs. The findings from this study 

make a valuable contribution at a time when the problem of 

student attrition is receiving a great deal of attention 

from the CAATs and the Ministry of Colleges and 

Universities. With some refinements, it could serve as a 

model for further research within Seneca and the CAAT 

system. 

This research extends what we know from the Dietsche 

(l989) study by further describing the factors contributing 

to student attrition, exploring strategies to improve reten-



tion, and describing a model for early identification and 

intervention~ The findings confirm and support earlier 

findings that faculty play a major role in student 

retention. 

The findings confirm the importance of the student

institutional "fit" and of assessing student attitudes, 

intentions, commitments, and interactions with the 

institution as proposed by the Tinto (1975) model. 
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The findings extend what is known.about the usefulness 

of the CSI and LASSI as early identification instruments 

within the CAAT system. 

Recommendations for Further Research 

The qualitative and descriptive approach taken with 

this research enhances understanding of the problem of 

student attrition within the School of Computer Studies at 

Seneca. As well, it provides some practical insights into 

the potential of an early identification and intervention 

model of student retention. However, the results could be 

improved by carrying out further research with a longi

tudinal design in an attempt to discover any causal 

relationship between or among the factors or variables 

represented in this study. While the task of isolating 

individual variables related to the problem of student 

attrition is a complex one, more expansive long- and short

term research is required to extend the description provided 

in this study. 
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While gathering the perceptions of students currently 

at Seneca wa"s useful in describing the attrition problem, 

followup with those students who actually withdrew from 

Seneca would increase our understanding of the problem. 

There appears to be some evidence to support the use of 

the CSI for early identification purposes and the LASSI as a 

counselling tool. However, further studies should be 

undertaken to test the reliability and validity of the CSI 

and LASSI. As well, local norms should be established for 

the instruments in order to enhance their diagnostic value. 

A wealth of information resulted from the computer analysis 

of the CSI data collected in Phase 2 of this study, and 

further research might be undertaken to explore the 

relationship between these extensive findings and the 

continued enrollment behaviour of the sample population. As 

well, a multiple regression analysis to further explore the 

relationship of the independent variables (i.e., the LASSI 

ten scales and the CSI 19 scales) and the dependent 

variables (i.e., GPA and enrollment status) would greatly 

enhance understanding of the diagnostic value of the CSI and 

LASSI instruments. 

Further research should be undertaken to replicate 

parts of this study in order to assess other diagnostic 

instruments. In particular, because of its design for the 

CAAT system, the Dietsche (1989) instrument might be 
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utilized in.a further study to determine its usefulness at 

Seneca. 

Further research should be conducted to assess the 

effectiveness of specific intervention strategies. One 

approach might be the utilization of small sample research 

methods to test one intervention at a time as suggested by 

Boyd, Magoon, and Leonard (1981). Further research should 

be undertaken to determine the most appropriate student 

advisement program for the School of Computer Studies. 

Afterword 

That the problem of student attrition is a complex one 

has certainly been confirm9d by this study. As is often 

true with research, the researcher is left with many more 

questions than answers. Consequently, the findings from 

this study strongly support the need for continued institu

tional research related to student retention within the 

CAATs. Ideally, efforts in this regard should be 

cooperative and coordinated among CAATS in a system-like 

approach. 

Also worthy of comment is the dichotomous situation the 

CAATS are currently caught in where government funding is 

being drastically cut and yet there is a tremendous push to 

enhance student opportunities for access and success. 

strong leadership with an emphasis on teaching and learning 

is essential at every level within the CAATs for these 

challenging times. 
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important to the study of student retention at Seneca 

College, especially the School of Computer Studies, 

because of the increasing number of older students. 

Neumann, Yoram, & Finaly-Neumann. (1988). Predicting 

juniors' and seniors' persistence and attrition: A 

quality of learning experience approach. Journal of 

Experimental Education. 129-140. 

The findings of this study indicate that the three 

dominant predictors of juniors' and seniors' 

persistence were student-faculty contact, students' 

involvement in their academic program, and the content 

of that program. 
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Noel/Levitz Centers for Institutional Effectiveness and 

Innovation, Inc. (1990). Guide for RMS coordinators 

and advisors. Coralville, IA: Laurie Schreiner. 

The recommendations contained in this guide include 

that advisors be aware of the full range of referral 

sources available on campus; refer at the right time 

with sensitivity and genuineness; follow up the 

referral with continued interest in the student; file a 

retention contact report with the RMS coordinator; 

implement other interventions as appropriate to the 

campus. The role of the advisor is one of "coach" 

assisting the student to be self-directed and an 

independent learner. Unless properly qualified, 

faculty should not undertake the role of personal 

counsellor; students should be referred to a 

professional counsellor where necessary. 

Noel/Levitz Centers for Institutional Effectiveness and 

Innovation, Inc. (1991). A compendium of successful, 

innovative retention programs and practices. 1989 and 

1990 Winners of the Noel/Levitz Retention Excellence 

Awards. Coralville, IA. 

The integrative retention model developed at Monmouth 

College is important to consider in the context of this 



research study since its three components include an 

advising system (providing academic, career and 

personal counselling through faculty, professional 

counsellors, and peer advisors), a freshman seminar 

course, and a computerized early warning system. 
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Pascal & Kanowich (1979). Student withdrawals from Canadian 

universities. A Study of Studies. Toronto, ON: 

ontario Institute for Studies in Education. 

Roueche, John E. and Baker, George A. III. (1987). Access 

& excellence: The open-door college. Washington, DC: 

The community College Press. 

The Miami-Dade model reported by Roueche and Baker 

includes reforms in eight basic areas: curriculum 

reforms, including general education courses; 

assessment testing; basic skills support; emphasis on 

excellence; standards of academic progress;academic 

alert system; advisement and graduation information 

system; faculty and staff development. Of particular 

interest is the academic alert system which identifies 

students with midterm weaknesses, including poor 

attendance records, and prescribes personal 

intervention strategies to help them. As part of the 

emphasis on excellence at Miami-Dade, the standards of 
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academic progress system monitors student progress in 

terms of the minimum standards set. Students may be 

placed on warning, probation or suspended status if 

these standards are not maintained. 

Saenger-Ceha , Mya M. Th. (1970). Psychological and social 

factors in student drop-out. Amsterdam, Holland: 

swets & Zeit1inger. 

stevenson, Michael R., Walleri, R. Dan, & Japely, Saundra M. 

(1989). Student intentions, follow-up studies, and 

student tracking. New Directions for Community 

Colleges: Using Student Tracking systems Effectively, 

66, Summer 1989, 63-74. San Francisco, CA: Jossey

Bass. 

The authors describe the six phases of a followup 

system development model to assist colleges in 

clarifying where they are in the development of a 

similar system and identifying areas for attention. 

They conclude that a comprehensive student tracking 

system should combine data about student intentions, 

experiences at the college, as well as post-college 

experiences and evaluations of the institution. 
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Tqta, Chet Jr. (1981). The effect of an intrusive 

advisement program on first-term freshmen attrition. 

Paper presented at the Annual Forum of the Association 

for Institutional Research. Arlington, TX: University 

of Texas at Arlington. (Eric Document Reproduction 

service No. ED 205096) 

This experimental study tested the hypothesis that 

students receiving intrusive advisement would be 

retained at a greater rate than those from whom the 

treatment was withheld. The study further tested the 

construct validity of the Tinto model of attrition. 

While the findings showed that the advisement program 

failed to impact the attrition rate, the study has 

value in terms of its quasi-experimental design. 
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APPENDIX A 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

Faculty/Student Interview Re Attrition 

1. What percentage of students drop out of your program 
area before graduation in your estimation? 

2. What do you feel the five major causes of student 
attrition are in your program area? Please rank them 
in terms of significance. 

3. At what point in the semester do you think faculty form 
perceptions as to which students will and will not be 
successful? 

4. In considering the five major causes of student 
attrition identified in #2 above, what are the 
corresponding intervention strategies that might 
effectively address each of these causes. 

5. In your opinion, what is the likelihood of each of the 
strategies identified in #4 above being implemented at 
Seneca College? 

6. In your opinion, what is the likelihood of success for 
each of the strategies identified in #4 above? 

7. For the successful implementation of the strategies 
identified in #4 above, who should be involved and to 
what extent? 

8. Do you believe students are able to self-identify areas 
of weakness prior to the start of college? (eg. study 
skills, lack of career focus, etc.) 



APPENDIX E 

SENECA COLLEGE QUESTIONNAIRE 
SCHOOL OF COMPUTER STUDIES 

The purpose of this questionnaire is to gather faculty and student perceptions 
about. the reasons students drop out from Seneca College Computer Studies 
programs before graduating and the strategies that might help students to 
successfully complete college. Your answers will be kept completely 
anonymous; individual responses are not identifiable. 

The following statements represent opinions, and your agreement or 
disagreement will be determined on the basis of your particular beliefs. 
Indicate what you believe, rather than what you think you should believe. 
Please indicate your reactions to the statements below by circling the 
appropriate letter using the following scale -

(SA) strongly agree (A) agree (NA) neither agree nor diotagree (D) diotagree (SD) strongly diotagree 

A. I believe that students drop out of college prior to graduation for the following reasons -

(SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) • 1. weak academic skills (eg. literacy, numeracy, problem-solving) 

(SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) 0 2. lack of goal commitment (i.e., lack of career/program focus) 

(SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) • 3. shift in goal commitment (i.e., change in attitude toward program or course 
sometime after enrollment) 

(SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) e 4. weak personal study habits (eg. study skills, time management, note taking, 
etc.) 

(SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) • 5. personal problems (emotional, family-related, substance abuse, etc.) 

(SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) • 6. lack of appropriate day care for child(ren) 

(SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) • 7. lack of appropriate and affordable housing 

(SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) • 8. problem of commuting distance or lack of convenient and affordable 

9. (SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) 

10. (SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) 

11. (SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) 

12. (SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) 

13. (SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) 

14. (SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) 

15. (SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) 

16. (SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) 

17. (SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) 

• 

• 

• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

• 
• 

transportation 

lack of academic integration (i.e., positive perception of program; active 
participation in attending classes, completing homework assignments, etc.) 

lack of social integration within the college (i.e., limited interaction with 
faculty and peers outside the classroom; limited involvement in 
extracurricular activities, etc.) 

fmancial reasons 

lack of confidence in ability to succeed 

excessive part-time work hours interfere with ability to succeed 

poor teacher/student interaction (i.e., individual needs of students are not met within 
the classroom setting) 

college program or course of study is not perceived by the student to be challenging 
and stimulating 

lack of perceiVed relevance of course of study 

scheduling problems (i.e., poor timetable) 
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B. Considering the 17 items listed above and the college students you know, which three items do you think are the most 
significant reasons for students generally to drop out of college prior to graduation. Please indicate the item numbers as 
follows: 

First # __ _ 

Second# __ _ 

Third # __ _ 

Additional Comments: 

C. I believe that the following strategies would be effective in reducing student dropout -

(SA) strongly agree (A) agree (NA) neither agree nor disagree (D) disagree (SD) strongly disagree 

l. (SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) III provide academic skills assessment and supportive foundation courses for 
students identified as underprepared 

2. (SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) III provide counselling related to career and program choice prior to enrollment 

3. (SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) III provide an advisement program whereby each student has a faculty advisor 

4. (SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) III improve the quality of teacher/student interaction in the classroom 

5. (SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) • provide mandatory college and program orientations for all incoming 
students 

6. (SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) III develop and maintain a comprehensive and integrated tracking system to 
monitor student progress and achievement and provide appropriate feedback 

7. (SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) III integrate time management, note taking, study skills techniques into 
individual college courses 

8. (SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) III provide tutorials and learning centres for students to get extra help outside 
of class 

9. (SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) • increase access to social activities and opportunities to make friends at 
college 

10. (SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) III improve access to fmancial aid, scholarships and bursaries 

II. (SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) III improve access to personal counselling 

12. (SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) III increase on campus part-time job opportunities 

13. (SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) • provide for ongoing course evaluation and modification which includes 
student feedback 

14. (SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) III enhance faculty teaching skills and techniques 

15. (SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) • develop an organizational culture based on a student-centred focus 
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D. Considering the 15 items listed above, please indicate which you believe to be the three most important to help 
students generally to successfully complete college. Please indicate the item numbers as follows: 

First # __ _ 

Second# __ _ 

Third # __ _ 

Additional Comments 

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) E. I believe that faculty are able to predict which students will or will not be 
successful -

a) within the fIrst 10 days of classes; 
b) after the fIrst month of classes; 
c) by mid-semester; 
d) during the second half of the semester; 
e) at the end of the semester. 

F. If you could make two important changes to improve student success at Seneca College, what would they be? 

rotquoo3.med 

Thank you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. 

PLEASE RETURN THE COMPLETED QUESTIONNAIRE TO: 

Vicki Milligan, ASAP Coordinator 
Don Mills Campus 



APPENDIX C 

SENECA COLLEGE QUESTIONNAIRE 
SCHOOL OF COMPUTER STUDIES 

The purpose of this questionnaire is to gather faculty and student perceptions 
about the reasons students drop out from Seneca College Computer Studies 
programs before graduating and the strategies that might help students to 
successfully complete college. Your answers will be kept completely 
anonymous; individual responses are not identifiable. 

The following statements represent opinions, and your agreement or 
disagreement will be determined on the basis of your particular beliefs. 
Indicate what you believe, rather than what you think you should believe. 
Please indicate your reactions to the statements below by circling the 
appropriate letter using the following scale -

(SA) strongly agree (A) agree (NA) neither agree nor disagree (D) disagree (SD) strongly disagree 

A. I believe that students drop out of college prior to graduation for the following reasons -

(SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) • 1. weak academic skills (eg. literacy, numeracy, problem-solving) 

(SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) • 2. lack of goal commitment (Le., lack of career/program focus) 

(SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) • 3. shift in goal commitment (i.e., change in attitude toward program or course 
sometime after enrollment) 

(SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) • 4. weak personal study habits (eg. study skills, time management, note taking, 
etc.) 

(SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) • 5. personal problems (emotional, family-related, substance abuse, etc.) 

(SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) • 6. lack of appropriate day care for child(ren) 

(SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) • 7. lack of appropriate and affordable housing 

(SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) • 8. problem of commuting distance or lack of convenient and affordable 
transportation 

(SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) • 9. lack of academic integration (i.e., positive perception of program; active 
participation in attending classes, completing homework assignments, etc.) 

(SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) • 10. lack of social integration within the college (i.e., limited interaction with 

11. (SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) • 
12. (SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) • 
13. (SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) • 
14. (SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) • 

15. (SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) • 

16. (SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) • 
17. (SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) • 

faculty and peers outside the classroom; limited involvement in 
extracurricular activities, etc.) 

financial reasons 

lack of confidence in ability to succeed 

excessive part-time work hours interfere with ability to succeed 

poor teacher/student interaction (i.e., individual needs of students are not met within 
the classroom setting) 

college program or. course of study is not perceived by the student to be challenging 
and stimulating 

lack of perceived relevance of course of study 

scheduling problems (i.e., poor timetable) 
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B. Considering the 17 items listed above and the college students you know, which three items do you think are the most 
significant reasons for students generally to drop out of college prior to graduation. Please indicate the item numbers as 
follows: 

First # __ _ 

Second# __ _ 

Third # __ _ 

Additional Comments: 

C. Did you ever consider dropping out of College yourself? 
yes __ no __ 

D. If yes, which of the 17 items listed above might have led you to drop out? 

First # __ _ 

Second# __ _ 

Third # __ _ 

Additional Comments: 

E. I believe that the following strategies would be effective in reducing student dropout -

(SA) strongly agree (A) agree (NA) neither agree nor disagree (D) disagree (SD) strongly disagree 

1. (SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) • 

2. (SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) • 
3. (SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) • 
4. (SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) • 
5. (SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) • 

6. (SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) • 

7. (SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) • 

provide academic skills assessment and supportive foundation courses for 
students identified as underprepared 

provide counselling related to career and program choice prior to enrollment 

provide an advisement program whereby each student has a faculty advisor 

improve the quality of teacher/student interaction in the classroom 

provide mandatory college and program orientations for all incoming 
students 

develop and maintain a comprehensive and integrated tracking system to 
monitor student progress and achievement and provide appropriate feedback 

integrate time management, note taking, study skills techniques into 
individual college courses 



8. (SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) 

9. (SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) 

10. (SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) 

• 

• 

• 
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provide tutorials. and learning centres for students to get extra help outside 
of class 

increase access to social activities and opportunities to make friends at 
college 

improve access to [mancial aid, scholarships and bursaries 

(SA) strongly agree (A) agree (NA) neither agree nor disagree (D) disagree (SD) strongly disagree 

11. (SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) • 
12. (SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) • 

13. (SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) • 

14. (SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) • 
15. (SA) (A) (NA) (D) (SD) • 

improve access to personal counselling 

increase on campus part-time job opportunities 

provide for ongoing course evaluation and modification which includes 
student feedback 

enhance faculty teaching skills and techniques 

develop an organizational culture based on a student-centred focus 

F. Considering the 15 items listed above, please indicate which you believe to be the three most important to help 
students generally to successfully complete college. Please indicate the item numbers as follows: 

First # __ _ 

Second# __ _ 

Third # __ _ 

Additional Comments 

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) G. I believe that faculty are able to predict which students will or will not be 
successful-

a) within the first 10 days of classes; 
b) after the first month of classes; 
c) by mid-semester; 
d) during the second half of the semester; 
e) at the end of the semester. 

H. If you could make two important changes to improve student success at Seneca College, what would they be? 

Thank you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. 

PLEASE RETURN THE COMPLETED QUESTIONNAIRE TO: 

Vicki Milligan, ASAP Coordinator 



APPENDIX D 

While only three sample pages from the College Student 

Inventory (CSI) developed by Michael L. Stratil, Ph.D. are 

included in this Appendix, the full text document is 

available from the publisher, Noel/Levitz Centers, 

Coralville, Iowa 52241. 



START HERE. 

OVERVIEW 

Our minds have an immense capacity for knowledge. But each of us learns in a different way. We focus 
attention on somewhat different dimensions of the world, we have somewhat different understandings of the world, and 
we strive for quite different kinds of personal growth. We can only achieve our full potential when these forces of 
individuality are meshed smoothly with the learning process. 

Your school wishes to help you discover and engage the full richness of your individuality. It would like to see you 
discover the learning path that best suits your unique personality. Completing the COLLEGE STUDENT INVENTORY ™ 
is the first step in a carefully designed program to achieve that end. The Inventory is a communication channel between 
you and your school. It records your thoughts and feelings on many issues related to college. The results will be used 
in two ways. 

First, you will receive a computerized interpretation of your data. Your advisor will discuss these results with you 
and help you join any follow-up activities that fit your interests and needs. 

Second, the general results for your class as a whole will be used to plan a campus-wide program of support 
services. Staff members will determine how much need exists for certain types of services and how these services can 
be best provided. 

Completing the Inventory and participating in the follow-up activities are entirely voluntary. But I strongly urge you to 
take advantage of these opportunities. They are likely to have a very beneficial effect on your entire education. 

The Inventory has four sections, each with its own set of instructions. So you can gain full benefit from the results, 
please complete each part as accurately and honestly as you can. It is especially important that you answer every 
question (except where a blank response is allowed). If you change an answer, be sure to fully erase your initial 
response. 

Best wishes for a deep and rewarding experience at college. 

Canadian Version 
(Version 1 .2, 1989) 

- 1 -

Michael L. Stratil 

Go now to Part A and read the instructions. 



PARTS 

Instructions. The main body of the questionnaire contains 194 questions. The questions in the present section otter 
various options, which are represented on the answer sheet as numbered circles. Thus, question #1 appears as follows on the 
answer sheet: 

Question # Options 

CD®®@®®CD 
Notice that the answer sheet always provides seven circles, even though some questions otter fewer than seven options. 

Ignore the extra circles. 

You are to answer each question by deciding which option is most appropriate to you. Then use your pencil to 
blacken the circle that corresponds to the option you have chosen. 

If you have difficulty in answering any of the questions in this section, see the examiner. Begin with the first question and 
continue to the end of the section. 

1. My graduating class in high school had: 4. Based on its general reputation, I would say that my hig 
school's academic standards were: 

1) less than 50 students 
2) 50 to 99 students 
3) 100 to 149 students 
4) 150 to 299 students 
5) 300 to 499 students 
6) 500 or more students 
7) none of the above 

2. The program of courses that I took in high school was 
designed primarily to prepare me for: 

3. 

1) a manual trade (auto mechanics, farming, plumbing, 
carpentry, manufacturing, etc.) 

2) a technical trade (electrical, electronics, data 
processing, commercial art, medical technician, 
nursing, etc.) 

3) secretarial work (typing, filing, dictation, etc.) 
4) general commerce (sales, purchasing, banking, 

bookkeeping, etc.) 
5) a post secondary education 
6) other 

The average of all my grades during my last year of 
high school was approximately: 

1) A 
2) halfway between A and B 
3) B 
4) halfway between Band C 
5) C 
6) halfway between C and 0 
7) 0 

Note: If your school did not use letter grades, do your 
best to translate your grades into the above system. 
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1) far below the average high school 
2) somewhat below the average high school 
3) about equal to the average high school 
4) somewhat above the average high school 
5) far above the average high school 

5. Compared to the average high school graduating senior 
in this country, I consider my academic knowledge 
(English, math, science, social studies) to be in the: 

6. 

1) highest 20% 
2) next to the highest 20% 
3) middle 20% 
4) next to the lowest 20% 
5) lowest 20% 

In college/university, I am currently (or will be when 
school starts) a: 

1) first year student 
2) second year student 
3) third year student 
4) fourth year student 
5) graduate student 
6) special (non-degree) student 



PARTC 

Instructions. The present section measures a variety of attitudes related to college/university. Students usually find it to be 
qUite interesting. 

As you answer the questions, keep in mind that attitudes are hard to measure. Different individuals often interpret the 
meaning of a question differently, and a fleeting thought or feeling may influence how one responds. 

For these reasons, a good questionnaire should contain a number of similar items about every topic covered. Each item 
reduces the chances of error. So please be patient with the questions. Also, don't try to recall your previous responses
just answer each question as spontaneously and naturally as you can. 

Answer each question by selecting one number from the following rating scale: 

RATING SCALE 

NOT AT 
ALL TRUE 2 3 4 5 6 7 

COMPLETELY 
TRUE 

Thus, if you agree completely with a statement, you should answer with a "7." Agreement that is fairly strong but not total is 
indicated by selecting a "5," while agreement that is fairly weak is indicated by "3." Total disagreement is indicated by selecting 
"1." Use any number between 1 and 7. 

Keep in mind that there are no "right" or "wrong" answers. Simply give the answer that best fits you. In answering the 
questions on study habits and teachers, you should draw primarily on your pre-college or pre-university experiences. 

Read each question carefully, but do not spend a lot of time on anyone question. As before, blacken the appropriate 
circle on the answer sheet. Give only one response for each question. 

22. When I think about my career choice. I find that I have 
very little solid information to go on. 

23. Most of my teachers have been very caring and 

dedicated. 

24. Books have never caused me to become very excited. 

25. I study all of the assigned readings in my courses. 

The next question has a special purpose, which is to 
confirm that you are putting your answers in the correct 
position on the answer sheet. There will be others like it 
throughout the inventory. 

When you encounter questions of this type, simply enter 
the number indicated. For example, select the #2 option 
for question 26. Please be especially careful with all of 
these questions. 

- 6 -

26. Enter a "2" for this question. 

27. I have financial problems that are very distracting and 
troublesome. 

28. It is wise to avoid people with strange and unusual ideas. 

29. Often I get so uptight about an exam that I can't 
concentrate on studying. 

30. I would like to talk with someone about the qualifications 
needed for certain occupations. 

31. I often rely on my own ideas when making a decision, 
and I'm prepared to make an unpopular decision if 
necessary. 

32. I am having a hard time breaking away from my family, 
and attending college/university is going to make the 
situation worse. 



APPENDIX E 

While only three sample pages from the Learning and 

study strategies Inventory (LASSI) developed by Claire E. 

Weinstein, Ph.D., David R. Palmer, Ph. D., and Ann C. 

Schulte, Ph.D. are included in this Appendix, the full text 

document is available from the publisher, H & H Publishing 

Company, Inc., 1231 Kapp Drive, Clearwater, Florida 34625-

2116. 



by 
Claire E. Weinstein, Ph.D., David R. Palmer, Ph.D. 
Department of Educational Psychology, University of Texas at Austin 

Ann C. Schulte, Ph.D. 
University of North Carolina 

Directions 
The Learning and Study Strategies Inventory (LASSI) is designed to 
gather information about leammg and study practices and attitudes. 
On the two forms at right, which you pullout to begin the LASSI, 
you will find 77 statements related to learning and studying. You 
are to read each statement and then mark a response according to 
the following key: 

• Not at all typical of me 
• Not very typical of me 
• Somewhat typical of me 
• Fairly typical of me 
• Very much typical of me 

To help you decide which responses to mark, we would like to explain 
what is meant by each term. 

By Not at all typical of me, we do not necessarily mean that the 
statement would never describe you, but· that it would be true of you 
only in rare instances. Mark an a for this response. 

By Not very typical of me, we mean that the statement generally 
would not be true of you. Mark a b for this response. 

By Somewhat typical of me, we mean that the statement would be 
true of you about half the time. Mark a c for this response. 

By Fairly typical of me, we mean that the statement would 
generally be true of you. Mark a d for this response. 

By Very much typical of me, we do not necessarily mean that the 
statement would always describe you, but that it would be true of you 
almost all the time. Mark an e for this response. 

Please completely darken the appropriate letter. For example, 
darken the d if you feel that the statement is fairly typical of you. 

abc. e 

Try to rate yourself according to how well the statement describes 
you, not in terms of how you think you should be or what others do. 
There are no right or wrong answers to these statements. Please 
work as quickly as you can without being careless and please 
complete all the items. 

Both of the forms at 
right, along with the 
Directions booklet are 
two-part, carbonless 
forms. Take care not to 
stack any of the forms 
on top of the other when 
writing since it would 
damage the forms below. 

Mter reading the direc
tions, tear out both two
part forms at right and 
set this booklet aside. 
The forms contain the 
statements you will re
spond to. This booklet 
contains information 
which will be used after 
you complete the LASSI. 

e 198'7, H&D Publishinc Co., Inc. 

All rights reserved. It is a violation of the 
law to copy any or all of this publication 
without written permission of the publisher. 
Do not reproduce this publication in any 
way using any media including computer 
memory devices without written permission 
of the publisher. 



CAUTION - There should be nothing between this two-part form and your desktop. 

Very much typical of me Very much typical of me 
Fairly typical of me Fairly typical of me 

Somewbat typical of me ~ Somewhat typical of me ~ 
Not very typical of me Not very typical of me 

Not at all typical of me I I Not at all typical of me I I 
39. I am unable to concentrate wen because 60. It is hard for me to decide what is 

of restlessness or moodiness. a b c d e important to underline in a text. a b c d e 

40. I try to find relationships betWeen what 61. I concentrate fully when studying. a b c d e 
I am learning and what I already know. a b c d e 

62. I use the chapter headings as a guide to 
41. I set high standards for myself in school. a b c d e identify important points in my reading. a b c d e 

42. I end up "cramming" for almost every test. a b c d e 63. I get so nervous and confused when 
taking an examination that I fail to 

43. I find it hard to pay attention during answer questions to the best of my 
lectures. a b c d e ability. a b c d e 

44. I key in on the fllSt and/or last sentences 64. I memorize grammatical rules, technical 
of most paragraphs when reading my texL a b c d e terms, formulas, etc., without 

understanding them. a b c d e 
45. I only study the subjects I like. a b c d e 

65. I test myself to be sure I know the 
46. I am distracted from my studies very easily. a b c d e material I have been studying. a b c d e 

47. I try to relate what I am studying to my 66. I put off studying more than I should. a b c d e 
own experiences. a b c d e 

67. I try to see how what I am studying 
, 48. I make good use of daytime study hours would apply to my everyday living. a b c d e 

between classes. a b c d e 
68. My mind wanders a lot when I studJ. a b c d e 

! 49. When work is difficult I either give up 
or study only the easy parts." a b c d e 69. In my opinion, what is taught in my 

courses is not worth learning. T a b c d e 
50. I make drawings or sketches to help me 

understand what I am studying. a b c d e 70. I go over homework assignments 
when reviewing class materials. a b c d e 

51. I dislike most of the wort in my classes. a b c d e 
71. I have difficulty adapting my studying 

52. I have trouble understanding just what to different types of courses. a b c d e 
a test question is asking. a b c d e 

72. Often when studying I seem to get 
53. I make simple charts, diagrams. or tables lost in details and "can't see the forest 

to summarize material in my courses. a b c d e for the trees." a b c d e 

54. Worrying about doing poorly interferes 73. When they are available. I attend 
with my concentration on tests. a b c d e group review sessions. a b c d e 

55. I don't understand some course material 74. I tend to spend so much time with 
bec;luse I don't listen carefully. a b c d e friends that my coursework suffers. a b c d e 

56. I read textbooks assigned for my cWses. a b c d e 75. In taking tests, writing themes, 
etc. I fmd I have misunderstood 

57. I feel very panicky when I take an what is wanted and lose points 
important test. a b c d e because of iL a b c d e 

58. When I decide to study. I set aside a 76. I try to interrelate themes in what I 
specific length of time and stick to iL a b c d e am studying. a b c d e 

59. When I take a test, I realize I have 77. I have difficulty identifying the 
studied the wrong material, ~. a b c d e important points in my reading. a b c d e 
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Name: 
Plot Your Scores .. Student's Copy Date: 

1.0.# 

The chart below is used to interpret the scores you The columns on the far left and far right of the 
calculated on page 2 of this booklet. Each column chart show percentiles. You can use these percen-
of the table below is labeled using the three-letter tiles to look at vour scores in relation to other 

• codes. Copy your scores from page 2 into the college students 'answering the same items. 

space provided for each scale. Find your score on Each of the three-letter codes indicates a category 
the scale directly above each scale code and place of learning and study strategies or methods. The 
an X over this number. Do this for each scale. meanings of the codes are: 

t 
For example, if your ATT score was 29. find the ATT • attitude and interest 

i ~10T • motivation, diligence, self-discipline, and 
~ number 29 on the set of numbers just above the willinfness to work hard 

\ 
ATT scale name and place an X over the 29. as T~1T • use 0 time management principles for 
shown in the example below. academic tasks 

,.\.,"'X • anxiety and worry about school perform-

i "'0 31 ance 
CO~ • concentration and attention to academic , 35 30 tasks 

j 30 X I:\'P • information processing, acquiring .,- knowledge, and reasoning -~ 

f 
s~n • selecting main ideas and recognizing 

If you cannot find your exact score, place an X important information 
STA • use of support techniques and materials over the next lowest number. When you have SIT • self testing, reviewing, and preparing for 

finished all 10 scale scores, connect the X's to see classes 
your learning and study strategies profile. TST • test strategies and preparing for tests. 

99 39 39 39 39 38 39 25 38 39 39 99 
95 38 38 33 36 34 36 23 33 33 37 95 
90 37 37 32 34 32 34 22 31 32 35 90 
85 36 36 30 33 31 32 21 30 30 34 85 

} 80 35 35 29 32 30 31 29 29 33 80 , 
; (75 28 31 29 30 20 28 75 ) 

70 34 34 27 30 29 27 28 32 70 
65 33 26 29 28 19 26 27 65 
60 33 32 25 28 27 28 31 60 
55 24 27 26 27 25 26 55 

(50 32 31 23 26 25 18 25 30 50 ) 
45 30 22 25 24 26 24 29 45 
40 31 21 24 23 25 17 23 24 40 
35 30 29 20 23 22 24 23 28 35 
30 29 28 19 22 21 23 16 22 22 27 30 
25 27 18 21 20 22 21 21 26 25 
20 28 26 17 20 19 21 15 20 20 25 20 
15 27 25 15 19 18 20 14 19 19 24 15 
10 25 23 14 17 16 19 13 18 18 22 10 
05 23 20 12 15 13 17 11 16 16 19 05 
01 19 17 09 12 10 14 08 13 12 14 01 

ATT MOT TMT ANX CON INP SMI STA SFT TST 
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INDIVIDUALIZED ADVISEMENT SESSION 

student's Name 

Advisor's Initials 

comments: 

student initiated 
advisor initiated 

Action Taken: 

indad.frm 

Date 



APPENDIX G - PART 1 

A STUDENT ALERT PROJECT (ASAP) 
PHASE 4 - EVALUATION 

INTERVIEW SHEET - PSY 585 FACULTY 

1. What is your opinion of the Noel/Levitz CSI as a 
diagnostic instrument for early identification and 
intervention for students at risk of dropping out? 

2. What is your opinion of the LASSI as a diagnostic 
instrument for early identification and intervention 
for students at risk of dropping out? 

3. In your opinion, did the feedback to students as a 
result of the CSI and/or LASSI result in any positive 
action on the part of those students? 

4. Based on your observations, would you consider the use 
of one or both of these diagnostic instruments in your 
PSY 585 course to help students succeed at Seneca? 

5. What is your opinion of the preliminary intervention 
activities undertaken as part of the ASAP? 

(a) Noel/Levitz student report 

(b) LASSI student report 

(c) Description of the LASSI scales and Recommendations 
for Action 

(c) Schedule of Student Resources 

6. Did any of your PSY 585 students discuss their CSI or 
LASSI reports directly with you? 

7. In your opinion, would a structured student advisement 
program improve student success within the School of 
Computer Studies? Comments. 

8. Other Comments? 



APPENDIX G - PART 2 

A STUDENT ALERT PROJECT (ASAP) 
PHASE 4 - EVALUATION 

INTERVIEW SHEET - COUNSELLORS & ADMINISTRATORS 

1. What is your opinion of the Noel/Levitz CSI as a 
diagnostic instrument for early identification and 
intervention for students at risk of dropping out? 

2. What is your opinion of the LASSI as a diagnostic 
instrument for early identification and intervention 
for students at risk of dropping out? 

3. In your opinion, did the feedback to students as a 
result of the CSI and/or LASSI result in any positive 
action on the part of those students? 

4, What is your opinion of the preliminary intervention 
activities undertaken as part of the ASAP? 

(a) Noel/Levitz student report 

(b) LASSI student report 

(c) Description of the LASSI scales and Recommendations 
for Action 

(c) Schedule of Student Resources 

5. Did any of your PSY 585 students discuss their CSI or 
LASSI reports directly with you? 

6. In your opinion, would a structured student advisement 
program improve student success within the School of 
Computer Studies? Comments. 

7. Other Comments? 



APPENDIX G - PART 3 

A STUDENT ALERT PROJECT (ASAP) 
PHASE 4 - EVALUATION 

STUDENT FOCUS GROUP 

1. What is your opinion of the 

(a) LASSI 

(b) Noel/Levitz CSI 

2. Did you take any action based on the results of the 
LASSI or Noel/Levitz CSI? If yes, what action did you 
take? 

3. What is your opinion of the preliminary intervention 
activities undertaken as part of the ASAP? 

(a) Noel/Levitz student report 

(b) LASSI student report 

(c) Description of the LASSI scales and Recommendations 
for Action 

(d) Schedule of Student Resources 

4. Did you discuss your CSI or LASSI reports with your PSY 
585 professor? If yes, did you initiate the contact or 
did the professor? 

5. Generally, what is your opinion of an early 
identification and intervention program using an 
instrument such as the LASSI or CSI? Do you think it 
might help students to succeed? 

6. In your opinion, would a structured student advisement 
program improve student success within the School of 
Computer Studies? Comments. 

7. Other Comments? 
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SENECA COLLEGE OF APPLIED ARTS 
AND TECHNOLOGY 

INTER-OFFICE MEMORANDUM 

TO: Vicki Milligan 

FROM: Brian Adamson 
Dean, Academic Planning 

DATE: September 19, 1991 

RE: Research Project Approval 

Thank you for your request and submission of your project outline. The College approves the 
request as stated and it is our understanding that you and Dean Tilly have reached agreement 
on financial support arrangements. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me should you require further support or assistance. 

BAlem 



A STUDENT ALERT PROJECT (ASAP) 

Don Mills Campus 
Room 149 

1. Purpose of Project (see attached) 

AGENDA 

2. Profile of Student Attrition Problem at Seneca 

3. Diagnostic Instruments 
-Noel/Levitz 
-LASSI 
-SACQ 

4. Retention Management System 
-student advisement 
-tracking and monitoring system 

5. Student Services 
-Admissionsl Financial Aid 
~ounselling/Special Needs 
~tudent Life! Activities 
Academic Support 
-Education and Employment Equity 

V:Library Resources 

6. Review Critical Path (see attached) 

7. Lunch 

Thursday, August 29, 1991 
9:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. 



APPENDIX K 

A STUDENT ALERT PROJECT (ASAP) 

.~'tR.~t~TttAl ~ 

TABLE OF CONTENTS 

A. Project Summary 

B. Noel/Levitz Retention Management System (RMS) 

C. Learning and Study Strategies Inventory (LASSI) 

D. Student Adaptation to College Questionnaire (SACQ) 

E. Student Advisement Program 

• General Information 

• Service Information 

• Forms: Individualized Advisement Session 
Academic Alert 
Referral Alert 

• Research Literature 

F. Background Information 

• Attrition Data 

• Seneca College Questionnaire 

• Retention Strategies 

asap.lbl 



APPENDIX L 

SENECA COLLEGE OF APPLIED ARTS & TECHNOLOGY 
SCHOOL OF COMPUTER STUDIES 

A STUDENT ALERT PROJECT (ASAP) 

A Student Alert Project (ASAP) is a study of intervention 
strategies and resources designed to improve student success 
within the School of Computer Studies at Seneca College. 
The purpose of the study is to identify the individual 
motivations, attitudes, interests, and needs of first
semester Computer Studies students so that, where 
appropriate, support can be given to increase student 
success. 

Student participation in this study is strictly voluntary, 
and students may withdraw from the study at any time, 
without prejudice. The confidentiality of the information 
gathered as a result of the questionnaires completed by 
students will be maintained at all times by the ASAP 
Coordinator and the faculty advisors. Information will only 
be released to faculty advisors with the consent of the 
participating students. Where possible, all records will be 
computerized, and once stored in computerized form, all data 
will be shredded. Otherwise, personal student data will be 
kept in locked storage for five years, after which time it 
will be shredded. 

The study will field test prominent identification/ 
intervention instruments, particularly the Noel/Levitz 
College Student Inventory (CSr) and the Learning and Study 
Strategies Inventory (LASSI). 

Students will be asked to complete a questionnaire* for 
purposes of learning more about them and their needs in 
order to assist them to succeed at college. The results of 
the questionnaires will be used, with the students' consent, 
by the ASAP Coordinator and faculty advisors to identify 
those students most in need of the assistance of a faculty 
advisor. Faculty advisors will meet with students to 
discuss the results of the questionnaire and to provide 
ongoing advisement, where appropriate and where desired by 
the students. 

*one-third of the sample completes the LASSI instrument; 
one-third the NOEL/LEVITZ instrument; and one-third both the 
LASSI and NOEL/LEVITZ instruments 
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STUDENT ADVISEMENT PROGRAM 

A student advisement program is the major intervention 
strategy to be implemented as part of this study. Based on 
the results of the questionnaires mentioned above, where 
appropriate and where desired by students, they will be 
assigned to faculty advisors. The role of faculty advisor 
will be to meet with those students in order to explain the 
results of the questionnaires and to assist students to 
access the college resources available to help them succeed. 

The personal information required on the questionnaires is 
collected under the legal authority of the Colleges and 
Universities Act, R.S.O. 1980, c. 272, s.5; R.R.O. 1980, 
Reg. 640, and will be used for identification and 
intervention measures by the College as explained in this 
document. For further information concerning the collection 
of this information please contact Vicki Milligan, ASAP 
Coordinator, Seneca College, 1750 Finch Avenue East, North 
York, Ontario M2J 2X5. 



APPENDIX M 

SENECA COLLEGE OF APPLIED ARTS & TECHNOLOGY 
SCHOOL OF COMPUTER STUDIES 

A STUDENT ALERT PROJECT (ASAP) 

SCRIPT - ORAL INFORMATION TO STUDENTS 

General 

My name is Vicki Milligan. I am an administrator with 
Seneca College and I am presently on sabbatical from the 
college in order to undertake a research study to complete 
the thesis requirements for my M.Ed. This study has been 
approved by the Seneca College Executive Committee, the Dean 
and the Chair of the School of Computer Studies, and the 
faculty involved. In order for the study to be successful, 
it is important to have as great as possible participation 
by first-semester Computer Studies students. 

I chose this topic for my research study because I am 
sincerely interested in helping you to have a satisfying and 
successful experience while you are here at Seneca and 
because I have confidence in your ability to succeed. Our 
goal is to help you become independent learners which will 
benefit you not only in college but later on the job as 
well. 

I have given you a two-page description 
explains what it is, why, when, and how 
and what the anticipated outcomes are. 
note that this description continues on 
the page you have in front of you. 

of this study which 
it is being done, 
Please be sure to 
the reverse side of 

Although I do not currently have specific statistics, it 
appears that as many as 50 to 60% of the students who begin 
Computer Studies programs here at Seneca do not continue 
successfully until graduation. The purpose of this study is 
to learn more about you early in the first semester in order 
to assist you to be successful here. This will be done 
through your completion of one or two questionnaires and 
through a student advisement program as explained in the 
handout. 

Your participation in this study is strictly voluntary and 
you may withdraw from the study at any time. The study will 
continue throughout the Fall semester. All personal 
information gathered during the study will be treated as 
confidential and will only be released to a faculty advisor 
with your consent. The results of the questionnaires will 
not become part of your official college records and will in 
no way adversely affect your status or standing. 
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If you have questions at any time regarding the study or 
your role in it, I will be available through the main 
Computer Studies office here at the Don Mills Campus. 

(Note: one-third of the students complete the Noel/Levitz 
CSI, one-third complete the LASSI, and one-third complete 
both instruments.) 

Noel/Levitz College Student Inventory 

You have before you a questionnaire called the College 
Student Inventory (CSI), a computerized answer sheet, and a 
special lead pencil. It usually takes approximately one 
hour to complete the questionnaire but you may have as much 
time as you need. Once all the questionnaires have been 
completed, I will be sending them to the Noel/Levitz Center 
in Iowa where they will be analyzed by computer. I should 
have the results for you within two weeks time. 

This questionnaire has been carefully designed and validated 
so that all categories of entering students can benefit from 
it. However, it is impossible to write questions that will 
fit everyone exactly. Students who have been out of school 
for a long period of time may encounter a few questions that 
will not correspond very well with their situation. Please 
try to understand the intent of such questions and then 
answer in whatever way you think best describes your 
circumstances. I will be happy to assist you in 
interpreting any of the questions. 

You can begin by reading the overview on page 1 of the 
questionnaire which will give you more information about it 
(copy of overview attached), Please be sure to use the 
pencil provided and please do not write in the booklet as 
they will be used by other students. Copy your answers onto 
the computerized answer sheet provided in the manner 
explained in the booklet. There are four sections to be 
completed with specific instructions at the beginning of· 
each. Please answer the questions as openly and honestly as 
you can. 

As you fill in the bubbles on the answer sheet with the 
pencil I have provided, please be sure to fill in all of the 
chosen circle without extending beyond the boundaries of the 
circle. The computer will automatically insert a standard 
response if you leave a question blank or make an unreadable 
mark so it is better to make it clear what you intend the 
answer to be. 

Please turn to the last page of the booklet which is Part D. 
Note that question #194 is where you give your c6nsent to 
release the results of this questionnaire to a faculty 
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advisor. If you say "yes", and it is appropriate, your 
faculty advisor will contact you to meet with him or her. 

If anyone would prefer not to participate in this study, you 
can indicate this to me by coming forward now or as I come 
around the room. 

After you have read the overview, please complete Part A, 
including your Seneca number instead of your social 
insurance number. Then proceed to complete Parts B, C, and 
D of the questionnaire. Once you have finished, please 
check your answer sheet over carefully to make sure you have 
answered all questions and return all materials to me except 
the one-page description of the ASAP study. 

Thank you for taking time to participate in this part of the 
study. 

Learning and Study Strategies Inventory 

You have before you a questionnaire called the Learning and 
Study Strategies Inventory (LASSI). It usually takes 
approximately 25 to 30 minutes to complete and score the 
LASSI but you may take as much time as you need. 

This questionnaire has been carefully designed and validated 
so that all categories of entering students can benefit from 
it. However, it is impossible to write questions that will 
fit everyone exactly. Please try to understand the intent 
of the questions and then answer in whatever way you think 
best describes your circumstances. I will be happy to 
assist you in interpreting any of the questions. 

The purpose of your completing the LASSI questionnaire is to 
provide us with information about your learning and study 
practices and attitudes that will assist us to help you 
succeed here at Seneca. 

If anyone would prefer not to participate in this study, you 
can indicate this to me by coming forward now or as I come 
around the room. 

Start by printing your name, today's date, and your Seneca 
Student Number at the top of page 3. Make sure this 
information goes through onto page 4 as well. Then continue 
by reading the directions on the front of the questionnaire. 
Remove pages 2 - 5 from the booklet and set the remainder of 
the booklet aside until later. Please answer the 77 
questions by darkening or circling the letter (a,b,c,d,e) 
that best describes you. It is important that you rate 
yourself as openly and honestly as possible and not as you 
think you should be. Once you have finished, please review 
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the questions to ensure they have all been answered. You 
can then read the scoring directions but please don't begin 
the scoring until I have discussed it with you. 

Scoring - This questionnaire is self-scoring which means you 
can determine the results yourself. If you have not already 
done so, please read the scoring directions on page 2. (Use 
overheads of the scoring forms here to help explain the 
procedure for scoring the instrument.) 

Now that you have transferred the total scores from page 2 
to page 3 of the questionnaire, you can plot your scores for 
each of the ten categories explained on page 3. (Review 
these with the students and again demonstrate the procedure 
through the use of overheads.) Any score that you have 
above the cluster of numbers with a "75" at either side 
indicates that you have a strength in this category. Any 
score that you have below the cluster of numbers with a "50" 
at either side indicates that you could use some help in 
this area. The plotting of your scores gives you a profile 
of your learning and study practices and attitudes and helps 
you identify areas that need attention. 

Once you have finished scoring the questionnaires, please 
return all pages to me. Would you also please complete and 
return to me the authorization form I have provided by 
printing your name, Seneca #, and date, and indicating 
whether the information gathered by this questionnaire may 
be released to a faculty advisor. Your copy of the results 
will be returned to you either during a further class 
discussion or, with your consent, during an individual 
discussion with a faculty advisor. 

Thank you for participating in this part of my study and 
good luck with your own studies. 
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PARTD 

Instructions. The present section measures your current impressions of your institution. It is recognized that most of the 
students completing this questionnaire have had little or no direct contact with their institution, so they do not have well formed 
impressions. But everyone comes to a college/university with at least some knowledge--which is acquired from' calendars, the 
institution's general reputation, the reports of friends, preliminary contacts, and so forth. 

So if you have just arrived on campus, don't let this fact bother you. Just give your initial impressions. 

Each question describes a different characteristic .. You are to rate how you currently feel about your institution in ~ation to 
these characteristics. Answer by selecting a number from the following scale: 

VERY 
OISSAllSFIEOI,-_1-J.._2--L_3---J1--4-.L.._S--l_6.-1.._7--, 

VERY 
SAllSRED 

You may select any number from 1 to 7. As betore, blacken the appropriate circle on the answer sheet. Blacken only one 
circle tor each question. 

180. The location of the institution. 

181. The kinds of academic courses and majors available. 

182. The variety and quality of food available (both on- and ort
campus). 

183. The cost of tuition, housing, and food. 

184. The condition and appearance of buildings and grounds. 

1 85. The general characteristics of the student body. 

186. The entertainment available at or near the institution. 

187. The adequacy of financial aid. 

188. Enter a "2" for this question. 

189. The intercollegiate athletic program. 

190. The faculty in general. 

191. The social life (both on- and off-campus). 

192. 

193. 

194 .. 

Shopping facilities at or near the institution. 

My living arrangements while attending the institution 
(whether at home, in a residence hall. or in an 
apartment). 

NOTE that the following Is not a rating question. 
Select option 1 If you agree' with the statement; 
select option 2 If you do not 

I h · h M Pr t; ea,~DI"'Aldlf: . . 
aut orlze t e· 59'"g f. at my InstitutlOl'T to SE 

the student and advisor reports from this inventory to 
my academic advisor, who will help me srl"t '1 JUS 

~ake ~ educational decisions: 

1) YES 

2) NO (If you select this option, all of your reports will 
be kept on file at your counseling ~nter (or its 
equivalent); as soon as the Student Report is 
available, you will be able to obtain it from 
that office.) 

CHECK TO MAKE SURE THAT YOU HAVE ANSWERED EVERY 
QUESTION IN THIS SECTION (QUESTIONS 180 TO 194). ANSWER 
ANY THAT HAVE BEEN LEFT BLANK. 

THEN RETURN THE QUESTIONNAIRE AND THE ANSWER SHEET TO 
THE EXAMINER. 

THANK YOU! 

- 12-



APPENDIX 0 

SENECA COLLEGE OF APPLIED ARTS & TECHNOLOGY 
SCHOOL OF COMPUTER STUDIES 

A STUDENT ALERT PROJECT (ASAP) 

AUTHORIZATION TO RELEASE INFORMATION 

I authorize Vicki Milligan, ASAP Coordinator, Seneca 

College, to release the results of the Learning and Study 

Strategies Inventory (LASSI) to my faculty advisor who will 

maintain the confidentiality of this information. 

Yes No 

Student Name (Please print clearly) Date 

Student Signature 



COLLEGE STUDENT INVENTORY 
Student Report 

~IIIIII~II~~~- Freshman 
Female, Age 19, IDI .1P ...... ~ 

Seneca College 
September 19, 1991 

INSTRUCTIONS 

Sharon, this is an interpretive report of your responses to the College Student Inven
tory. Its purpose is to help you identify your special interests and needs. The percen
tile ranks show how you compare to a larger sample of college freshman from across the 
country. Specifically, they indicate the percentage of students whose scores are equal 
to or less than yours. Since they are based on questionnaire information alone. they may 
give only a rough indication of your true attitudes. Your advisor or counselor will help 
you understand your scores and find the services you desire. ' 

SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS 

The following list of recommended actions is based on 
an analysis of all your responses. Give serious thought 
to taking these actions. as they will help yoU succeed 
in college. The strength of each recommendation is 
indicated by its priority score in parentheses. The 
highest possible priority is 10, and the lowest is O. 
Priorities greater than 8.0 indicate very urgent needs. 

a. Get information about fraternities/sororities (8.6) 
b. Get information about student activities (8.6) 
c. Get help in meeting new friends (8.6) 
d. Get help in selecting an academic program (8.5) 
e. Discuss roommate problems with counselor (8.4) 
f. Get help with writing skills (8.3) 
g. Get help with exam skills (8.3) 
h. Get help with study habits (8.3) 
i. Get help in selecting an occupation (8.2) 
j. Discuss the qualifications for occupations (8.2) 

Percentile Very Very 
MOTIVATIONAL ASSESSMENT Rank Low Ave High 

VL L A H VH 
Academic Motivation 

Study Habits 20 X 
Intellectual Interests 17 X 
Academic Confidence 29 X 
Desire to Finish College 47 X 
Attitude Toward Educators 17 X 

Soc1al Mot1vat10n 
Sel f-Reliance 36 X 
Sociabili ty 62 X 
leadershie 94 X 

General Cop1ng 
Ease of Transition 78 X 
Family Emotional Support 8 X 
Openness 89 X 
Career Planning 37 X 
Sense of Financial Securit:£ 96 X 

Recept1v1ty to Support Serv1ces 
Academic Assistance 75 X 
Personal Counseling 78 X 
Social Enrichment 89 X 
Career Counseling 87 X 

Internal Valid1ty Excellent 

STUDENT BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

High School Academics 
Sr. Yr. GPA: C+ average 
Class size. 50-99 
Program: college prep 
Perceived Stds. average 

Noncredit Activities 
Athletics yes 
Fine Arts yes 
leadership yes 
Misc. groups yes 
Oral expr. 
Science 
Wri tten expr. 

Family Background 
Native lang .• English 
Racial origin' Black 
Mother's educ •• some college 
Father's educ.: some college 
Status: single. no plans 
Miles from family, 0-9 

Admissions Test Scores 
ACT Composite: n/a 
SAT (V+M): n/a 

College Experience 
Housing: parents' home 
Degree sought. associate'S 
Plans to study. 15 hrs/week 

Noel/Levitz Centers. Coralville, Iowa 
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HRITTEN INTERPRETATION 

In the present section, you will receive a more detailed explanation of your re
sults. The purpose of this information is to help you grow and get the most out of your 
college experience. In thinking about it, try to take a balanced approach. On the one 
hand, do not assume that each statement is perfectly accurate just because it is printed 
in a formal manner; some statements may not fit you very well. But on the other hand. 
do not dismiss a statement merely because it points to a problem. 

You should thus keep an open mind. Examine each statement in light of the full 
range of knowledge that you have about yourself. When it seems accurate, give serious 
consideration to any suggestions that accompany it. If it is puzzling, you may want to 
discuss it with someone who can help you interpret it. When approached in this way, 
the information will be very helpful to you. 

ACADEMIC MOTIVATION 

1. Study Habits measures the amount of time and effort that you put into your 
studies. Your score placed you in the 20th percentile. Weak study habits are the 
single greatest cause of academic problems in college, and you probably need to put 
more effort into this area. ~s soon as possible. develop a clear daily routine in 
which you set aside certain periods of time to study. Learn to focus your attention 
and to pace yourself effectively. Other useful techniques include thoughtful preview
ing, underlining, note-taking, and rev1ewing. Academic counselors can help you develop 
your study habits. 

2. Intellectual Interests measures the degree to which you enjoy reading and dis
cussing serious ideas. Your score placed you in the 17th percentile. You appear to be 
much more comfortable with straight-forward practical problems than with abstract 
thinking. This is quite natural. But some very important dimensions of the adult world 
can only be understood through words, numbers, and formal knowledge. So try to develop 
greater interest in this area of life; it can be very rewarding. 

3. Academic Confidence measures the degree to which you feel capable of doing well 
in college. Your score placed you in the 29th percentile. This suggests that YOU have 
some moderately strong self-doubts. These may not be based on your actual potential, 
but rather on some bad experiences in school. Since greater confidence often leads to 
greater success. you would probably benefit from talking with someone who can help yOU 
put your earlier learning experiences into perspective. 

4. Desire to Finish College measures the strength of your commitment to completing 
a degree. Your score placed you in the 47th percentile. This suggests that yOU have a 
fairly strong commitment to the value of a college education. But if your commitment 
begins to waver. try to clarify your objectives. Often a clear decision about one's 
career goals strengthens one's commitment to college. A counselor can be very helpful 
in guiding you through this process. 

5. Attitude toward Educators measures the degree to which you see teachers and ad
ministrators as competent. reasonable, and caring. Your score placed you in the 17th 
percentile. These negative perceptions probably make it very difficult for you to accept 
your teachers, and that hurts your attention and effort in school. If you try getting 
to know your teachers. you will find that most are warm and helpful. You may also want 
to talk with a counselor. who might be able to help you understand your feelings toward 
educators. 

SOCIAL MOTIVATION 

1. Self-Reliance measures the degree that you trust your own judgment and make your 
own decisions. Your score placed you in the 36th percentile. Low self-reliance can 
express itself in various ways: spending too much time seeking companionship; going along 
with social activities that violate your values; feeling uncomfortable with the solitude 
of studying. A counselor can help you learn to resist outside pressures and to rely more 
heavily on your inner resources. 

2. Sociability measures your desire for companionship and social entertainment. 
Your score placed you in the 62nd percentile. An above-average level of sociability 
has the advantage of motivating you to establish friendships and spend a lot of time 
with other people. But it can distract you from the main purpose of college, which is 
learning. Try to keep YOUr social life within reasonable bounds. 

3. Leadership measures the degree to which you feel accepted as a leader. Your 
score placed you in the 94th percentile. You appear to be highly respected by other peo-

Noel/levitzcenters, Coralville, Iowa 
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ple. If you wish an opportunity to apply these skills in your present environment. con
sider assuming some responsibilities in a student organization. 

GENERAL COPING 

1. Ease of Transition measures the degree to which you feel comfortable with the 
various changes brought on by college life. Your score placed yOU in the 78th percentile. 
This suggests that you are experiencing only a mild amount of stress at the present time. 

2. Family Emotional Support measures the satisfaction you feel with the communica
tion that occurs in your family. Your score placed you in the 8th percentile. The 
high level of stress indicated by this score may be producing some negative effects on 
other areas of your life. It is hard to concentrate on school, for example, if one is 
preoccupied with family problems. A personal counselor can help you understand your 
family situation and discover some solutions. 

3. Openness measures your receptivity to new ideas and to the sensitive. sometimes 
threatening, aspects of our complex world. Your score placed you in the 89th percentile. 
This suggests that you will probably feel very comfortable with the unfamiliar and uncon
ventional ideas often found at college. 

4. Career Planning measures the amount of serious thought you have given to your 
career choice. Your score placed you in the 37th percentile. This suggests that you 
need to give more careful thought to the type of work you value and enjoy, to the cur
rent availability of jobs for college graduates, and to the specific training you will 
need to find a satisfying job. The career planning office on your campus can be very 
helpful with these tasks. 

5. Sense of Financial Security measures your satisfaction with the amount of money 
available to you while attending college. Your score placed you in the 96th percentile. 
You appear to feel very satisfied with your financial situation. 

RECEPTIVITY TO SUPPORT SERVICES 

1. Receptivity to Academic Assistance measures your interest in receiving help 
with your academic skills. Your score placed yOU in the 75th percentile. Given the 
overall pattern of your needs, you are encouraged to follow through on your desire to 
get help in this area. These services will be very useful to you. 

2. Receptivity to Personal Counseling measures your interest in receiving counseling 
for personal matters. Your score placed you in the 78th percentile. Since yOU have indi
cated that some areas of stress exist in your life, you may wish to reconsider the value 
of this type of service. It could be much more useful than you expect. 

3. Receptivity to Social Enhancement measures the degree to which you would like 
some help getting involved in social activities on campus. Your score placed you in the 
89th percentile. Your advisor can give you advice and direction concerning the areas 
of social activity that interest you. 

4. Receptivity to Career Counseling measures your interest in receiving counseling 
for vocational matters. Your score placed you in the 87th percentile. Your strong 
interest in learning more about career opportunities is very healthy. Visit the career 
planning office soon; it can provide a number of useful services. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Internal Validity measures your carefulness in responding to this inventory, as 
indicated by the special items that asked yOU to enter a predetermined response. Your 
score was excellent. This suggests that you followed the instructions very carefully. 

Note: If at any time you prefer greater privacy regarding your CSI reports. you may ask 
your advisor to either (a) return his or her copy to your counseling center or (b) give 
it to you. 

Noel/Levitz Centers. Co~alville. Iowa 



COLLEGE STUDENT INVENTORY 
Adviso~/Counselo~ Repo~t 

• RESTRICTED TO COUNSELING STAFF • 
- F~eshman 

Female, ~ge 19, IDI 
Seneca College 
September 19, 1991 

INSTRUCTIONS 

This is a report of Sharon's results. Please give her a thorough explanation of her stu
dent COpy. If you agree with the recommendations, gently encourage her to follow them. 
~"hen possible, try to make the arrangements yourself as a way of reducing motivational 
barriers. But avoid attempting any psychological counseling if not professionally train
ed for such work. Above £ll be sure to protect the confidentiality of the present report. 
Please see the RMS Interpretive Guide for Advisors and Counselors for more details. 

j SUMMARY OF ACADEMIC MOTIVATION ! Summary scores are expressed on a stanine scale: 
:3 9 is very high, 5 is average, and 1 is very low. 3 
:3 • D~opout P~oneness B :3 
:3 • P~edicted Academic D1TT1culty 5 3 
:3 lIIi Educational St~ess 3 3 
:3 lIIi Receptivity to Inst1tut10nal Help ___ B :3 
:3 For greater detail, see Motivational Assessment. 3 
:3 :3 

SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SHARON 
The strength of each recommendation is indicated by its 
priority score in parentheses (0 = low. 10 = high): 

a. Get information about fraternities/sororities (8.6) 
b. Get information about student activities (8.6) 
c. Get help in meeting new friends (8.6) 
d. Get help in selecting an academic program (8.5) 
e. Discuss roommate problems with counselor (8.4) 
f. Get help with writing skills (8.3) 
g. Get help with exam skills (8.3) 

Pe~centile Ve~y Very 
MOTIVATIONAL ASSESSMENT Rank Low Ave High 

VL L A H VH 
Academic Motivation 

Study Habits 20 X 
Intellectual Interests 17 X 
Academic Confidence 29 X 
Desire to Finish College 47 X 
Attitude Toward Educators 17 X 

Soc1al 11ot1vat1on 
Self-Reliance 36 X 
Sociability 62 X 
L eadershie 94 X 

General Cop1ng 
Ease of Transition 78 X 
Family Emotional Support 8 X 
Openness 89 X 
Career Planning 37 X 
Sense of Financial Securit:,: 96 X 

Receptiv1ty to support SerV1ces 
Academic Assistance 75 X 
Personal Counseling 78 X 
Social Enrichment 89 X 
Career Counselins 87 X 

Initial Impress10n .3 X 
Internal Validity Excellent 

3 

Notice 
To protect the student's 
privacy, she should be al- 3 

lowed to recover and remove 3 

this report at any time 3 

STUDENT BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

High School Academics 
Sr. Yr. GPA, C+ average 
Class size' 50-99 
Program: college prep 
Perceived Stds: average 

Noncredit Activities 
:.thletics yes 
Fine Arts yes 
Leadership yes 
Misc. groups yes 
Oral expr. 
Science 
\'1ri tten expr. 

Familv Background 
r1ati ve lang.: English 
Racial origin: Black 
rlother's educ.: some college 
Father's educ.: some college 
Status: single. no plans 
Miles from family: 0-9 

Admissions Test Sco~es 
~CT Composite: n/a 
SAT (V+M): n/a 

College Experience 
Housing: parents' home 
Degree sought: associate's 
Plans to study: 15 hrs/week 

othe~ Indications 
Dissatisfied with residence* 
Dissatisfied with costs* 
Dissatisfied with shopping* 
Dissatisfied with location* 
Dissatisfied w/entertainment* 

This information is not shown on the student's copy 
Noel/Levitz Centers. Coralville, Iowa 
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APPENDIX R 

THE RMS COT .T .Foc::.F. 51 ~A 'RY 
AND PT.ANNTNG RFoPO:RT'l'M 

'l'l1P. present repor:t has been dp.signed to fllrthe(" ellhFl11l!p. 

HIe usefulnef;~ of 'J'he R~ College S1.,uclen1. Tnv~nt.()!Y'l'M 

(CSI) Ln r·eU~n"tj.on managemp.nt. It coni:ainstwo seeU.ow,;, 

The Hr51'. sp.ction presents a st.at.:lst.ical summt=u:y of your 
students' n~sponsp.s, This f.ed;ion begfns with a cP.POl't 
of the mea.ns for all the major CST sen] es. Re(~ause 1.h~t;e 

da1:a are in the form o:E percent.iles based on a nati.onal 
sample, you (!an readily det:ennine how your student.s (!om
parp. ·to the national nom (whlf!h is the 50th percellt.i le 
on each scale). The data are pref;ented separat.eJ y for 
femalp.s, IndIes, and all studenLs eombined, The r.p.maindet· 
of the summary section reports a vnrj ety of more detai J ~d 
information oE spectal int.erest, such as· tlle avp.l:'age h 19h 
school grade-point avernge and the percent.age (If studpnt.F. 
plann Lng to C!oUlplp.l;e a :four-yeat" degt"ep.. 

The second sect.ion presents a seri es of lis1.s of student.s 
having spel~i.a1. needs. One of. !:he 1. is!:s, rOt· example, 
cont.ains infonnation about, st.udents with high scores on 
dropout pl'.'ollel1ef;s. Tn add i.I:. iou i;o provld i.ng the nameH 
of stuc1en1:s and thej r scores on the primary eri ter:i.on, 
each 1. lHt-. also t'epor'ts oi:her infonllat: Lon re l.ai;t~d to Lh~ 
list's general l.Iwme. Thus, the dropout ] i st. gives t.he 
studelll::o;' SI!I)r:~S on pr.edi.cted acadewil! dUEi.cllli:y ;.md 
receptiv:it:y t.O institutl onal help. Tn thif-; way t ~ach 

lis1: pr:~::3eHLs rl. eombi.llatton 01' data that L:--; llnlquely v;:ll
uable in working on a particular aspect of retent.ion man
agelllenL. 

All Ilumer-iGnJ data in l.he lists are in l.he form of percpn
tiles ex(!p.pL wher-e ()tllf~rwi.se indh::aLed .. Because di.Erer·
ent institutions have (Ufferent. needs and straLegies, t.he 
f!1l1:oft poin1: Eat" i.nd.llding sl:ud~ntH on a llst hrl.s been 
set Cit a modernt.e] y sele(!ti ve, rather than high] y select
ive, level. Thi.s gives you maximuUl f:lexibi lli:y in adapL
jng the] ists 1.0 fit your specific needs. Thus, a fu]] 
lisl: w:lll i:ypi.c::alty contai.n approximately 3~% of an stl1-
den1:s 1:aJdng tJ1e CSI Ci1. your instit.ution, which will en
able you to i.dentHy student .. .., Wi.tll botll mar-gi.nal and sev
ere needs. But. if you wish to :focus primarjl.y on st.udeuLH 
wit.h a vel:y hi.gh level o[ need, yon can readlly do so by 
circling the names of the st.uclent.s w:i 111 the hi ghest scor
es on 1:he f!t'ltet';.ou. You may r:lud l.t most er:EeC!tiv~ La 
work with a full J j st. j n some nTeCIS ilnd with a short.ened 
list i.ll others. The Usts aJ.~ explalued in tllr:Lhp.r- deb'li.l 
jn The RHS Cooroinat,or's Hanual'J'H and The RMS Intp.rpre ... .ive 
Guide fa r: Advi.sOr5 and Cot.m8e l.()J"~'f'H • 

" ! 
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STA'l'TRTTC'".AI. RUHMARY 
SeneCd r.nllegp. 

Scanning Da1.t:!: September. 19, 1991 

Number of females 61 
NlluliJer () r Il~ l~s 11.8 
Numb~r not: reporting Sfo!X ~ 

Tot.al lH.lluher of stlldeuL:; l1~ 

Means on Major SC".ales 

flUlllllaty Oh~rvati.()ns 
nropout Proneness 
Predi.c:Led Ac'!ad. n·U:Ei.~lllt;y 

F.ducational S1:rt:!ss 
Re~ep t Lvi ty to TIlS t. He lp 

Acadellic Mo"t.:i vclLiun 
S tlld Y Hab i.I:s 
Intellectual Int.erests 
Ar.i!del1lic Conf.idence 
Desire to Finish College 
Att.itude Toward F.:duc'!ators 

Social Ho1.ivat.:ion 
Se If-Re Hance 
Sociability 
t.ead~t:ship 

General Copjng Scales 
Ease or: Tt"ansit.i.on 
Family Emotional SupporL 
O~nnt'!ss 

Career Planning 
Sense of. Ftnan. SeC:!11l"lI:y 

Recepti vi ty 5(:al es 
Ar.adenai(! Assi.st.an,'!e 
Personal COlUlseling 
Social Em: ichueenf". 
Career Counseljng 

Supplementnry Sca1~s 
Initial Impression 
Tlltecnal Validlt.y 

!in.7 
45.1 
65.n 
,9.6 

fi2.5 
54.8 
41.8 
43.2 
45.8 

35.2 
~'.n 
33.0 

45.6 
37.3 
34.0 
43.1 
48.R 

58.1 
60.2 
4R.9 
!i7.3 

~.l 

9.7 

68.4 
5n.t 
fi7.7 
61. I; 

5t.2 
43.8 
45.6 
30.5 
35.7 

35.6 
29.5 
::\2.4 

3.1.9 
30.0 
?5.1 
35.6 
47.2 

57.t 
63.3 
'i4.4 
59.9 

23.8 
9.9 

64.4 
52.4 
67.0 
f;0.9 

'~.l 
47.6 
44.::\ 
34.8 
:19.1 

3'i.4 
30.5 
32.6 

.. 7.9 
32.5 
28.1. 
38.2 
47.7 

57.4 
62.3 
52.5 
59.0 

26.0 
9.8 

No"t..e: The statistics· for all ~cales except internal validity were cO!llputed 
from percentile sr.lH:es. For: all of tllP.SP. sr.ates, tlle nat:i.onal nom -i.R 
the 50th percenti Ie. High scores indicate hi gh level s of: the chara<:ter
isttl! described i.n tlle scale Ila1Ile (e.g- r a high score on He1.f-l:ellanm!~ 
means that the group was above average in self-relicUlce). The stat.ist.h:s 
EI)r i.nternal validity WP.t:e. computed from r:-aw scores (1."311ging From 0 to 1.0). 



I\c(1demi {!. Chara(~t".erj sr.] <:f: 
:=; Lzp. of Gradur.itinq CL-n-;s 
Senior-Year Grrtdes 
Expe(~ted fl tudy Time 
Composite ACT 
SAT Total 

Marital Status 
Single, widl no i-l1alls 
SiIlgle, ,·din close .celr-ttion. 
S ingh~, wi th c:hildren 
Harried, without children 
Married, wi til r.hi ldren 
nivoreed, without children 
Divorced, wi.th dli.ldren 

Type of High Rchoo] Program 
Manud 1 Trade 
1'e<:hnieal Trr-tde 
Secret.aria 1. 
General Commerce 
Collegp. Preparatory 
Other 

Menn 
i.38. ?7 

/.6'5 (on 4-poinL sCdJe) 
1.3.07 (h0I11"S per' Heek) 
18.42 (N = 6) 

740.00 (N = ~) 

56.7% 
20.8% 

2.Fn 
9,6% 
13,61 
0.0% 
0.f;i; 

4.C;~ 

16.3% 
3.4% 
6.7% 

ti0.1.% 
9.0% 

C]dSS Rt.anding 
Freshman 
Sopholllore 
.Tl1n.i.ot" 
RHrt.lor· 
G C<idlld te ~ r.lloen t; 
OUler. 

Pcn-tir.i:pat.i.on in Hon-Ct-edH: Act.ivitleR i.n High Schuol.. 
(categories are not. mut_ually exclusive) 
Art exhi.bit or musical, therlt.dl!al, Of.' dance pr()dll(!i~lon 

School newspa.per, yearbook, magazine, or wri1:i.ng (~oI1Lest 
Dehate t.eam, speech C!ontest, IlC f'r.idi.n/'l'V prodw::Lioll 
Sc!ientific research project. 
Hemher of a special i.ntet:eHt., social, hOnOCrilY, or serv;I~p. Ilr:tJ. 
Member of an athletj c t~ertm or <loti ve in intramural sport.s 
ClrisK offtcer, st.U, c01lllcll, l.P.HnI (!di-lbiin, I)r: otllP.t· l~"'Idl"n,hLi-l 

;.9% 
0.011 
Vl.0% 
2.21 
1.7% 

2t.2\ 
13.4\ 
7.3\ 
C:;.0t 

22.3\ 
37.4\ 
l?.R\ 

Tnit_tal Impr.essions of Jus1".itutlon HaLi ve Language 
EngH::;h 
Spanish 
F:r.~nch 0 [. L talian 
German or Sla.vic 
A-cabi.G 

.18. C;~ 
0.6% 
t.1% 
4.5% 
(i). til 

(7 repr:esentK Hlaxi.lIlul1I 
Locat.ion 
Ar.adelllic offerings 
Food 

sa t iH rdC t. i.ou) 
4.0 
5.? 
4.4 

Asian 
Othet" 

Ra.,~ial Origin 
Afro-American (Black) 
Amer. Indian, AlaHkml Nat. 
Asian-Amer' r Pac. Islander 
Callr.ds.lan-Am~ t' lc:an (Whi t:e ) 
Hispanic-Americ:an 
OthtH-' 
Prefers noL t.o respond 

~n.9% 

17.9% 

1'.4% 
1..7% 

44.1% 
14.n 

2.8% 
Pi.R% 
8.5% 

Cost 0 /: I:u.i. ti on, hol.ls jng, 
Building~: and grounds 
Student: hody 
En1:ert.aj nment 
Adequar.y o/: einrlIlLc:.:11 ..:\id 
Int.ercol] egiaLe .It.hJ etjcs 
Fac!ulLy 
Social l.if e 
Shopping f.ae.lltLil"F; 
Living arrangements 

food 3.8 
C:;.l 
4.7 
3,5 
3.9 
4.1 
4.9 
4.4 
3.8 
5.l 
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Mo"tller's Highest. Level of F.dllC:atiOll 
F.] ement.ary School 
Some High School 
Hjgh School Dip)oma 
1 to 1 Yf-!n£:S of CollF!ge 
4-¥ear Col1ege Degree 
Master's Degree 
Doctora1 Degree 

.3~. n 
?2 . 31; 
20.Vl~ 

16.Vl% 
~.l% 

2.9% 
0.0% 

Father's Highest {.evel of Educa1:i.on 
Element.ary School 
SOIDe H i.gh SdlOO 1 
Hjgh Schoo] Dl.ploma 
1. to ~ Yt-!fit·S I)f Coll~ge 
4-Year ColJege Degree 
Master's D~gree 
Dnct.oral Degree 

Oistance 1:0 Fanily R~sidellce 
Less Than 10 Miles 
10 to '10 Miles 
51 t.o 100 Mjles 
101. t.o 300 Miles 
301 to 600 Hiles 
More Than 600 Miles 

Residence While in College 
Residence hdll 
Parents' home 
Relal: i.ve I s horne 
OWn off-c<-Ullpus residence 
Mart· i.ed st.udeot housing 
Frat.erni ty or ~ororl ty 
Other: 

Highest Degret:! Sought 
None 
I-Year Cer1:Hica1:e 
2-Year College Degree 
4-Year College Degree 
MastP.l:' s Declree 
noc:t.oral Degree 

30. n. 
20.'-1 
13.3% 
20.7.% 
J0.4% 
s.n 

7.6.4% 
'10. h% 

9.0% 
4."i% 
3.4% 
6.2% 

1.71 
57.5% 
1.0.1.% 
74.0% 

0.01;. 
0.0% 
6.71 

0.h% 
j .1% 

19.9% 
51.7% 
lB./.% 

8.5% 

Percei.ved Academi.c ~tanda.r:ds of "t .. he Tnst . .itut".ion 
Mu<:h too hj gh 0. fi % 
Somewhiit too h"i.gh 
Slightly too high 
.Just right 
Slightly too low 
Somewhat: ton low 
Much too low 

3.9% 
20.1% 
65.9% 

6.71 
2.R% 
0.0% 

l~ __________________ __ 



Mean 
Priorit.y 
Sco~s 

6.94 
7.1.5 
6.75 
5.70 
6.74 
6.52 
~.94 

6.10 
6.35 
6.27 
S.84 
6.00 
6.96 
6.87 
6.83 
7.07 
6.64 
5.33 
5.82 
6.0? 
5.50 
6.92 
6.79 
6.86 
6.73 

ReCOIlOllfmdat i ()flS 

Get help \vith Htudy ha.bits 
C'"*.t help wi.1:h el<nIU skills 
Get: help \-Ilt.h wdting skilJ s 
Get I telp wi r.ll b<:m i c! lUtit:h ~k i.ll::; 
Get: he] p wi. t.h rec-u]j JIg sk:iJJ s 
Get tutor:Lug tn Hp.lec!ted ar-p-as 
Di SCUBS rOOIOBlnt.e problems wi th cOllllselor
Dis!::llsS an IlO\-ldnted lid-bit. with GOllllRel!)l· 
Dts(!usS at.tj tude t:oward school with counselor. 
DiSC!llSS emoti.onal tp.nsions wit.h cQIUlselot· 
D:i.sCllss family problem!:> wit.h counselor. 
DisC!uss cldU.nq .'Illd s()(::iA.l lif.e wi1:h cOIIDselot" 
Dj scU!~s the qualif.Lcat:ions for occupations 
Disc!uss job mar:ker. for collp-ge gr:adudt.es 
C'..et help in selec!t:ing an oC'!cupat.:lon 
Get help ill seleet;illg an academ:ir. pr-ogr.flUl 
Dis(!llsS <ldv / disadvantages of oc:cupations 
Get help in rind Lug a pat1:-!:imt! job 
Get help in obt.aining a loan 
Gp-L hp.lp i.n nbta ining a SdlOla.r.shi.p 
Get help jn fimUng a SlJDUDer job 
Get help in mep.t.ing new fdends 
Ge1~ infonna.t.ion allout s·tudent acti vj t.j es 
Get -tdvic:e ~nd 1:0111' ErOlIl experi.enced Ht".lldp.llt". 
C'..et j nforma1:j on ctbout fr-aterni ties/ sorod ties 



If' -I.:;::!::.-

/f'-- /''-'4.C~ - '/:: h ~fA..L.~'''' .......... ~..z::. ~ 

S"['Im~ WT't'H HTGH mtoPOtrr PRONEHFoSS -- / 0 I ~' ~ 1 
-4-~"'; /77 

F.xplanat.ion: Studentn are i.ncluded ()n t.J)is 1 Lst i [ thej c per-cenU le !":CClre~ en dropout 
PL()Il~l\P'ss (abbrev.i.aLed DROP PRONE) n.rp. ti5 ()e.· Iii ghl"~c. Sup~l~mellLdry i nfOT."TIIdLi()o is 
gi veIl for precUc1.ed ,,(!adem-1(! (Uffic:ul ty ()I,CAD DTFF) and recep1-.i vi t;y to inst.it_ut.i onal 
help (REC HELP). LCl ,.,dditi.on, ;::;p<-il!p.i_~ rtV.JiJr.l!J)e 1.0 p.ntet· the !lamp. ()f p.3.(!h :)t1\l:.'l~ni:':3 

,l(lvi.sor nnd any referrals t.hdt have been made. One a~prailch waul d be to lise t.he J i f:1. 

i.O track st.udents wi.th high dropout !?("onelless 1.0 insnre they ace rPGI·d ving the h~lp 
they need. 

DROP ACAD REC 
NdDle PROm; DCn' Hr.T.P AdvlHo.r 

tiS 3~ 66 
72 78 ~9 
en 89 18 
qg 88 78 
74 71 38 
R4 79 76 
78 64 .'39 
8::> 78 79 
9R 8S 9.'~ 

R0 36 93 
87 48 89 
78 53 36 
87 6S 59 
99 77 38 
71 58 83 
97 73 96 
94 7~ 99 
93 84 53 
71 26 76 
75 15 89 
68 28 63 
R3 70 78 
87 54 55 
70 19 23 
71 74 49 
t:n 95 96 
97 88 91 
85 89 51 
96 91 .'12 
9S 91 70 
74 20 36 
90 56 91 
71 50 55 
9R 91 95 
88 56 9.'3 

-%- '* ~ 93 89 94 
7'2 61 91 
70 66 93 
89 64 59 
76 96 "J..7 
90 33 70 
99 95 96 
99 95 84 
91 70 78 
68 57 81 



S'l"tIDEN't'S Wl'l'H HTGH DROPOUT pmNr:N&~~ 

DROP }\CAD RF...c 
N ... tnlp. i?R0lW. nuT HETJF Advisor. R ... ferTH18 

31 ~R 71 0 
RS ~4 78 0 
I;fi ~2 h3 0 
RS ~6 38 1< 
6!i '53 93 t1 
80 n6 92 E1 
R2 66 73 :r 
99 99 97 k 

92 94 97 .T 
81 77 83 t=-
'A7 79 9? 
'Al 61 99 
67 C:;3 !;l 

'A9 '54 53 
9fi 98 61 
en 59 47 
79 40 fiG 
82 7!i 47 
99 93 41 
92 75 78 
8!i fi6 99 
97 95 84 
77 fi8 88 
75 55 66 
84 82 81 
~6 86 78 
79 70 68 r-
99 99 93 
85 31 21 H ---
66 44 70 8-
9fi 9" 59 0 
.~ ~ ~ 

91 58 99 ,t:::.. 
~ * -5T 
99 99 ~~ 

98 99 82 
76 56 36 
93 72 94 
95 9S 64 
65 4S 70 
89 7'2 99 
92 57 89 
fi7 .'39 .'31 
76 51 75 
99 94 'A7 
97 97 49 
78 18 70 
R6 89 57 
79 60 61 
~4 41 45 
7? 58 98 ---,'.f~' 71 27 47 
95 92 83 t:t. 
96 R0 61 
73 1.5 :n 



S'l'tJD~ WTTH HTGH DROPOtM' PRONENF .. c)s 

DROP ';CAD RF,r. 
Name PROW, DIn' HEl.P Advisoe Referrals 

-.:rflr- -:::', -m 

lE;~i 98 h4 ~~ 

1:? 86 -:;., 94 
7"- 5h Fl2 

I, '~ 
(] 

I f 

b 3 S- ~;7~ R 

'1 '8 7 ¥~I.-., ~'v £. 

l _________________________________________________ __ 



STlIDF.N'l'S NF.EDTNG AC.ADRMIC &c)sIS'T'ANCE 
Wi 1".11 a. FOC!llS on Their n~s i r~ f()[- sp!!c lfj G .tkadenli(! Sprvi.-'!~:3 

Exp]anation: Student.s are i_nclud~d nIl Uds Jjst Lf their uen:ent:il~ scores (lfj pJ.~dic1-

en 6ciidemu: diEficlllt.y (abbreviat.ed ;.r~n _DIT'F) ace liS I)L 1l i.ght-'f. SlJptJl~meHtrl.r_y i.ll
formation i.s given regarding ~1.l1denls· :1esite:-; for spe(!jiic fClrms I:f d{:ct(lemj.c cl~

SjstarlCP, inclllding help wLt-.h st1ldy h.,lJLLs (S'l'tmY HABTT) , P){rllU :-;k:i.J 1;; (F::XAM fiKTT,T..), 
I-Irit.iny skj 1l~ (WHIrr SKIlJ,), bask ma1.hema1.1(!S skills (HATH SKIU,), re;:ding skil1~: 
(READ SKn~L), ,-md tutoring ('I'tJ'I'OR)oO np.sit·~!; <'l.re expreH::H~d on ,-j ~I~rlle t)f l (weM.k~sl.) 

t.o 7 (strongest). One r'lIJproaeh wOllld be to selec1: the sLlldents 'ili th hi gh scores on 
ArAD rnrr. r COlli Lh~ Lema. i. n Lng LlI form .. 11·. j Oil, one Gould thell L(len t. If'y Lhe speei fj.c 
skiJ1s on whidl l:he~e s1:udenLs biive t.h~ st.rongest desir.e for heltJ. 

ACAD 
nu'F 

78 
71 
89 
88 
71 
79 
78 
8"5 
65 
77 
71 
73 
84 
R9 
70 
74 
95 
88 
89 
91 
91 
q1 
97. 
R9 
77 
66 
77. 
96 
95 
95 
70 
66 
fi6 
66 
99 
94 
77 
79 
98 
75 
91 
75 
66 
95 

'5 
6 
? 
Ei 

fi 

" 7 
.~ 

4 
7 
7 
1 
5 
7 
C; 

7 
4 
7 
5 
C; 

7 
7 
7 
C; 

7 
5 
4 
7 
7 
n 
Ii 
7 
fi 
7 
7 
4 
S 
7 
6 
r; 

Ii 
7 
7 

6 
7 
7 
6 
7 
7 
7 
6 

6 
7 
7 
4 
6 
Ii 
4 
6 
4 
7 
7 
7 

I; 

6 
6 
7 
7 
? 
7 
<1 
4 
5 
7 
fi 
7 
C; 

7 
6 
7 
6 
4 
Ii 
7 
7 

WRT.T 
SKTI.I. 

6 
7 
5 
C; 

'1 
6 
7 
6 
.3 
2 
7 
7 
7 
3 
4 
? 
7 
5 
5 
5 
7 
7 

6 
4 
7 
7 
4 
6 
7 
6 
3 
7 
3 
7 
7 
6 
7 
6 
C; 

.3 
5 
7 
5 

7 
4 
1 

4 
? 
J 
1 

5 
n 
5 
? 
4 
? 
] 

S 

4 
"i 
6 

, 
7 
1 

2 
7 
7 

? 
1 
6 
3 
4 
1 

6 
1 
4 
C; 

C; 

'* 
7 
"i 

4-
7 
7 
5 
? 
'1 
4 
7 
Ei 
'5 
7 
C; 

7 

6 
4 

7 
7 
?, 

7 
Ii 
C; 

1 

7 
h 
7 
7 
6 
7 
Ii 
Ii 
7 
h 
7 
7 

TUTOR 

? 
7 , 
4 
C; 

4 
C; 

7 
3 
3 
6 
5 
5 
2 
5 
2 
7 
6 
4 

7 
6 
7 
6 
7 
5 
Ii 
3 
6 
3 
Ii 
1 
7 
4 
7 
7 
r; 
n 
6 
:\ 
7 
C; 

7 
7 



STlrrlF.R"J'S N'F.m'TR(:; Af'.AIlDfTC ~,S.c;I~li.r.1i! 

With a Fo<:us on 'J'tJej r Des·ire for SeHcifj(~ J\(:ac1em:i (! Services 

ACAJ) STrmY F:XAM WRIT MATH RF.An 
Name nIn' HABT'J' SKIT.I. SICIIJ. SKTT.T. SKIl.L 'l'U'l'OR 

68 7 7 7 ? 7 7 
82 7 7 7 J 7 7 
R6 7 7 7 .1 7 Ii 
70 6 fi i 6 ~ 6 
99 7 7 7 '5 7 '5 
92 6 fi ~ 4 4 3 
99 7 7 7 6 7 7 
99 7 7 7 7 ? 6 
77. 7 6 6 1 7 4 
9~ 6 4 7 3 ~ 4 
77. 7 7 7 '5 7 7 
94 C; fi ~ J C; 6 
97 7 Ii 7 7 '5 '5 
R9 7 7 4 2 , 4 
97. 7 5 7 3 7 7 
80 4 4 4 1 4 4 
80 6 7 c:; ? ? 4 
7F. 7 7 7 2 7 5 

I 

l~ __________________________________________ __ 



RTOt)F.N't'S NEF.DING A.CA.DDITC ~c;.C;TS'1'Mlcr. 

W:i'tll a Focus on The'iT flVecifi(! Needs 

8X}Jlanatjon: Students net'! lm:lnded on Lhis li:-;i. Lf their l?~cc!ellt.l'e sc:()n~s on pl·t'!,li,;L
ell academic: clifficul ty (c:tbbr-evlat.ed ACAO DIFF) drt! 65 or higher. One rorm of suppl p

Jn~nl".tir.y i.nfomaLicHI ~i.8 givt'!rI rtbonL s1·.Ulit'!ntH' rel:ept~ivity r.1l ricn.lielfljc aSHi.:.tanl!p. (aiJ
brevia1:ed REC ACADAS). Tn adcli.tioIl, infoI11lat.lon js given nbout specifjc ne~ds in 
r:i.v~ academll! ar~as (wlLh tow peJ:ep.[\ttl~ :3(!O("f~H :i.lldir:i-lting high 1I~t'!d). 'T'h~ lI~p.d 
scale::> inC!lude study habits (S'T'UJ)Y HABIT) r Lnt.el1ectual Lnterestf: (INTF.T. IN'l'ER), d(!a

demie l!C)n(j.denc~ (ACAD CONF), desjxe to finish (!ollege (DES fIN), rind .:ltLl1~llde t:owi').rd 
educators (ATT EDUe). One approach would be to ic1ent.i fy 1:he s1:uclent.s \-iho .. Ire high 
au botJl ACAD DIIT dnd R~r. ACADAS. Oue I!outd then ldenti.fy Lh~ gr.p.ril.eHI". 1I~~dH or 
Lhese st.udents from thejr lowesL score::; on the remaining ::;cales. 

78 
71 
R9 
R8 
71 
79 
78 
8~ 

fi5 
77 
73 
73 
114 
89 
70 
74 
9~ 

R8 
R9 
q1 
91 
q1 
9'-
89 
77 
66 
72 
96 
95 
95 
70 
66 
fi6 
66 
99 
94 
77 
79 
98 
75 
93 
75 
66 
95 

REC S'MJJlY IN'I.'Frr. 
AC"ADAS HABI'l' 11fl'ER 

52 
72 
52 
69 
52 
72 
75 
82 
/.7 
43 
96 
93 
52 
34 
fi1. ,] 
9'1 
65 
79 
R9 
75 
89 
61 
89 
79 
85 
82 . 

'4 
82 
61 
56 
34 
89 
~6 

99 
q6 
fi5 
75 
79 
5'-
75 
65 
95 
A2 

:n 
69 
11· 
16 
47 
47 
'19 
J8 
41. 
18 
67. 
33 
25 
7.5 
7.0 
7 

/.7 
J4 
7.9 
]] 
:n 
J4 
7.~ 

/.7 
66 
82 
66 
7.3 
18 
'3 
1l 
/.7 
66 
62 
7.7 
41 
64 
41 
1.7. 
7.7 
11 
27 
77. 

2 

71 
5 

17 
'2 
44 
20 
17 
51 
62 
22 
48 
37 
17 
13 
37 
::n 
37 
48 
17 
J4 

9 
'i1 
fi7 
37 
1.0 
48 
48 

"8 
40 
14 
14 

'8 
71 
25 
25 
48 
44 
]~ 

37. 
13 
1.7 
62 
65 
25 

71. 
71 
1.1 
J2 
46 
29 
18 
47. 
?6 
14 
37 
34 
12 
54 
23 
57 

.'3 
20 

9 
C; 

?9 
J, 

9 
8 

7.6 
61 
17. . 
49 

'i 
11 
29 
39 
fi4 
23 

fi 
7 

?9 
46 

"1. 
J8 
?1 
J6 
1.4 

9 

16 
F.7 

6 
J0 
~, 

5 
l? 
~ 

4 
3 

13 
14 
20 
28 
l8 
47 
1.6 

9 
79 

2 
15 
C; 

16 
10 
:n 

5 
?~ 

6 
10 

? 
I:) 

C;O'I 

?2 
'QI 

5 
]2 
?2 
Hi 
7.8 
,QI 

6 
7 

:n 
6 

Aft 
moe 

45 
1 

32 
14 
1'1 
'i0 
19 

7. 
?? 

2 
35 
17 
14 
19 
38 
58 

4 
29 
fi2 
?2 
50 
7.2 
17. 
29 
58 
32 
29 

] 

2 
q 

1.7 
17 
'i4 
'6 
7.2 
35 
1.9 
19 

9 
42 
1.7 
'i8 
35 
72 



snIDF:N'rn NF.F.1J"fN{:; ACADDITC A..C:;RTSTA~cr. 

Wi1:h n FClCUf; on 'J'hei r Speci fic NeedH 

A(,.M) REC 8't'tJUY TNTET. I\CAD DF .• S ATr 
Name DU'}' ACADAS HABIT IN'.I'E:R CONY FIN roue 

68 91 S9 S4 S7 7.'5 lS 
82 ,Q9 10 J4 Rfi R5 
R6 P.9 6? S4 8 39 4'5 
70 R9 56 ?,7 64 ?2 67 
99 93 7 .'"J,7 9 47 3 
92 61 J1 65 J4 4 2 
99 97 7'5 3 1 1 17 
99 R9 4 14 5 5 ? 
77 7? ?5 67 71 78 17 
95 65 16 37 5 12 )4 
77 96 S9 S8 47 10 17 
94 61 2 l )4 } 1 
97 89 4 78 7 19 4? 
89 52 2 -:17 57 43 1 
9? 89 18 ?2 l4 16 17 
80 19 ?3 44 29 S 4 
80 S2 18 17 1 ? 79 92 
76 R5 38 17 57 47 17 

l~ ____________________________________________________________________ _ 



( 

R'J'UDENTR WHO MIGH'l' BF.NF.F.Tr 'FROM PERSON1\!, r.om1SF.J~-mr; 

With n FoC'!Us on Their Desjre to Address Specifj(~ Areas 

Explclllatiou: RI·.udents are Lw~ll1(led on Lh.Ls lis1: if t-jli'~iT. pp.[ocnLil.p. Hcorefl 011 edllCrl
Uonal s1:reSf; (abbreviated En S'rRFoSS) are 65 0[" higher or· :i r Lheir per.eentile scores 
'JrI clr:opout p["oueness (DROP PRONE) ;-;.re 80 or higher·. Rupp]eloenL:lcy intnr:matioll J.f: 

gi yen for in(lj eators of desire for couJlseling on spe(:ifie h;sues line] Ilding emotion
.:1.1 t.en~ion (EMO), schon} (RCH), ErilllLly (PAM), c1ating (nAT), ("oolomate (ROOM), .-:Ind U!l

\-Iem-ted habit:s (HAB). Desire!': are expressed on a ~;cale of 1 (weakest.) Lo 7 (strongest) 
Que approach would be to selecL rlle stuclenr.s ~dLh hiejh sc()re:-; on either IT) RTRF.SS or· 
DROP PRONE. From t:he remaining informatj on, one could l.hen j (lenLi f:y the specific 
dr:e<-iS in whi.ch these Htlldp.ni::~ have Ule :-) tr.ongesL desi re to r: GOUllSel i.ng. 

F.D DROP 
S'l'RES.9 PROm! 

88 
68 
7S 
94 
9A 
89 
87 
R8 
84 
99 
83 
R6 
70 
9? 
94 
7? 
89 
95 
87 
g'5 

93 
75 
87 
R? 
82 
R8 
14 
96 
97 
R2 
78 
61 
88 
99 
/2 
83 
72 
95 
89 
72 
97 
99 
72 
70 
91 

47-
'i0 
'19 
97 
99 
74 
84 
78 
82 
9R 
24 
80 
48 
87 
78 
87 
99 
37 
71 
97 
94 
93 
36 
68 
62 
83 
87 
97 
97 
26 
31 
R5 
96 
9'5 

90 
71 
n3 
98 
88 
96 
36 
93 
72 
52 
70 

;;> 

7 
4 
2 
7 
1 
<l 

3 
4 
6 
3 
4 
? 
4 
1 
4 
1 
ti 
3 
7 
4 
? 
'i 
1 
1 
'5 
1 
? 
6 
ti 
? 
1 
? 
4 

4 
3 
4 
7 
7 
7 
'i 
5 
5 
4 
5 

4 
7 
3 
? 
1 
3 
3 
1 

4 
6 
4 
5 
3 
4 
2 
4 
4 
2 
3 
7 
3 
4 
2 
4 

3 
3 
2 
5 
6 
6 
5 , 
3 
7 
1 
3 
7 
4 
/. 
5 
1 
6 
5 
1 
3 

3 
7 
2 
1 
6 
1 
3 
1 
5 
1 
1 
3 
5 
ti 
1 
3 
1 
2 
2 
1 
I) 

2 
4 
] 

3 
2 
3 
2 
1 
1 
4 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
3 
n 
7 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1. 

2 
7 
2 

7 
1. 
4 
1 

3 
1. 
1 
4 
J 
1 , 
3 

7 
2 
1 
4, 

2 
5 
4 
1 
4 
1 
7. 
4 
7 
3 

1 
4 
2 
'i 
? 
6 
4 
1. 
3 
5 
1 
1 

J 
1 

.~ 

1 

2 
1 

4, 

1. 
1 
1 
1 
3 
S 
t 
1 
5 
4, 

1 

3 

7 
? 
I) 

4 
4 
1 

1 
5 
7 
1 

5 
1 

1 
7 
7 
1 

::. 
4 
J 
1 
1 
1. 
7 
1 
1 

6 
7 
7 
1 

4, 

5 
7 
1 
3 
5 
? 
1 
2 
4 
7 
7 
7 
7 
~ 

5 
6 
J 
'i 

7 
3 
1 

7 , 
1 , 
1 
6 
7 
4 
6 
1 
J 
2 
1 
2 
2 



fi'MIDF.N'l'R WHO KIGH'I' A~ mOM pF.R..cromu .. COHNRm.TNG 
Wi 1:h a Fo(~us on Their. Desire to Address Sped fie Ac-eaf> 

rn DROP 
Name STRESS PROm: EMO 3m FAH nAT ROOM HAS 

ii6 ?S 1 3 1 ~ 1 

76 6:i .~ 3 3 4 2 3 
83 49 1 1. :1 1 1 5 
9';; 89 1 3 :3 '2 :2 4 
n 90 Ii 3 :2 1 1 1 

94 '19 6 7 3 6 3 6 
98 99 Ii 5 S .1 ? 4 
96 '11 3 5 ,;; 4 4 6 
86 Ii~ 1 4 1. 6 '- .3 
61 Rl 3 4 4 2 4 3 
80 43 1 1. 1 1 4 1 
90 R5 ? 3 3 Ii 7 3 
76 li6 2 3 1 1 1 1 

5S R5 1 1 1 ,;; 5 7 
13 80 1 7 1 1 .1 7 
R7 ';;4 ? 1 1 1 J 
86 8? 4 ? 1 4 1 S 
83 57 J 4 ] 4- 1 
96 99 .3 '5 3 1 c; 7 
96 9' 4 6 6 4 4 3 
7? 81 1 4 2 7 f) 2 
70 87 1 2 2 2 S 7 
55 81 7 5 6 .3 7 7 
7f) 25 2 :1 1 1 1 2 
99 67 1 4 ? 1 1. ? 
7S 89 6 1 4 7 3 5 
83 96 1 1 1 ? 1. 1 
84 91 3 5 4 J J f) 

68 79 1 1 6 1 1 
88 40 ? 7 J 1 4 
95 8? ? ? 2 1 

.., 
1 /. 

88 99 ? 2 1. 7 4 
97 92 "5 Ii .3 1 1 5 
88 85 ,;; 7 4 4 Ii 7 
98 55 1 1 Ii 1. 7 
82 10 1 3 1 j 1 
92 26 1. 1 1. 1 1 1 

99 97 3 7 J 1 7 
80 84 1 1 1 S 1 7 
84 86 3 3 3 .3 J 
R? 7'1 2 1 2 1 , ? 
84 99 3 7 .3 ] J r; 
en 85 1. 1. 1 1. 1 1 

99 96 '2 3 1 4 4 1. 
95 36 1 6 1 2 1. 1 
en 61 fi 4 4 6 2 fi 
84 91 7 7 7 7 7 7 
99 99 4 1 1 1 1 3 
93 98 4 Ii 1 2 1 7 
72 46 2 2 4 1 3 S 

~ -.or"· 80 93 6 4 :~ 7 1 7 
97 95 S S 1 2 7- '2 
76 55 1. 1 1. 2 1 7 
84 89 5 7 7 7 7 5 
97 92 7 5 5 5 .3 7 



STtIDF.N'J'S WHO HIGHT BF.NEFT'l' FROM PF.RSONAI. COUNSEIJ:NG 
Wi-tj) n 'Focus on Thei (" OeHiu-! _ r.o Adch-eHR 8~c.i.fi_~ A CP.i3H 

F.J) DROP 
NnJllt-! RTRE8.c) PROm: F.K) S~ PAM DA'l' ROOM RAE 

99 g9 6 7 r:; 6 1. fi 
66 35 2 .., J ? 2 '-
93 97 1 1 1 3 1. J. 
78 78 Ii ? 4 5 1 

30 R6 1 4 1 2 
46 84 1. 1. 1 1 1 1 

68 41 1 1. J 6 J J 
8? 7?. 7 7 7 5 7 7 
70 71 ? 2 2 1. J J 
87 95 3 .3 .3 ."1 1 S 
93 96 4 4 3 4 4 4 
86 78 ":1 4 2 /. 4 5 ... 
99 98 7 4 4 4 ? 
fi4 86 4 Ii 2 ? h 2 
R2 73 3 2 2 2 1 r:; 
83 54 7 7 fi 4 7 

l 



STUDENTS WHO KIGHT HENEFJ'r '!!'ROM PF.RSONAI. COTTNSEI."'QlG 
wt rh a 1"'llr.11H on '1'hp.J t· R~f.':!:i f:ir- Ne~ds 

Explanation: Students are inc] uded on t.his ]i ~;t. if i.heir percentiJ e S(!Orefi on edl1ca
I:i.onal si:ress (nbbrevLrtLp.d. FJ) STRF.SR) rl.C~ f;'1 or' hLgher' or if thei[' ~ercelltne scor'ef> 
on dropout proneness (DROP FRONB) :-lre 80 or higher. Suppl ementdry informat.ion is 
9 iW~H abou1: the students' t'p.ce~t; i. vity to pen;onH 1 cOlIl1Rel ing (RF:C PF:RCOIJ). Tn aci-
dj i.ion r infonnat:i on is yiven on 1-.he st.uden1:s' spf!dfic ne~ds Ln five etrect::> reJ;it.ed 
i.O Gounseling (wi1:h low pp.n~enLLlp. SGm:eH Lndi~;'\Ling ldyh ll~:erl). The lle~d KGdlef> 
include cwademie confidence (ACAD CONF) I at1.i tude 1:.owilrd educat.ors (A'T"J' EDUC) r self
reliaHcp. (SEriF RET.), edse of tt'dnsit.Lnn (BASE THAN), dnd frllui.ly emo"tj.onal support; (1!'AH 
FoMOSIJP) . One approdch \-IOuld be to ident.i.fy 1.he shldents ~vho dre high on reeept.i vi1:y 
tn personal counseling. One (!tluld then idellLLfy I.he gre""i:e:-;i. needs oE theHe si:udf!nL:3 
from Lheir lowest ficores on the remaining sectl es. 

R8 
68 
715 
94 
9R 
R9 
R7 
88 
84 
99 
83 
86 
70 
92 
94 
72 
89 
95 
R7 
9~ 

93 
75 
87 
8? 
82 
A8 
14 
9t; 
97 
82 
78 
61 
88 
99 
?? 
83 
77. 
9~ 

89 
7? 
97 
99 
72 

nROP 
PROHB 

47. 
50 
'19 
97 
99 
74 
84 
78 
82 
98 
24 
A0 
48 
87 
78 
A7 
99 
37 
71 
97 
94 
93 
1fi 
68 
62 
83 
87 
97 
97 
26 
11 
85 
96 
95 
90 
71 
63 
98 
88 
96 
36 
93 
72 

RF,c 
PERrou 

78 
99 
86 
25 
95 
?~ 

81 
7.5 
88 
88 
45 
88 
86 
78 
19 
A6 
67 
92 
84 
91 
98 
67 
94 
84 
45 
A6 
7.5 
91 
96 
88 
90 
~2 

32 
86 
78 
75 
95 
91 
96 
(12 

39 
84 
91. 

"0 
2q 
~9 

11 
1? 
4t; 
7.9 
37 
18 
42 
'17 
~7 

39 
J6 
1.4 
26 
14 
70 

"6 
37 
14 
32 
71 
74 
~7 

23 
94 
~ 

20 
37 
66 

9 
5 

29 
29 
46 
29 
12 
12 

9 
7. 
A 

?6 

A'l"l' 
roue 

76 
99 
4" 
~7 

14 

~5 

S0 
17 
19 

2 
45 
42 
17. 
29 
"6 
22 

7 
79 
1.4 
35 
17 
14 
F,7 

19 
?'f; 
38 
.12 

4 
?9 
97 
77 
62 
?? 
50 
17 
67 

.1" 
27 

1 
1? 
95 
29 
35 

40 
21 
1.8 

3 
11 

, ] 8 
7 

64 
9 
3 

11 
10 
32 

5 
1.0 
44 
48 
13 

9 
13 
10 
44 

7 
48 
10 
71 
74 

5 
5 
9 

?4 
78 
48 

5 
16 
13 
13 

9 
6 

44 
? 
3 

36 

11 
35 
n 
18 

7 
11 
47 
38 
44 
10 
?? 
22 
35 
31 
13 
41 
7.5 
51 
'19 
55 
25 
25 
2? 
16 
47 
15 
81. 

9 
?0 
85 
'1C; 
10 
28 
28 
78 
31 
f;8 
J1 
31. 
20 
15 
22 
22 

-rAM 
EIDSUP 

41 
74 
17 
J6 

4 

1/i 
47 
Jl 
26 
7.4 
36 
~ 

17 
13 
14 
13 

1 
36 
?fi 

4 
l4 

6 
3f; 
A? 
?4 
24 

6 
R 

1,0 
85 
47 

4 
19 
n 

8 
24 
74 
n 

f; 
6 

41 
?4 
17 



I 
I 

" 

Name 

R'J'lIDF.N'l'R WHO MIGHT RENF.F.T't' nIDM Pr!RSONAT. r.Otmsm~G 
Wi1.h a Focus on 'J'hej r- Specific! Npeds 

rn DROP RF.r. ACAJ) AT'l' ::;F.T.F 
STREs..c:; PRONE PERron CONY P.I1ur. HFa. 

84 89 99 47. 17. 7.4 
97 92 99 46 .111 S 
99 99 g9 14 1 1 

66 35 39 77 S .36 
93 97 7.S 2 47. 9 
78 78 7R 49 J1 48 
10 86 19 117 1 9R 
46 84 g 74 2 9::1 
ri8 41 4S 114 RS 17. 
8? 72 99 J4 79 48 
70 7t .17. 77 14 1R 
87 95 84 34 17 9 
93 go 90 7.9 4 9 
86 78 R4 42 14 111 
99 98 RR 8 ."i0 "1 
64 86 R6 S7 J7 40 
37. 73 (:'7 39 67. 4 
83 54 99 11 .3fi 5 

"F.:ARF. FAM 
TRAN FltJSUF 

10 ?6 
?8 8 

5 10 
44 :>'9 
41 Hi 

6 3 
?R I1R 

8 30 
.18 41 
68 26 
11. .11 
18 J6 
lR 1.1 
16 6 

R 6 
59 1.1 
16 114 
R5 54 

l~ ______________ _ 



ExP] ana1:j on: StndentH dr~ inclllded [)n LhL:: lisi. i E t.heir: perT~entj.le :3c:ores on 'Jener:Ftl 
cecept.i.v:i1.y t.o insUl.ntional be1p (dbhrevja1.ed REr. HFoT.P) i.s 6"1 or higher. Snpplemen
ta.r:y i.nformation L:-:: givp.n fo[" pr:edicLed CiGn.demic rHfficuH.y (Ar.M DIFF), rec:epLlvLi.y 
to acaderrdc 2lssistanc:e (REC ACADAS), r~ceptivit.y t..o pen::oIldJ counseling (RF.C PF.RCotr) I 

so(~:i.a1. euhancelllellt (REe SOCEN), ".nd ce<!epUvity t.o cn.reer t:oll!lsel Lug (REC CARCOU). 
One approadl \-JOul d be t.o sel ect sLudenU·; \·,i ttl hiyh sc!ores on Ar.}I,D DJFF. From tJ1e re
maining infor.1naLi.oll, one eouJd 1:hen identify the aren(S) Ln \·,hi.ch these s1:udfmL::; hdVP. 
the st;rongesL (lesire for help. 

HEC 
fiET.P 

66 
99 
86 
88 
78 
76 
79 
93 
7S 
93 
73 
89 
9S 
83 
96 
99 
76 
89 
78 
96 
91 
70 
94 
70 
92 
91 
82 
95 
93 
81 
94 
91 
7] 
86 
93 
84 
90 
70 
96 
84 
78 
81. 
7J 
78 
93 

~~ 

60 
?6 
71 
88 
79 
78 
85 
],3 
~6 

]9 
48 
39 
58 
73 
7~ 

26 
15 
70 
95 
88 
35 
17 
91 
~2 

56 
64 
91. 
56 
92 
89 
61 
::n 
18 
66 
72 
15 
33 
95 
9S 
70 
S7 
SA 
54 
5~ 

RFoC REC 
I\CAnAR PERCOU 

fI~ 

99 
~/. 

7?. 
69 
7? 
7~ 

R? 

30 
R?. 
48 
69 
85 
7C; 
96 
93 
79 
89 
61 
95 
fl5 
75 
72 
75 
89 
75 
en 
R9 
'16 
61 
R9 
7?. 
4:1 
43 
85 
82 
69 
56 
82 
fll 
S6 
79 
39 
57. 
89 

51 
99 
86 
75 
9S 
81 
88 
88 
90 
R8 
86 
78 
92 
84 
91 
98 
62 
,1. 
86 
91 
96 
RR 
90 
806 
51 
78 
91:j 

91 
96 
9? 
84 
91 
86 
75 
r:;7 
78 
8] 
57 
99 
92 
95 
81 
84 
9l 
78 

58 
98 
82 
96 
79 
7.4 
64 
f;4 

64 
93 
76 
8? 
76 
82 
70 
98 
58 
96 
4~ 

87. 
82 
89 
93 
1.5 
98 
R9 
36 
R? 

82 
1)0 

86 
7f1 

58 
96 
9~ 

70 
98 
64 
82 
82 
36 
70 
50 
S8 
64 

REC 
CI\RCOU 

71 

91 
87 
76 
"10 
79 
45 
94 
76 
76 
SS 
94 
87 
S5 
79 
91 
7J 
79 
76 
76 
f,7 

9 

'19 
Fn 
87 
?R 
83 
87 
f;~ 

R7 
79 
67 
94 
'18 
F.7 
76 
79 
71 
55 
59 
'15 
79 
fI~ 

98 



S'I'tmF.'R'TS WHO ARE HTGH't.Y RF.cr.P'l'TVE TO TNS"f'T'I'!M'TnNAT. HELP 

REC ACAD RF.C REC R'F.C RF.C 
Name HElP. DIF'F ACADAS PRRcon Sncr,N r.t\Rr.OU 

g2 66 Rc) RP) 29 OR 
87 1 9 69 78 (,4 98 
73 fi6 'ifi Rfi 43 ~7 

\"'l, 

97 99 99 94 98 '10 
<:)7 gil 9ft c)') 76 79 
rn 77 65 88 fi0 79 
97 79 75 81 96 79 
99 61 96 99 9R 94 
fi6 40 79 4S 86 :;fi 
83 47 R? 77. 86 Sg 

78 75 fiS 91 24 71 
99 66 95 99 93 98 
98 fi0 99 90 98 7fi 
93 20 69 94 Rf; Fn 
R4 91) 82 R4 43 76 
R8 fiR 91 R6 R9 40 
66 'is 48 62 64 76 
81 82 R9 7? 9 qR 
78 86 89 62 86 40 
66 36 48 39 7f; Fn 
(;8 70 89 32 64 'is 
93 99 93 84 76 76 
70 44 43 78 64 71 
90 59 79 51 9R 9l 
93 43 69 96 82 71 
99 58 R? 99 86 98 
82 99 89 84 J5 79 
99 53 99 99 98 76 
94 72 72 C)fi 96 fi7 
70 4S 93 67 20 '1S 
99 72 96 99 86 9g 
R9 S7 fi9 99 86 ,7 
75 S1 75 75 36 -. ! J 

R7 94 61 99 15 87 
79 44 :=i2 88 86 .'1 :=i 
70 18 61 78 70 '10 
98 Sg 89 99 (;4 'iC) 
83 (12 89 R4 (;4 S0 
68 80 S2 32 82 ,Q3 

81. 38 79 84 fi4 C:;S 

83 64 75 88 70 51) 
94 76 85 86 7(; 9R 
82 S6 75 67 82 71 
93 44 65 99 70 fi7 



sT'l'm~ WHO MTGR'r BENr.IiTr FROM CAREF:R CotDlRETJTNG 
WiUI rt Fo(!us on 'fhejr Desire Jor f\pec!i rjc Counseling Servi(!es 

Explanat.tnn: Stlldent.i-> dr-Po included OIl tid:,; lLHt i f t.h~i c peccentile ~:(;Clces nn Gd.r~ero 
planrdny (abbreviat.e(l CAR PLAN) .-Ire ::15 ur Jess. Sllpp1~meoLaIY LHfonnaLion if: given 
tor receptivity to Cd(Oep.t" (:nUllHeliorlg (RF.C r.~RCOU). AdclitioC\rtl Lnfo(1t1a.UolI °i~ al~o 

given regCirding t.he st.renytoh of stndenl.s' de~;j:ces rOT" coulIseUng 00 Sl"')(~jfjc Gi-tr~er 

issues, in!!J.uding the job In;·n·k~L Ent· (~ollecje YCrtdlvlte:o; (.TOB HAH) , i·ohe qnaUfi.crtL:i.ons 
ror vadous jobs (.T(lB QUAI.) , vocaUonal .=tt>seBsroent (VOC Af\SESS), a (!OlOp<wlson of HIe 
<3dVdntnges rind ,U:'klllv.:mio.age:, ()( various oec::u}?Ar.irm::> (COl-fP I\OV) , dlll1 hp.lp i.1I :';P.lP.Ci.i.llg 
fiB ;lcaderrdc program (SET, PROG).. Desj res ar~ ~xpressed on a scale of 1 (weakest:) to 7 
(st.nmgesL). (lnl-! riPPCO.)dl wl)llld be to :.;p.lp.GL the :-;tlll:l~nts wi.Lh high r~r.:~pti.vi.ty to 
career counsel :Lng. From Lhe reIl1a:i ning tnfoJ1llaU on, one l!OU] d t,hen j (len1.i fy Lhe ~pe
c i I:i(: issues 1)1) wh i d\ i:hese sr.udenlo.s haVt-~ i.he 8Lt°11lIg~St de:, Lres for: h~ 1 p. 

CAR 
l'J..AN 

28 
11 
22 
17 
1 c:; 

8 
/4 
?0 
11 

8 
20 
1.? 
28 
?'f; 

1 
?0 
::IJ 
?6 
24 
~l 

9 
?0 
?R 
?0 
20 
11. 
20 
24 
28 
11 
?8 

6 
34 
11 

6 
9 

?? 
/,4 

4 
34 
:?2 
1.1 
26 

RF.C 
CARron 

45 
11 
91 
71 
76 
16 
50 
40 
79 
45 
94 
94 
63 
'i5 
32 
45 
24 
76 
?R 
'19 
76 
67 

9 
59 
J8 
83 
50 
87 
67 
67 
40 
515 
79 
71 
55 
59 
63 
59 
98 
50 
32 
98 
67 

JOB 
MAR 

7 
1. 
6 
5 
3 

5 
1 
7 
'i 
7 
6 
6 
/:; 

J 
7 
J 
6 
6 
'i 
6 
7 
J 
1. 
J 
7 
7 
7 
6 
6 
7 
'i 
6 
6 
4 
'i 
2 
4 
7 
5 
4 
7 
7 

.roR VOC 
QUM. A.Cl.';F,.~~ 

6 
6 
6 
7 
7 
1 

6 
1 
6 
5 
6 
7 
6 
'i 
/ 
? 

3 
4 
6 

1 
6 
6 
5 
6 
4 
4 

:3 
6 
6 
7 
6 
'i 
7 
6 
7 
7 
4 
7 
6 

3 
4 
7 
'i 
6 
5 
4 
5 
6 
:1 
7 
7 
5 
1 
7 
:1 

6 
6 
? 
.'1 
7 
'1 

7 
7 
J 
7 
5 
7 
7 
'1 

7 
'1 
6 
'1 
5 
S 
5 
4 
7 
'1 

6 
7 
4 

COMP 
AnV 

4 
1 
7 
6 
7 
? 
4-
'i 
4 
4 
7 
7 
5 
'i 
2 
4 

3 
'i 
4 
h 
3 
'i 
J 
7 

4 
J 
'i 
5 
S 

4 
6 
'1 

3 
Ii 
5 
5 
7 
~ 

4 
7 
5 

? , 
7 
"i 
6 
'i 
4 
7 
7 
5 
7 
7 
4 
'i 
7 
6 
6 
6 
3 
r; 

7 
7 
J 
7 
6 
7 
5 
7 
5 
7 
3 
4 
6 
'i 
6 
S 
7 
fi 
7 
1 
J 
7 
5 



STYIDF.N'l'S WHO HTGHT BF:Nr.FT'l' moM CARF.'P.'R rmJNFr:T, TN{; 

Wi1b Ct Focns on 'J'hejr Desjre for. fiped fj c Counseling SE'T"V i (:es 

CAR RF.C JOB .JOR VOC r.OMP SF.T. 
Name ?J.J\N C".ARCOU MAR QUM. ARSF,sR FJ'N PROG 

17 79 n n n ~1 7 
J? ~0 ~ 3 5 -; 7 
1 "i 79 ? 7 7 ! 7 
23 79 6 6 6 6 6 
15 79 7 4 6 7 fi 
J3 94 '7 7 7 ; 6 
1? 24 4 ~ .. 1 fi 

5 67 £; 6 6 4- 5 
5 119 fi '1 6 4 4 

1/ 71 6 5 6 5 6 
?8 119 "i 6 7 <1 ~ 

J? 79 6 6 6 6 6 
'1 ?8 ~ 4 4 '" Ii /. 

?4 71 5 7 ~ ~ 6 
4 R~ 7 5 7 7 '1 

26 76 5 7 :. ; 7 
R 40 h ? 4 ;:; .1 

n 76 6 7 4 6 6 
14 40 ~ 1 7 1 7 
34 55 7 5 2 ~ 7 
~ 79 7 7 6 11 Ii 

34 45 6 6 2 5 3 
?4 71 6 7 4 11 fi 
26 63 4 5 6 ~ 6 
11 91 7 f) 7 7 fi 
7.2 71 6 6 5 6 5 
7.0 28 4 4 1 4 1 
20 98 7 7 7 7 7 

8 l? 1 6 7 4 
24 79 6 7 7 ~ 5 

.1 79 7 4 6 tj 7 
26 36 ~ 5 J i ? 
14 :~6 11 ~ 5 ? "i 

9 67 ~ 4 6 6 6 
?R 45 4 ~ 5 'i "i 

4 76 7 7 7 7 J 
?4 71 7 7 7 :; ? 

7 87 7 6 7 6 6 
7.2 5'5 7 7 1 6 1 

4 50 5 5 ~ :. 5 
7 67 7 6 .1 <1 7 
J 98 7 7 7 7 7 
.1 21 ? "5 1 ? 4 
:; 67 5 J 7 7 7 

1.5 "iCi) 1 S "i 1 7 
J7 45 4 6 4 4 4 
1.5 5'5 "i 7 "i 1 4 

8 55 7 5 11 4- 3 
R 71 5 4 7 6 6 

34 24 ] J 7 7 
~ -.> ~ 



STtIDF.N'J'S WITH NEGATTVF. nn:7TAI. DfPRESSIONS OF rm:M'T'I'U'l'JQN 

E.xplanation: Studenr.s dr:~ Lllclllded ()ll i.hi.:; li:·;t. jE r.he:i.r· p~f."I!~ndlf~ ~·:enn-!:, on illiLidl 
jmpres~ion (,=tbbr-eviat.e<l INTI1P) are ?5 or J.ess or if t.heir tr'-;f1sfer proneness scores 
(TRANS) ar:~ 6'5 Ot· hiclher. Sl1pplemenLar.y i nfor:lllat.ioll lK (Ji.V~1I .,bouL 1:he si:uciellr.:;' 
strongest sp~c:if.ic d.iljsat.isfacUons (Lhm;e "lith ~aLjsfac1.i()n raUIlgs of 4 or less). 
Fnl' edch Htudp.nt, the disHdt:i.sErlctiol1H .-tt"!-; listed in r.hA o t"dp. F' ot their: interu:;-i.ioy, 
\vit.h the mORt in1.em;e appearj ng farthest. 1;(1 1.he 1 eft. Ooe dpproild1 \voulcl be Lo i n
I.erv;.ew i·.he ledst: HdU.sfled :')1·.l.ld~ntH r-eg,u'dillg I:heic- most i.(\r.~IISp. cii.HHati.sfac/".i.I>l1H. 
The aims of theBe lIlt.erviews could he Lo ( a) est.abl:i ~h a POBj l.ive personal relation
sh i.p with tllP. st.udent1> ,;juri (h) nt1:empL Lo r'esolve any pral~r.i.erl.l ptublems Lhat-. may 
be cont:rHmting t.o Lhe st.udents' general dtti t.ude. 

N~ nrmP 

4 
17 
J0 
~ 

7 
1'5 
28 

? 
49 
1.'3 
34 

1. 
J9 

4 
J0 

1 

6 
? 
4 

10 
3 
? 
9 

1.2 
? 

17 
/3 
:n 

7 
5 
3 
Ii 

10 
7 

25 
~ 

J2 
8 

~8 

,8 
3 

, . 9 
3 

25 
1 
5 

TRANS 

20 
45 
7.0 
20 
81 
7.0· 
20 
72 
72 
81 
59 
li9 
59 
9'-
90 
71. 
51i 
90 
63 
72 
20 
5q 
84 
90 
55 
55 
72 
1.0 
20 
87 
20 
51 
20 
72 
20 
Ii 1. 
84 
20 
90 
81 
20 
20 
45 
72 
55 
72 

Major Oi s~a.i: h. rri!:t tOllS 

residence I f:j nanc:Ll] rli d, 1 o(!atj on, facul1:y 
lOl!ai:i.oll, enl:ert-.a.imueut, !5or,i.H.l. lie~, r:ost.s 
~;hopping, 1 ocati on, fi Hand al Mid, food 
ti.ud-III::;al did, I!I)Ri:8, r~:=; i.dellc:e, lor:ation, :lhoppi 
residence, athleU(!f:, food, faeu.11:y, .financial ai 
shupp i l1g, locat: lon, co:') tH, HOI! i 03.1 li fe, food 
resideHce, shoppj ng, en1:ertainment., social LLfe 
t;·H!U 1 i:y, lOC!iit:i.on, (:OHI::" :;hopping, ent-.eT~t.;·l Lnmell;. 
en1:er1:a.iIlJnent. 
soc;l.ll li.fp., E.lllanci.dt aid, {!osl:s, shopping, r.'.ll!1l 
soc.ial 1] f:e, costs, sLudent body ( at.hlet::i (!s 
financial .-iiti, :~hopping, p.nter.tai.nlllent, lo«!ation 
cost.s, Hhopping, enter1.aimoent., financial aid 
soc i.at life, E:tnaru::i.al .-lid, .-'lead. of.ferings 
soc-ial J j fe, .food, fjnancial aid, Faculty 
rp.si.d~nc!e, social l iEe, E:i.nanl!i.al "lid 
locat.ion rr.esidence, shoppj ng, socj"l lj fe, food 
re~idenl=e, KOI!ialli.rp., UU.:lllci.dl .:l.i.d, 1!l)s1:s 
costs, f;hoppj ng, ente:r1.a:i nm~r .. t, sod al 1 ife, food 
shoppillg, f.tudnclrl.l rl.i.d, I:I)~i.S, ent~t"l:.iiluult-!nt, ro 
residence, shopping, ent.ert.aj nment., locat.ion 
fiudllci.rl.l .-tid, L!O!·rl:s, ~ni.p.r-L.iinrnellt, so(!irl.l lie:~ 

ritJ,l e LicH, shopping, en1:ert.;lj nment., soc i al J j f:e 
I!f)SU" 1 \}I!dl:i011, rOl)d, l,!rlllIpllS npp:~,lJ.-., rl.thler, ll!::> 
J'e~idence, costs I J lI(:rlU OIl, f:hoppi ng, enterLd nrne 
rdr,ll1. i.y, reKidenc~, :->1)I:;.-\.1 1. i t:e, Ei.nanl!i.a 1 i3 i.d 
finan(:ial nid, at.lllet.:i cs,ent.er:t.aimoent 
BhoPP.lug, SOl: i.iil U. Eto!, rLlliiW::i.d l rI. id, C:t)~ts 
financial aid, acado (Ifr~rinys, food, CCls1:s 
ellLer-i:n.i.omp.n1:, flnanl!irll .-lid, 1 ol!rl1:i 00, HIlI!idl 1.i 
reside.n(!e, shopping, t-:ntertA:limoen1:, location, cos 
("p.si.d~t\I!~, fi.nanl!i.d.l Fild, shopp lUg, ll)l::aL iou 
ent.erL.d.JIItlent, athlet.ics, linnn(:j,,1 aid 
HhC)pp lng, en tp. r:L..:li.l1U1ellL , loc:at-~'ll)n, Ko(!iat 1 UP. 
so(:ial life, entertainment, lo(!at:ion, f:inancial c1 

('!l):-)t:.~, Slloppi.Ilg, elltertri. iluu~ntl (~;-:llnlJIJH i1P~'lJ: .. , r 
residence, f:inanC!i ,11 ai d, (:o~·ts, shoppj 119, facul t 
~llt:ertrl.inment, findnl:i . .-it .-li.d, r:oSLs, 1.ol:a.l:i.ol\ 

r:~sidellce, findllc i.Fit ,:ri d, r!Ost.H, 1 o(~ati.{)ll 
eost!':, shoppj.ng, J oeaLion, rinaneial did 
fUlcllll:ial ,;i.Ii, I!OHtH, ent.ert.dtmoent;, lOI~al:ion 

residenee, costs, shopping, 1oca1:ion, ent..ertainme. 
shoppi.ng, HOI!i.a 1 1. Lfe, EiudI\(!i.a 1. ,~itl, elltet"t.d i.nruP. 
cost.s, residence, shopping, famll1.y, entert.a.inmen 
shopp lug, en ter-t.ainulfmt, l.oc!atioll, d.thlp.I:i.I!:' 



NdIlIt-! TNlHP 

J 5 
2~ 

SR 
1.7 
12 
7R 
17 

9 
6 

11:) 

4-
10 
17 
10 

::I 
9 

J9 
7 
6 
C; 

2R 
?5 
55 

8 
5 

t9 
15 
21:) 

9 
?R 

3 
6 

34 
28 
2:3 

? 
75 

4 
3 
4 
2 

15 
43 

3 
5 

11 
28 
28 

5 
5 

34 
t 

38 
4 

19 
2l 

1 

'T'AAN~ 

:'0 
20 
72 
~4 

59 
20 
72 
20 
96 
R1 
20 
C;g 

159 
84 
59 
51 
87 
C;g 

59 
?0 
R7 
20 
72 
72 
84 
87 
72 
'i9 
72 
45 
87 
Rt 
70 
45 
55 
90 
?0 
R4 
20 
61 
51 
45 
72 
R4 
90 
4'i 
92 
'19 
20 
72 
20 
'it 
72 
51 
20 
20 
59 

fiHemci .11 ,d d, :3hopping, locatioIl, <:0:51:s 
l'inrtnl:l.-il Mid, co~I-.p,r l()crti.i<m, :;()C;j<'ll TiEt-! 
athleLi.cs, fjnandal cti(l 
p.IlLertrtinmellL, social 1i fp., o:Il:rt<'l, ,d'Ep.t·i.II'jK 
shoppj ng, ~n1:eI:·t.aj nlnen1~, f;OG La] J j te r firldIl.(!ial c 
:-;r.udellL hociy; dr.ad. oereT'i.ltg:;, CrtlllPllS appt-!dr. 
financial aid, fiH:ul1.y ( enterta'inment., athleLies 
~or.i.dl liE/"~, shoppi.ng, enter-trti.mnellt, lo<:ati.nn 
athletics, entect.;=limnent, social life, financial 
lOI!dtion, ;;hoppincj, resi.dellce, fOCld, ROGial lLEe 
residence, ent.er1:aimnent, 1 ocaLioli I sod al J lfe 
n~s.i.dence, shopping, soc i.,ll 1. i Ep: I rinanc ial aid 
r-esidenc:e, l:)ocial li:f~, ent~ert.ainment., financial 
r: iuanr. i dl rt iei, (~o:-; r.H, ref> idence, rtr.;-id. t) r f.P.1:' ings 
residence, Ioeation, costs, enLer1~a.i.nm~nt r food 
f.i.lvlllcial rti.d, shopping, cOHL:-;, lOGdti.OH 

shopping, socia] l:i fe r Unand oJ aid, campus appE 
... (!ad. nfEeri.ngs, ent~t·I:.)i.l1lnel1r., sLudeut body 
eost.s I shoppi.ng r ent.p.r1-.a iWIlent I location, food 
Gosl;s, enteJ:t..:l1.runenL, shoppincj, l.(lI!dt'.i.on, r'~s-ld~r 

shopping, food, soe:irll ]jfe, ::jlldHdal aid 
dthlt-!Li.cs, (!ORt.S, locrti:i.on, Eil1rlu(!idl ,'l.i.d, f'rtcllli 
ent.ertainment,. locat:ion 
p.nl:ertAi.nmp.n1:, f:.i(lnllC ta.l rii.d, dead" orf~rin9S, (~, 
fjncmclal aid,. acac1. offerings, shopping 
cm:;t:s, :r~e:oddeuce, KOC 1.d1 1 i_fe, riu.)uci.al ai.d 
shopping, soc:ia] life, finaneia] aid, campus appE 
f.indru~ial a.i.d, (!O~t".~, ~l:udenL body, sor-i.al li.r:e 
socia] J:i fe, ent.erl.ctlwTlent, lo(!ation, resj dence 
shoppi ng, ent".ertri inmelli " locrti. ion, Ei.llanl~ i.rtl .:d.n 
shopping, so(!ial ljfe, en1.ertainment., locitt..ion, r 
(!051:5, en-tet·I:d.i.lUn~nL, <'li:hl.~r.tt!S, rl.(!ad. oft:~d.ngs 

ent.ert.ainrn~nt. r shopping, costs, ] oeaU.on 
ri.nA.rH!irl.l .-ltd, p.nLertrtiIlIHt-!nt, lol!A.ti.on, athlei.iI:~ 

shopping r enter1:<:t:i I1fl1enL, ] ocati on r dt.hlet.icH 
f.!nt~t·1:.a.irunt-!nt, {!OSLS, ("~Ki.r'\ellGe, ~oddl llf.~ 

residence, a1:bleUcs, sodc=il U fe, financial aid 
l()cdt.i.on, euteJ'.·t'Ai.nm~lIt, [ooei, financ Lii 1 do id 
en1:ert.ainrnen1:, at.hleLics, food, shopping 
sOI!1.iil life, finaneiH.l ,-Ii.d, cost::>, shoppillg, ra(~l 
residence, ent.erta.i nment., 1 ocaLi on r SOC) al ] if e 
:ihoppi.ng, finrmr-ldl ald, ~nr.eJ-t..n.i.llm~nl:, sod.d.l 1 j 
Jocat.Lon, social Jjfe, costs, shopping 
cos ts, loeati.oIl, rOtHl, shotJpi ng, ell terI" ... -i llllllt-!nL 
resjdenl!e, loc;lt.ion, fooll, rjnan(!jal djd 

shoppi.ng, rlthleLiC:K, soc:irl.l J tee, r.o:,r.:-;, LiGHl.Ly 
fl.ncmcial aid r shoppj nc; I en1-.erud nment, at.hleU (!f 
shopping, resi.dt-!!1(!e I tindll(~ LFll. .:lLd, ente t'ta i.nmelli 
eost.s, Ioeation, campus dppea:c. f residence 
shopping, loca.tion, riu;lllGLll riid, entp.cl:ainmeni. 
entert.ainrnent, social lift->, athlet.i<!s 
:-)I)(!ial life, 1:081:5, :;hoppi.ng, entertainmellL 
financial aid, ent.er1.a:inment, aLhlet.ies 
::)C)(~i;.}11if.e, dLhletit!s, {',-lGI11ty, ent~l'l;airun~IIL 

social life, facul ty, en1.eri.aiml1ent., studen1: body 
shoppi.ng, p.nt.ert.a.inmell L, Unand.<ll aid, /;ood I 
fin.anci al aid F cos1:S, shopping, ent.ert.ainmen1: 

J 



N":lIne TNTHP 

B 
8 

71 
i:n 
1? 
25 

I) 

.1 
n 
::n 

g 

13 
10 

'-Ii 
19 

4 
g 

17 
g 

1 

:'J 
'i 

17 
12 
34 

7 
1 
R 

10 
'i 
? 
.3 

l 

'J'RAN~ 

134 
84 
63 
72 
?0 
?0 
84 
% 
81 
1)9 
20 
1)1 

20 
20 
7.0 
7/. 
20 
?0 
20 
87 
51 
6~ 

'0 
81 
S9 
72 
8J 
20 
20 
84 
R7 
I)~ 

lin-jar OJ ~f{at.if{facLi(Jm~ 

1 Dca i: i on l r.p.sid~\le~, :-5()!! i rl.l 1 L r~ l r: iU.:lIlf! La 1. .... i d 
(!(l~t.~;, socia] ]ife, dC.'ld. uffpr.iIlgS, sboppjTJl] 
em·;r.s, :,ol:i.al l:i.E~, [i I kine i .... 1 did, enr.p.r:LaLtIlnenL 

financial a:i d, cos1.~, ent.ertaimnen1:, st.udenl. boc1~ 
;{oeirl.l li.f~, costs, ;;h()~ping, fdc1l1l:.y, .,th1.ei:l,!:,; 
loeaLion, shopping, socicl.l tife, ent.ert.a:irllllent 
resi.denee, p.nterl:a:i.nmenL, lc)l;ati.oll, soc:i.dl li Ee 
f:inanc:ial a:id, loeaUon, ctLhletjcf:, fa(!Ult_y 
GOS 1:.:->, r·es iden(;p., .)I!.:I(1. [) r: reri.ngs I l()(~dti.()tI / tooe 
eost-.n, fi nnnd a] di cl f f ooel, H'si <lence, rlthl etict: 
:->o(~ial li.fe, KhollJ,llllg, enLerti1.1.nruent, r:t~:3i.dp.lll!P. 

shopping, ent.ertaiI.IJllerrL, (!ost.s, ]o(!atjon, aUlleL 
~nl:~l·tai.lIlnp.nt, HhopJ,liu9, rood, f:Llliclnelicll "lld, cm 
rtnancicll ,dd, residence, ::;hopping, socinl Ijfe 
s()4;iril li.fp., rlnanl~iril .-dd, 1..nciiti.OIl 
cost.::>, enter1.ainment., 1ocdt.ion, rood, campu:::> app~ 
:::oHl:s, Einrineial rl.i.d, [(1)11, Crl.mpll:-> dJ,lperH:". 
resjdence, f:i..nancidJ a:icl, c():o;LS, enLerLa:i.moen1: 
costs, elltertai.umellr., sLlldent body, lOI~aLi.[)n, rOt 

(!ost.s, shopping, loecltion, a1'.hle1·.ics 
:~!)Giiil life, r:OHts, locatioll, finiinl!l.iil aid 
acad. offerings, shoppj ng, ent.erudnment, refri deT 
shopping, so«:i.al Ilfe, flll.me i.al aid. ri1.r:n1.ty 
a1111et.ics 
(!OS t.s, res i.dellc~ f :-)o(~ id 1 1.. i fe, finanl! i.i1.l a i.d 
social life, fjnancial aid, residence, shoppjng 
Etni1.ol!ial did, GOHt::;, ::;hoJ,lpj og, en1:er.t-.ai.nmellL 
social Jife, financial ,:dd, cost.s, shopp:ing 
r:~Hidp.nee, Eind(\!!i_dl rl.id, rooel, Khoppiug 
food, soeial life, COE'Ls, shopping, entertcdnmeo1 
1~I)Si::->, Eood, 1!d.UlpUS d~p~,-lr ... HLndenr. body, 10Crl.L· 



Exphmdt.ion: Students are included un thi.s 1 j s1. if l.hej r p~n·eIl1.i 1~ scores on ease ()f 

U';'H\sLt: ion (abln.'p.viai:p.c1 EASE TRAN) i-j('t-!1'1 () r' 1 eHf'. SUP!? 1 ellleH t. ... tty ill lonndi.i()n i:, giv
en for recepU vi ty to social enhancement. (REC SOCFoN). Adclj tiona1 i of oT'mati on is also 
'j'Lven n-!9rtrdinq' r.he :-:;tn~ngU1 nf sr.lldenLs' (It-!sh'es i·.o prtrU.cip:tte i .. ll slJt-!ci Cit: :-:;o(~i.i-il 

aeLiviUes, including meeUng new friends (NEW FRIEND) r lei'llTling ctbouL st.udent: govern
lnf'nt (STIJ GOV), fi.w'Ung a m~nt()r (FTND HBN'T'OR), and ledt11inlj about. Iratp.C11ities alld 
sororitj es (FRAT ISORO) , Desires are expressed ou d s(~ale (J r J (\-,1eakest:) t.o 7 (sLrong
e:->L). One approadl wl)1l1d be to st-!lecr. tht-! sLmlellts \·li.th hltjh rel!epLLvity i:() st)I:i..-11 
enhancement. Fromt.he .cemclining inf:or1!lation r one could then i clent.ify the speci fj cae· 
t.Lviij.es LU wh:i .. r.h r.hese sr.udents hi-ive i-Jlf~ si.ronljesL illr.t-!t'esi:. 

F:ASF. REC NEW STU FTIm FRAT! 
Na~ TRAN SOCEN FR1RNO r..ov MEN'l'OR RORO ---

J1 43 ~ 7 ~ 4 
15 ?4 1 4 "i 4 

3~ 98 7 7 7 7 
13 B? 6 is "i n 
J3 29 7 1 4 
18 15 1 -; i 

7 ?9 4 3 <1 4 
11 t;0 "i I) "i ":1, 

J0 64 6 2 7 5 
?? B9 6 6 6 7 
?2 93 7 6 7 6 
.:15 76 6 5 6 C; 

.:1] 82 4 5 7 7 
13 29 .'3 4 "i 3 
25 79 7 J 4 3 
?S 9A 7 7 7 7 
/15 50 5 S 5 :::I 
?2 6 ? .'3 ? ? 
?2 96 7 7 

.., 
6 I 

16 24 4 4 1 .1 
2R 86 5 7 "i 7 
15 4.3 n 4 4 1 
?0 64 6 3 5 6 

9 B2 "i is n ;:; 
70 82 7 5 5 6 
10 .36 Ii 4 IS 1 

78 36 3 3 :::I 7 
28 15 1 3 .., 1 , 
3] 50 3 6 4 5 
11 82 7 fi "i "i 

31 82 6 7 6 4 
7.0 t;0 "i , 4 4 

1'1 J5 3 , J 3 
22 86 6 6 n 6 
n 76 7 S 6 4 
31 ,A 6 4 "i 4 
?8 43 4 4 2 7 
35 64 Ii 5 Ii r:; 
J5 70 7 S 5 4 
1'5 7.4 4 '1 4 3 

' ..... 70 64 6 6 2 6 
,31. 82 7 Ii ;; 4 

7 82 4 7 6 6 
25 .'36 .'3 4 5 4 
15 70 4 1 S 5 



STTID~ NRF.11TNG SOC:V\.T. ENHANCEMEN'T' -

F.ASE REC NEW STU FIND FRAT I 
Nnnle TRMl SOCEN IRTRNTJ C',ov i-lENTOR SORO 

25 1'i 4- 1 Ii ..., 

18 CiR ;; '1 c:; " 

7R 64 Ii Ii 7 3 
lC:; 4~ ~ ~. ii '1 
!2 98 7 7 7 "7 

11 76 6 '1 ii c; , ~ 
J 0 50 :; 6 7 3 

9 go 0 7 7 7 
l5 98 7 7 7 "7 

I 

78 6 ? .1 ? ? 
13 24 4- 2 4- 4 
1 '1 43 0 ? 4 '1 
?? 15 ::'> ::'> 3 ::. 
18 R6 7 6 6 r.; 

70 86 4- 6 7 7 
11 9 ~ ~ ? '? - 20 4 3 c; , 
70 ?4 J, ", t: .~ } 

2") 93 7 7 7 5 
?? R6 '5 7 c; 7 
28 9 3 3 J 3 
18 43 3 'i 2 7 
J 'i 89 6 6 7 6 
15 1 1 1 1 1. 
?2 5B 6 7 J 5 

'1 29 5 ? ii ? 
70 98 7 7 7 7 

3 R2 6 7 S '1 
6 86 7 Ii 7 5 
4 9 1 1 '1 ~ 

9 ]5 ~ 2 c; ? 
3'1 9R 7 7 7 ~ 

j 

1 '5 74 ::'> ::I c; 3 
9 9fi 7 7 Fi 7 

1 ~ 
JO 58 6 .1, S I:) 

?? 'iR 4 7 1 7 
J0 86 5 7 7 5 
?R Rf) ~ 7 7 7 
]") 9 2 :3 3 2 
16 36 5 4 ? c:; 

Ii 15 2 l ? :; 

6 7flJ l') Ii S S 
28 70 3 ? 7 

8 :;0 7 1 <1 ;:, 
31 24 2 <1 6 2 
1R 04 '1 'i S ::; 
J8 43 4' 4 c; 4 
.31 R? " 7 .'i Ii 

6 J J J 7. 
16 64 5 4 7 4 

8 70 5 Ii '1 6 
16 R2 7 6 '1 S 
3'i 4 3 3 1 



F:xplanaLiou: SLU(len1:s Cite inclllcle<l GIl thb 1 j sLLf tbe:i r perc:eI1t.iJe s(!ores on l,.,dder-
ship (dbl>n:,~vi.aLp.d LEAJJ8R) dl"1-' 6.11 IJJ' highee Supplemeut.,lry inE{)r1T1i-l.t.loni~: gi.VP.11 (OT' 

atU t.llde 1:ovwrd e.ducai.oT.s {A'l"J' F:DUr) , e.dse of LT.ansj tj on (F.ASP, 'mAN), ,)permef;S (npF:N) 
Lnte'CP-sL i.il studenL CjOVPDwlen1. (STIr COV) i rillc1 fonll;;'] liicjh :3(~h()1)1 lea<ier:-;hip t"'xLJerLt-'lw 

(LF.AD F.XP i . STU r..,ov is expressecl OIl d scale of 1 (J OHes t) to 7 (hLghest.) r Ciod T.F.ADF.R 
F:Xl? :i.s imHcn1:ed FiS yes Ill:' flO. nne dP}?COiWh would \)t-~ 1',f) I-'n(~Ol11'rlye sr.ndellt.l-3 i.t! :;e ... k 
part.id p<It.i.nn i.npar1·,icu] AT. co] es b':lsed on 1:beir genera] Jeddershj p nnd Lhe. i.r st.rengt 
III til ... sllpplementaty -3TedS i.hctL relar .... IIl0Sr. dLn~cl:ly i::.o i:.hos ... !·olp.s. 

Arr-J' EASE STU IF..ADF.R 
Nam~ LEADER mne 'T'RAN OPEN ~V F!XP 

80 14- 15 47- 4- No 
fi5 S0 8.7 R t; No 
76 ?9 ~8 n 4- Ye~; 

R7 6 7.? 97 7 No 
94 Jg 65 J4 ? Yes 
92 12 Rl 26 7 No 
92 qg 89 74 7 Ye~; 

R7 4t; R9 97 7 No 
7?. 76 SJ ::14- Ye~; 

99 47 87 9R 7 y~s 

94- J7 78 89 7 Ye~ 

68 F.7 6R 14 F. No 
76 82 62 52 7 No 
65 R8 Sl 7.0 4 No 
99 54 85 J8 2 No 
R7 t;0 7S 9R 4 No 
80 J7 78 96 4- Yes 
68 12 'is 12 4 y~s 

84 97 7? 74 ? No 
84 11 F.? g4 1 No 
89 7 8 98 J No 
80 9" 11 89 7 Yp.s 

92 29 6 23 1 Yef; 
77 ti? 1 6 n n No 

l~ ______________________________________ _ 



S'T"[m~ WT'rH T.oW SCORF.S ON nrrERNAT, 'JAIJDTTY 

8xp 1 CiUnt: lon: Th·i.s scalt-; lnP.t3Sll n"S the :-; i:w:lt-;\l. t ':-3 r.rlre Elll nt-;:-~:-; ill ,:()mpleL i llgthe lllVP11 t.'; t 

iL js very ll~ef:ul j n j denh. fyinl] ~l·.udeot~: who wight. have r esp(J!l(letl rilfldom ly j n order 
i~() Uni.sh quickly. Stwlp.rrts rire inr.luded nn I.hp. list iJ i.h:~i"C rA.W S{~Ilr.p.s on illi~p.n';i; 

'Ji-lJ i.<1ity (.'lbbrevlCit.ec1 TNT VALID) ,'ire 8 or Jes~ mlt. of a LJc:;~:Lble 10. Because t.he 
valJdrlting Lask i.s is exl:rpInp.ly eri.~;y (n~tIllit"ing only Ulrit ~.;i.udenLs gLvp. d sei. ,d' 

st.anddnl re~ponses i:o I:ect:ain quest.iontl) r Lhis criterion i?lrice~: tlJei (" CST rep(lrt~s jn 
the ';rlt".e<]oci.es or eitllP't:' "qnp.sti.<Jnrl.llle" u[' "ll11snt:L!·;fnr.t!HY·" 

All unsatisfrict.ory int.ernd.l vdli(1ity s<:ores (6 or Jess) .lre st.arred. Such s(!ores 
raise Sp.r:i.olls doubt about. the vri.lid.i.Ly or the sLueit-!ots' r.ST r:esnlts. Thp.y .-llsl) :->11'1-

gest~ 1:he p(lssjb~i) i ty, among other t.hj nys, of. eit.her above-dver-age dropout proneness 
.-18 ~l ll11der.1.ying lnot;iVdr.i.!lnrll Lendellcy or t'he p.xlstenCp. III :;;ever:e 1..::J..llgllrl.ge ,UUkl11.L'.: 
One approach is Lo expl art-! t.hesf-! possibili U.es 1.n in1:erv:lf'vJs \'li l:b t:he s1:wlent.s lis1.e( 
To rnci 1. Li:di".P. sllt""!h inter:views, rJle Li.:->L pr:llvicles slIpplemeltt.HY luEo(1l1dtion on dCOpOill 

proneness (DROP PRONB), predict.ed academic difficult.y (ACAD DJFF) r s1.udy habits (STITT 
HABIT), de:=;ixe to fL1lish c'il1ege (DF.S FTN), dod I1nt:i.ve l.,n:JIl.lge. rnletitel' or: unt". Olle 
Grin dccept. t.hese ~cores .'1S val id wi 11 (lepend on the fa(!t~; discovered in i-.he intervj e\ 

IN'r DROP A.CAt) STUDY DF .. ~ 
Name VJ\ILm PRONR DIY!? HABIT FIN N'at.ive Language 

,0. 8.7 4R 18 1.6 F:ng1.islt 
8 72 61 80 ?0 Other 
3* 99 99 7 47 F.llglish 
6* 72 58 64 39 Other 
8 43 60 R9 11 Other 

l 
~----------------------------------~========~ 



APPENDIX S 

Plot Your Scores - Student's Copy 
Name: __ -!..f_S~/f--=!-.s--=!{:...;,5o=!-'-~J3..1.--__ 
Date: 
1.0.# £~ ......... ,;tL~ 

The chart below is used to interpret the scores you 
calclliated on page 2 of this booklet. Each column 
of the table below is labeled using the three-letter 
codes. Copy your scores from page 2 into the 
space provided for each scale. Find your score on 
the scale directl~' abm'e each scale code and place 
an X oYer this number. Do this for each scale. 

For example, if your ATT score was 29. find the 
number 29 on the set of numbers just above the 
ATT scale name and place an X over the 29, as 
shown in the example below. 

40 31 
35 30 
30 X 
25 

If you cannot find your exact score, place an X 
o\'er the next lowest number. \Vhen you have 
finished all 10 scale scores, connect the X's to see 
your learning and study strategies profile. 

99 
95 
90 
85 
80 

(75 
70 
65 
60 
55 

45 
40 
35 
30 
25 
20 
15 
10 
05 
01 

39 
38 
37 
36 
35 

34 

33 

31 
30 
29 

28 
27 
25 
23 
19 

39 
38 
37 
36 
35 

34 
33 
32 

39 
33 
32 
30 
29 
28 
27 

38 
34 
32 
31 
30 
29 

~ - .;.'7~ 
The columns on the far left and far right of the 
chart show percentiles. You can use these percen 
tiles to look at vour scores in relation to other 
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Area of Recommendation 

APPENDIX T 

SENECA COLLEGB OF APPLIED AR~S " DCBHOLOGY 
SCHOOL OF COMPtrrER STUDIES 

A STUDEH'r ALER~ PROJE~ (ASAP) 

SCBEDULB OF STUDENT RESOURCES 

Department Contact 

Academic-Related Information Ron Tarr, 1st Year Coordinator 
Judith Limkilde, Chair and Advisement (eg. Academic 

Policy, subject-related matters) 

Career Advisement and Planning 

Career Counselling 

Ron Tarr, 1st Year Coordinator 
Judith Limkilde, Chair 

Veronica Ho - Monday and Thursday 
Michael O'Driscoll - Tuesday 
Counselling and special Needs* 

Location 

Room 144B 
Room 144M 

Room 144B 
Room 144M 

Room 144F 

Financial Aid/Student Awards, 
Bursaries, Scholarships 

Financial Aid Office Room 2310 

Financial Concerns 

Language Skills (writing, reading 
comprehension, vocabulary, etc.) 

Part-time Jobs 
Housing 

Peer Tutoring (Computer Studies 
subjects, depending on 
availability of tutors) 

Personal Counselling 

Social Activities, including 
clubs, athletics, pubs, etc. 

Study Concerns, including time 
management, stress management, 
exam anxiety, etc. 

study Habits, including time 
management, study skills, 
note-taking techniques, test/exam 
strategies, etc. 

Newnham Campus (next door to Registration) 

Veronica Ho - Monday and Thursday 
Michael O'Driscoll - Tuesday 
counselling and Special Needs* 

Maria Palla - Mon. Periods 3 and 4 
Wed. Periods 2,3, and 4 

Kathleen Freeman - Mon. Period 5 
Writing Centre 

Jeff Flack, President 
Computer Studies student Council 

Russell Pangborn 
2nd Year Coordinator 

Veronica Ho - Monday and Thursday 
Michael O'Driscoll - Tuesday 
Counselling and Special Needs* 

Jeff Flack, President 
Computer Studies Student Council 

Veronica Ho - Monday and Thursday 
Michael O'Driscoll - Tuesday 
Counselling and Special Needs* 

PSY 585 Professors 

Room 144F 

Room 144H 

Room 133 

Room 144C 

Room l44F 

Room 133 

Room l44F 

See Below 

~ Appointments must be made in advance. *Appointments for Veronica Ho and Michael 
O'Driscoll may be made through Brenda Baker, Divisional Secretary. 

PSY 585E/585F/585G 
PSY 585A/585B/585C 
PSY 585D/585J/585N 
PSY 585K/5850/585P 
PSY 585H/585I 

PSY 585 FACULTY 

Lynda Archer 
Gerry Foley 
John Legate 
Janet Mawhinney 
Dennis O'Neill 

Room 137 
Room 111 
Room 140 
Room 138 
Room 111 



APPENDIX U 

LEARNING AND STUDY STRATEGIES INVENTORY (LASSI) 

DESCRIPTION OF THE LASSI SCALES AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ACTION 

ATTITUDE (ATT) Students' general attitudes toward school and their 
general motivation for succeeding in school have a great impact on their 
diligence in study, particularly in autonomous situations in which they 
must study on their own. If the relationships between school and their 
life goals and attitudes about themselves and the world are not clear, 
then it is difficult to maintain a mind-set that promotes good work 
habits, concentration, and attention to school and its related tasks. 

Students' scores on this scale measure their general attitudes and 
motivation for succeeding in school and performing the tasks related to 
school success. Students who score low on this measure need to work on 
higher level goal setting and reassess how school fits into their 
future. If school is not seen as relevant to the student's life goals 
and attitudes, then it will be difficult, if not impossible, to generate 
the level of motivation needed to help take responsibility for one's own 
learning and for helping to manage one's own study activities. 

Recommendations: 

consider why you are at college/why you chose this particular 
program; how clear are you about your program and career goals? 

research careers/jobs in this field 

get advice from first-year program coordinator regarding program 
expectations and careers in this field 

career counselling through the Counselling Centre 

MOTIVATION (MOT) The Attitude Scale measures students' general 
attitudes toward school and their general motivation for succeeding in 
school. However, although general motivation level is important, so is 
a student's motivation to perform the specific tasks related to 
achievement. The degree to which students accept responsibility for 
studying and for their performance is reflected in the everyday 
behaviours they exhibit related to school and school tasks. These 
behaviours include reading the textbook, preparing for class, finishing 
assignments on time, and being diligent in studying even if the topic is 
not particularly interesting to them (or even trying to figure out ways 
to make it more interesting). 

Students' scores on this scale measure the degree to which they accept 
responsibility for performing the specific tasks related to school 
success. Students who score low on this measure need to work on goal 
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setting, perhaps at the more global levels assessed on the Attitude 
Scale, but certainly at the more specific level of individual tasks and 
assignments. Accepting more responsibility for studying and achievement 
outcomes requires that students learn to attribute much of what happens 
to them in school to their own efforts rather than to outside forces 
such as luck or poor teachers, or to uncontrollable forces such as 
innate ability. Accepting more responsibility and attributing success 
to one's efforts results in more effective studying and school 
performance. 

Recommendations: 

realistically consider your priorities; what is most important to 
you; what are you prepared to do to attain your goals? 

consider your level of commitment to your chosen college program; 
do you attend your classes regularly; do you participate in class 
discussions; do you complete homework assignments; do you 
adequately prepare for tests and exams? 

consider your time management, study, and test preparation 
strategies and techniques 

TIME MANAGEMENT (TNT) Managing time effectively is an important support 
strategy for learning. Most students have various demands on their time 
and only by creating realistic schedules and sticking to them can they 
fit in everything. Creating and using schedules also encourages 
students to take more responsibility for their own behaviour. It also 
requires some knowledge about themselves as students and learners. What 
are their best and worst times of day? Which subjects are easier or 
harder for them? What are their preferences for learning methods? This 
type of knowledge and self awareness helps students to create workable 
schedules, and perhaps even more important, helps to create the 
motivation to use them. 

Students' scores on this scale measure the degree to which they create 
and use schedules. Students who score low on this measure may need to 
learn about how to create a schedule and how to deal with distractions, 
competing goals, and procrastination. Accepting more responsibility for 
studying and achievement outcomes requires that students set realistic 
school goals and create plans that will facilitate goal achievement. 
These activities are enhanced by effective time management. 

Recommendations: 

consider how you use your time; identify your time commitments; 
plan your time by preparing a schedule or a task list 

get help with time management techniques from the Counselling 
Centre (see Learning Skills Summary Sheets #1 and #7) 
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ANXIETY (ANX) Current conceptions of anxiety emphasize the effects of 
our own thought processes and how they affect school performance. 
Cognitive worry, a major component of anxiety, is manifested in negative 
self-referent statements. These negative thoughts about one's 
abilities, intelligence, future, interactions with others, or likelihood 
of success divert a student's attention away from the task at hand, such 
as studying or taking a test. If a student is worried that he will not 
have the time to finish a test, then he is just making matters worse by 
taking even more time away to worry about his performance. This type of 
self-defeating behaviour often sabotages a student's efforts. If 
students are tense, anxious, or fearful about studying or performing in 
academic situations, this will divert their attention away from the 
academic task and inward to self-criticism or irrational fears. 

Students' scores on this scale measure how tense or anxious they are 
when approaching academic tasks. Students who score low on this measure 
(indicating high anxiety) need to learn techniques for coping with 
anxiety and reducing worry so that they can focus on the task and not on 
their anxiety. Many very capable students are often incapable of 
demonstrating their true level of knowledge and skill because they are 
paralysed or distracted by debilitating anxiety. In fact, helping some 
students learn how to reduce their anxiety is sufficient to help them 
improve their performance. Once these attentional blocks are removed, 
they do we 11. 

Recommendations: 

consider the cause of the anxiety and what might be done to reduce 
it 

practise positive thinking 

get help with strategies for dealing with anxiety from the 
Counselling Centre (see Learning Skills Summary Sheet #8) 

CONCENTRATION (CON) Concentration helps students to focus their 
attention on school-related activities, such as studying and listening 
in class, rather than on distracting thoughts, emotions, feelings, or 
situations. People have a limited capacity to process what is going on 
around them and in their own thoughts; if they are distracted, then 
there will be less capacity to focus on the task at hand. For students, 
this means that distractions, or anything else that interferes with 
concentration, will divert attention away from school-related tasks. 

Students' scores on this scale measure their abilities to concentrate 
and direct their attention to school and school-related tasks, including 
study activities. Students who score high on this measure are effective 
at focusing their attention and maintaining a high level of 
concentration. Students who score low on this measure are less 
successful at focusing their attention on the task at hand by 
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eliminating interfering thoughts, emotions, feelings, and situations. 
They need to learn techniques to enhance concentration and to set 
priorities so that they can attend to school as well as their other 
responsibilities. Learning techniques for focusing attention and 
maintaining ,concentration helps students to implement effective learning 
strategies and can make learning and studying both more effective and 
more efficient. 

Recommendations: 

create a study environment that is free of distractions and 
interruptions 

consciously try to focus your attention while studying 

review the techniques outlined in the Counselling Services 
Learning Skills Summary Sheet #6 

INFORMATION PROCESSING (INP) Meaningful learning is enhanced by the use 
of elaboration and organization strategies. These strategies help to 
build bridges between what a student knows and what he or she is trying 
to learn and remember. Using what we already know, that is, our prior 
knowledge, experiences, attitudes, beliefs, and reasoning skills to help 
make meaning out of new information is critical to success in 
educational and training settings. The difference between an expert and 
a novice is not just the amount of knowledge they possess but also, and 
perhaps even more important, the way that knowledge is organized. It is 
the difference between storing one thousand folders by throwing them in 
the middle of a room versus storing them by some meaningful organization 
in filing cabinets. 

Students' scores on this scale measure how well they can create imaginal 
and verbal elaborations and organizations to foster understanding and 
recall. Students who score low on this measure need to learn methods 
that they can use to help add meaning and organization to what they are 
trying to learn. These methods range from simple paraphrasing and 
summarizing to creating analogies, the use of application, creating 
organizational schemes and outlining, and the use of inferential, 
analytical, and synthetic reasoning skills. A student who does not have 
a repertoire of these strategies and skills will find it difficult to 
incorporate new knowledge and understanding in such a way that 
acquisition and recall will be effective, often despite the large amount 
of time spent studying. The effectiveness and efficiency of both 
autonomous and classroom learning are facilitated by the use of 
information processing strategies. 

Recommendations: 

get help with information processing strategies from the 
Counselling Centre (see Learning Skills Summary Sheets #3 and #5) 
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SELECTING MAIN IDEAS (SMI) Effective and efficient studying requires 
that the student be able to select the important material for in-depth 
attention. Most lectures, discussions, and textbooks contain redundant 
material, extra examples, and many supporting details to help explain 
what is being taught or presented. A major school task involves 
separating out the important from the unimportant or simply didactic 
information that does not have to be remembered. If a student cannot 
select out the critical information, then the learning task becomes 
complicated by the huge amount of material the individual is trying to 
acquire. Lacking this skill also increases the likelihood that the 
student will not have enough time to study everything that must be 
covered. 

Students' scores on this scale measure their skills at selecting 
important information to concentrate on for further study in either 
classroom lecture or autonomous learning situations. Students who score 
low on this measure need to learn more about how to identify important 
information so that they can focus their attention and information 
processing strategies on appropriate material. 

Recommendations: 

get help with study skills from the Counselling Centre (see 
Learning Skills Summary Sheets #2, #3 and #5) 

STUDY AIDS (STA) Students need to know how to use study aids created by 
others and how to create their own. Textbook authors or publishers will 
often use headings, special type, white space, special markings, 
summaries, and statements of objectives to help students learn from 
these materials. However, unless students know how to recognize and use 
these hints and aids they will not benefit from them. It is also 
important for students to know how to generate their own aids by methods 
such as the creation of diagrams, text marking, creating charts or 
summary sheets, and underlining. There are other supplementary 
activities that also support and enhance meaningful learning such as 
attending group review sessions or comparing notes with another student 
to either check accuracy or completeness. 

Students' scores on this scale measure their ability to use or create 
study aids that support and increase meaningful learning and retention. 
Students who score low on this measure may need to learn more about the 
types of study aids provided in educational materials and classes and 
how they can create their own aids. Using and creating study aids 
improves both the effectiveness and the efficiency of learning, 
particularly in autonomous learning situations. 

Recommendations: 

get help with the development and use of study aids from the 
Counselling Centre (see Learning Skills Summary Sheet #4) 
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SELF TESTING (SFT) Reviewing and testing one's level of understanding 
are important for knowledge acquisition and comprehension monitoring. 
These strategies both support and contribute to meaningful learning and 
effective performance. Without them learning could be incomplete or 
errors might persist undetected. Reviewing and self-testing also 
contribute to knowledge consolidation and integration across topics. 
Using mental reviews, going over class notes and the text, thinking up 
potential questions to guide reading or help prepare for an exam are all 
important methods for checking understanding, consolidating new 
knowledge, integrating related information (both from what is being 
learned and from what is already known), and identifying if additional 
studying must be done. 

Students' scores on this scale measure their awareness of the importance 
of self testing and reviewing and the degree to which they use these 
methods. Students who score Iowan this measure need to learn more 
about the importance of self testing and need to learn specific methods 
to review school material and to monitor their comprehension. These 
methods include structured reviews of large amounts of material; mental 
reviews of individual study segments; asking questions before, during, 
and after reading or studying or going to class; trying to use new 
information in novel ways; trying to apply a principle or method; and 
using a systematic approach to study. 

Recommendations: 

get help with self testing strategies from the Counselling Centre 
(see Learning Skills Summary Sheets #2 and #3) 

TEST STRATEGIES (TST) Effective test performance depends on both 
preparation strategies and test-taking strategies. A student needs to 
know how to prepare for the type of performance that will be required 
and how to maximize that performance. Test preparation includes knowing 
about the type of test. For example, is it going to be a short-answer 
or a multiple-choice exam? Will performance require simple recall or 
will concepts, principles, and ideas need to be applied? Test 
preparation also includes knowing about methods for studying and 
learning the material in a way that will facilitate remembering and 
later use. Test-taking strategies include knowing about the 
characteristics of tests and test items, and how to create an effective 
test-taking plan. 

Students' scores on this scale measure their use of test-taking and test 
preparation strategies. Students who score low on this measure may need 
to learn more about how to prepare for tests, how to create a plan of 
attack for taking a test, the characteristics of different types of 
tests and test items, and how to reason through to an answer. Often, 
students' performance on a test is not an accurate indicator of what 
they have learned. Knowing about test-taking and preparation strategies 
and how to use them helps students target their study activities, set up 
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study goals, implement an effective study plan, and demonstrate their 
knowledge and skill acquisition so it can be accurately evaluated. 

Recommendations: 

lassi.rec 

get help with test-taking and test-preparation strategies from the 
Counselling Centre (see Learning Skills Summary Sheet #9) 

prepared by Vicki Killigan 
9/91 



APPENDIX V 

PHASE 1: FACULTY AND STUDENT INTERVIEWS 

Question 1: What percentage of students drop out of your 
program area before graduation in your 
estimation? 

The range of faculty responses was 50 - 60%. The 

student responses ranged from 10% to 75%. Two faculty and 

two students had no opinion. 

Question 2: What do you feel the five major causes of 
student attrition are in your program area? 
Please rank them in terms of significance. 

The major causes of attrition as reported by faculty 

and students in terms of frequency and ranking were as 

follows: 

Faculty Perceptions of Attrition Factors 

Factor Frequency 

Weak academic skills 10 
• lack of academic preparation 
· linked with attitudes and motivation 
• poor reading, writing skills 
• poor language skill 
• lack of critical thinking ability 
• ESL problems 
• no academic upgrading at college 
• as applications decrease, standards are 

lowered to meet enrollment targets 
• lack of early warning system 

Lack of career/program focus 10 
• lack of goal commitment 
• wrong decision of program 
• poorly informed 
• expectations are out of sync 
• lack of commitment to college 
• lack of motivation and maturity 
• lack of aptitude for chosen program 
• wrong perceptions 
• lack of research for chosen program 

Rank (1-5) 

2.4 

2.1 



Factor Frequency 

Poor teacher/student interaction 6 
· needs of students not always met 
· focus on content instead of adjusting 

to meet needs of students 
· need for more teacher training 
· independent thinkers go to university; 

college students needs more guidance 
· lack of teachers as effective role models 
· teachers' lack of enthusiasm for subject 
• lack of faculty advisement or mentoring 
• best faculty should teach in 1st semester 

Transition from high school 4 
· maturity level and work attitude 
• lack of motivation 
· size of Newnham Campus is a problem 
· lack of perceived relevance of courses 

Part-time jobs 3 
• studying and working full-time 
• work takes priority 
• sometimes lifestyle need 

Time management, study skills, 
organizational ability 3 

· overlaps with academic area 
· time management especially a problem 

for individualized courses 

Personal problems 3 
· emotional, self-image 
· family and housing 

Lack of self-confidence 2 
low self-esteem 
lack of sense of belonging 
lack of maturity and motivation 
lack of role model and support 
related to ethnicity 

Financial 

Lack of integration 
· lack of sense of belonging 
• no strategies to help students 

bond with smaller groups 

2 

1 

2 

Rank (1-5) 

2.5 

2.5 

4.7 

4 

3 

3.5 

3.5 

3 



Student Perceptions of Attrition Factors 

Factor Frequency 

Lack of career/program focus 6 
lack of commitment to program/college 
unclear expectations 
college as stepping stone to university 
course not meeting expectations 
lack of motivation 
lack of perceived relevance 

Transition from high school 
• lack of maturity/motivation 
· peer pressure/distractions 
· small town to big city 
• difference in workload 
• more independence required 
· lack of commitment to college 
• high school more supportive 
· lack of integration 

Time management, study skills, 
organizational ability 

· need to be more independent 
• difficulty managing multiple 

course assignments 

5 

4 

Weak academic skills 4 
• lack of support for academic skills 
· reason is not always poor academic skills 

Financial 3 
• family responsibilities 
• need to work as well as study 

Poor teacher/student interaction 3 
• focus is on good students 
· concern for delivery of content 

rather than student understanding 

Part-time jobs 2 
• hard to balance work and study 

Lack of confidence 2 
· lack of self-esteem 
· addiction problems 

Personal problems 1 

Strike-related 1 

Rank (1-5) 

2.8 

1.5 

4 

3 

4.7 

3 

3 

2 

5 

1 

3 
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Question 3: At what point in the semester do you think 
faculty form perceptions as to which students 
will and will not be successful? 

Most faculty and students responded mid-semester. Only 

three faculty and two students believed that faculty formed 

perceptions within the first to third week of classes. Most 

faculty and students stated that faculty would need test 

results of students on which to base their perceptions. 

Question 4: In considering the five major causes of 
student attrition identified in #2 above, 
what are the corresponding intervention 
strategies that might effectively address 
each of these causes. 

The intervention strategies suggested by faculty and 

students were clustered under the headings used for 

reporting the major causes of attrition as follows: 

Intervention Strategies Suggested by Faculty 

Weak academic skills 
· academic assessment and foundation studies 
• early assessment - academic division should test students' 

abilities 
· school/college articulation 
• provide academic support 
• provide tutorials 
• provide streaming within program rather than front-loading 
• provide more "help" centres - ESL, Math 
• increase communication between high school teachers and 

college faculty 

Lack of career/program focus 
orientation course 
interview students prior to enrollment 
use General Arts & Science courses to help students 
explore options 

upfront career counselling in high school 
meaningful college events to help students make the right 
choices 

school/college articulation 
student advisement program 



Poor teacher/student interaction 
enhanced professional development for faculty 
essential part of evaluation 
greater awareness for faculty of student services 
rejuvenation sessions for faculty 
have faculty representation at registration to make 
contact with students 
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more collaboration among teachers teaching the same course 
provide greater opportunities for student/teacher 
interaction outside the classroom 

change hiring practices to place more emphasis on teacher 
training 

Transition from high school 
• orientation course for all first semester students 
• mentoring program 
• faculty advisement program 

Part-time jobs 
• early counselling re possible effects of long part-time 

hours 

Time management, study skills, 
organizational ability 

· build into first semester orientation course 
• should be integrated into core subjects 
· train students to think 

Personal problems 
increased access to counselling services 

• increased visibility of counselling services 

Financial 
• allow students to take a partial load 
· provide bursaries 
· provide part-time work opportunities at college 
· subsidized texts; provide loaners at beginning of semester 
• improve access to financial aid 

Lack of self-confidence 
• build self-awareness component into first semester 

orientation course; work towards developing the right 
attitudes 



Intervention Strategies Suggested by Students 

Lack of career/program focus 
provide more career counselling 
explain choices 
provide faculty advisors 
articulation - start in high school by providing a course 
to research careers and college programs 

increase faculty/student contact 
provide co-op opportunities 
show relevance of course for students 

Transition from high school 
provide tutorial hours - one-on-one with faculty 
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faculty attitude is important in helping students make the 
transition 

provide a Psychology course in first semester (orientation 
course) 

use a diagnostic instrument to provide insight into areas 
of need 

don't force students; they often just need to mature; 
activities need to be subtle 

Time management, study skills, 
organizational ability 

· integrate techniques into core courses; students won't go 
to workshops run by Counselling 

· build into timetable - first two to three weeks 
• provide through orientation course to all first semester 

students 

Weak academic skills 
· provide developmental courses 

make developmental courses positive (e.g., EAC 150X is 
not) 

· develop extra Math courses 
· provide support for academic skills 
· provide tutorial hours 

Financial 
provide increased access to financial support 
provide scholarships that don't discriminate against 
foreign students 

provide on-campus work opportunities 
provide more scholarships and bursaries based on financial 

need 



Poor teacher/student interaction 
· improve faculty attitude towards students who need help 
· develop faculty understanding of individual student 

learning styles and needs 
· provide a student advisement program 

Part-time jobs 
• provide counselling to advise consequences of long hours 

of work 
• provide time management training 

Lack of confidence 
· develop student confidence through Psychology course for 

first semester students (orientation course) 
· provide insight for students of their own needs through 

first semester Psychology course (orientation course) 

Lack of integration 
• provide Psychology course for first semester students 
• provide a student advisement program 

personal problems 
• increase self-awareness through Psychology course 
• provide personal counselling 
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Question 5: In your opinion, what is the likelihood of 
each of the strategies identified in #4 above 
being implemented at Seneca College? 

Question 6: In your opinion, what is the likelihood of 
success for each of the strategies identified 
in #4 above? 

Generally, both faculty and students were positive 

about the likelihood of the strategies identified in 

question 4 being implemented and that they could be 

successful in reducing the attrition rate. Some concern was 

raised by faculty about the implementation of these measures 

being cost prohibitive. 
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Question 7: For the successful implementation of the 
strategies identified in #4 above, who should 
be involved and to what extent? 

Faculty were identified most often by both the faculty 

and student groups as the most important people in terms of 

the implementation of the strategies identified in question 

4. The faculty group identified the need for faculty and 

administrators to work more closely as a "team" in the 

implementation of strategies to reduce student attrition. 

The student group identified the importance of involving 

other students, through Student Life and the Student 

Council, through a mentoring program, and by having Seneca 

students interact with high school students. 

Question 8: Do you believe students are able to self
identify areas of weakness prior to the start 
of college? (e.g., study skills, lack of 
career focus, etc.) 

All students interviewed responded that students would 

not be able to self-identify areas of weakness prior to the 

start of college. They felt that students needed to 

experience the demands of college first in order to be able 

to identify their weaknesses. The majority of the faculty 

group felt that students could self-identify areas of 

weakness through appropriate diagnostic instruments which 

could make these determinations in a covert manner. 



APPENDIX W 

PHASE 1: FACULTY AND STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRES 

Faculty Questionnaire 

Question A: I believe that students drop out of college 
prior to graduation for the following 
reasons: 

(SAl strongly agree (a) agree (IA) neither agree nor disagree (D) disagree (sDI strongly disagree 

Reason SA A- N/A n SD No Resp 

QAl Weak Academic Skills 8 11 4 0 0 0 
QA4 Weak Study Habits 9 12 1 1 0 0 
QA2 Lack of Goal Commitment 6 13 3 1 0 0 
QA9 Lack Academic Integr'n 7 11 3 1 0 1 
QAl3 Excessive pt Work Hrs 6 13 3 1 0 0 
QA3 Shift in goal coaaitment 6 12 3 2 0 0 
QA5 Personal Problems 3 10 9 1 0 0 
QAl6 Course/Prgm Irrelevance 3 9 7 3 1 0 
QAl1 Financial Reasons 2 9 9 2 1 0 
QAl2 Lack Self-confidence 2 10 9 2 0 0 
QA14 Poor stud/tchr interact 4 3 12 4 0 0 
QA8 Transportation/Coaaute 3 5 9 5 1 0 
QA15 Course/Prga Boring 3 3 12 3 2 0 
QA6 Lack of Day-care 1 6 10 5 1 0 
QAlO Lack Social Integr'n 1 5 9 5 2 1 
QA7 Lack Affordable Housing 2 1 13 6 1 0 
QAl7 Poor Timetable 1 2 11 8 1 0 
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Question B: Considering the 17 items listed above and the 
college students you know, which three items 
do you think are the most significant reasons 
for students generally to drop out of college 
prior to graduation. 

Reason First Second Third Total 

QAl Weak Academic Skills 14 1 1 16 
QA4 Weak Study Habits 2 5 5 12 
QA2 Lack of Goal Co_itlllent 0 6 1 7 
QA9 Lack Academic Integr'n 2 2 3 7 
QA13 Excessive pt Work Hrs 1 2 2 5 
QA3 Shift in goal commitment 1 1 2 4 
QA5 Personal Problems 0 1 2 3 
QA16 Course/Prgm Irrelevance 0 1 1 2 
QAll Financial Reasons 0 2 3 5 
QA12 Lack Self-confidence 0 0 1 1 
QA14 Poor stud/tchr interact 2 0 0 2 
QA8 Transportation/Commute 0 0 0 0 
QA15 Course/Prgm Boring 0 1 0 1 
QA6 Lack of Daycare 0 0 0 0 
QAIO Lack Social Integr'n 0 0 1 1 
QA7 Lack Affordable Housing 0 0 0 0 
QA17 Poor Timetable 0 0 a 0 
No Response 1 1 1 3 

Additional Comments: Total Responses = 6/23 26.1% 
Total Comments = 6 

Response Cluster Frequency % of Total Comments 

Teacher-Related 
Lack of Focus/Motivation 
Course-Related 
Miscellaneous 

Total 

2 
1 
1 
~ 

6 

Sample Faculty Comments 

Teacher-Related 

33.3 
16.7 
16.7 
33.3 

100.0 

2. Maybe there's nothing "wrong" with most students that a 
better marriage of WASP attitudes and their cultures would 
not alleviate. 

16. What interests me in my research on the place of 
"caring" in the relations of teachers and students -
uncaring teachers, uninspired, disinterested teachers, 
"dead" classrooms. 



Lack of Focus/Motivation/Confidence 

14. Many obstacles (ego financial) students can overcome. 
Major reasons for dropping out are things students don't 
feel they can overcome. 

Course-Related 

23. What is missing is reference to proper evaluation of 
our courses in comparison to university requirement. 

Miscellaneous 

3. All 17 are reasons for dropping out so I would have to 
"strongly agree" with all of them. I think a more 
meaningful question would be to order the 17 from the most 
common to the least common reasons for dropping out. 

11. Most are reasons I have heard for leaving but many of 
the 17 have a low number of incidence. 
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Question c: I believe that the following strategies would 
be effective in reducing student dropout: 

(SAl strong I, agree {al agree (IA) neither agree nor disagree (D) disagree (sDI strongl, disagree 

Strategy SA A N/A I! SD No Resp 

QC 1 Provide Acad Skills AssllJlt 10 10 2 1 0 0 
QC2 Provide Career Counsel 12 7 2 2 0 0 
QC 8 Tutorials/Learn Centre 5 12 1 4 a 1 
QC14 I.prov Teacher Skills 5 12 5 a 1 0 
QC5 Mandatory Orientation 5 13 2 1 2 0 
QCll Personal Counselling Access 6 11 3 3 0 0 
QC13 Course/Tchr Eval/Feedback 6 10 3 2 2 0 
QC 3 Provide Advisement 5 11 4 2 1 0 
QC 6 Integrated Tracking System 6 9 4 3 1 a 
QCIO Financial Aid Access 4 8 8 3 0 0 
QC15 Student-centred culture 4 7 9 1 2 0 
QC 7 Incl Stdy Skills in Crses 4 6 6 4 2 1 
QC 4 I.prv Stud/Tchr Inter'n 4 5 10 1 2 1 
QC12 More Campus PT Work Access 0 9 10 2 2 0 
QC 9 Social Activities Access 3 3 14 3 0 0 
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Question D: Considering the 15 items listed above, please 
indicate which you believe to be the three 
most important to help students generally to 
successfully complete college. 

Strategy Second 

QC 1 Provide Acad Skills Assmnt 
QC 2 Provide Career Counsel 
QC 8 Tutorials/Learn Centre 
QC14 Improv Teacher Skills 
QC 5 Mandatory Orientation 
QCll Personal Counselling Access 
QC13 Course/Tchr Eval/Feedback 
QC 3 Provide Advisement 
QC 6 Integrated Tracking System 
QCI0 Financial Aid Access 
QC15 Student-centred culture 
QC 7 Incl Stdy Skills in Crses 
QC 4 Imprv Stud/Tchr Inter'n 
QC12 More Campus PT Work Access 
QC 9 Social Activities Access 
No Response 

8 
4 
4 
1 
o 
o 
o 
o 
1 
1 
2 
1 
o 
a 
o 
1 

Additional Comments: Total Responses = 7/23 
Total Comments = 7 

Response Cluster Frequency % of Total 

Teacher/Staff-Related 3 42.8 
Academic Assessment 2 28.6 
Course-Related 1 14.3 
Misce llaneous 1 14.3 

Total 7 100.0 

Sample Faculty Responses 

Teacher/Staff-Related 

4 
5 
1 
1 
o 
o 
3 
1 
o 
2 
1 
2 
o 
1 
1 
1 

30.5% 

Comments 

3 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
o 
3 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
o 
1 

15 
10 

7 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
1 
2 
1 
1 

4. I'm not sure "student-centred" is the way to go when the 
workplace (including Seneca) is not "worker-centred". I 
wish it were! This gives students th wrong message ("me"
oriented) about the workplace. There also seems to be a 
hidden agenda here tht implies professors aren't doing their 
jobs and therefore student feedback is needed. Most good 
techers provide oppotunities daily, weekly for feedback. We 
don't need you to do it for us, or for them. Please give us 
counselling and screening support for our students. 



16. #14 (enhance faculty teaching skills and techniques) -
ability to respond more sensitively to students. 
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22. #3 (provide an advisement program whereby each student 
has a faculty advisor) and #6 (develop and maintain a 
comprehensive and integrated tracking system to monitor 
student progress and achievement and provide appropriate 
feedback) look at the variations in commitment level from 
present co-ordinator structure. An integrated policy might 
work better than more paperwork. #15- student centred? Is 
it even staff/faculty centered? #4 (improve the quality of 
teacher/student interaction in the classroom) - sounds good 
but how would be achieved when faculty have little knowledge 
of or exposure to current teaching methodology. 

Academic Assessment 

6. Enforce strict standards for Math and English in the 
secondary schools. ESL students must be fluent in English 
before attempting other academic programs. 

13. If we could screen students coming in, all our problems 
would disappear. 

Course-Related 

23. Students must be exposed to external industry and 
standards personally (other than Coop) i.e., guest 
speakers, tours, orientation. 

Miscellaneous 

11. I guess most of these strategies will help students. 
The problem as I see it is that it already exists in one 
form or another. ie., feedback, orientation, counselling. 

Question E: 

No response 
Within first 10 
After the first 
By mid-semester 
During 2nd half 

I believe that faculty are able to predict 
which students will or will not be 
successful: 

Frequency % of Total Sample 

1 4.3 
days of classes 4 17.4 
month of classes 6 26.1 

8 34.8 
of semester 1 4.3 

At end of semester ~ 13.1 

Total 23 100 



Question F: If you could make two important changes to 
improve student success at Seneca College, 
what would they be? 

Total Responses 
Total Comments 

= 18/23 78.3% 
::: 32 

Response Cluster Frequency % of Total Comments 

Academic Assessment and 
Foundation Studies 

Pre-College Counselling 
Smaller Classes 
Teacher/Staff Related 
Learning Centres, Tutorials, 
Advisors 

Course-Related 
Improve Physical Resources 
Make Students Accountable 
More Flexible Timetables 
Academic Monitoring 

Total 

9 
4 
4 
3 

3 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 

32 

Sample Faculty Comments 

Academic Assessment and Foundation Studies 

28.1 
12.5 
12.5 

9.4 

9.4 
9.4 
6.3 
6.3 
3.1 
~ 

100.0 

6 

2. On the assumption that we want the students to meet 
college-established levels for all courses, I think the best 
thing we could do for them is to offer a one-year college 
prep program (non-divisional oriented) on the assumption 
that if they can meet those standards then they should be 
able to cope with divisional standards. 

3. Streaming of 1st semester students in foundation 
courses. 

11. Pre-test to determine possibility of success. However, 
still don't screen. If you don't have language or math 
skills go get them then come back. (could get them at 
Seneca) 

13. Screen them. Screen them. 

21. More accurate assessment of basic skills prior to 
entry. 
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22. Better placement of incoming students - Their skills 
need to be at a certain common level, a minimum so that they 
have a chance at being successful and we don't lower our 
standards to accommodate students. 

Pre-College Counselling 

4. Better screening (academic and other) and counselling 
before registration. 

5. Proper counselling pre college. 

11. Talk to the students well before starting. 

22. Better counselling before they arrive/register for a 
program. 

Smaller Classes 

3. Smaller classes. 

8. Smaller first semester classes. 

15. More ESL classes in small ration of teacher-students. 

20. Reduce class sizes in labs (hands-on). 

Teacher/Staff-Related 

7. Hire Seneca Staff who are truly interested and dedicated 
to the job and the students. 

12. Faculty evaluation on an ongoing basis. 

16. Address in the most subtle, kind, and deliberate ways -
the making of a much more thoughtful, sensitive, critical, 
responsive faculty - and make all administrators teach and 
be addressed in the same way. 

Learning Centres, Tutorials. Advisors 

9. Provide extra assistance for students if needed. 

10. Faculty advisors. 

21. Easier access to additional help outside class. 

Course-Related 

12. Course evaluation on ongoing basis. 



23. Improve grounding of concepts in first level courses. 
Provide a longer grace period to "test drive" courses. 

Improve Physical Resources 

10. In Computer Studies area more computer terminals. 

15. More private office space for faculty-student 
advisement and academic tutoring. 

Make Students Accountable 

5. Make students more responsble for their success or 
failure - provided support services exist. 
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8. Personal counselling to make the students responsible 
for their own actions - more tutors and financial aid is not 
the answer. 

More Flexible Timetables 

2. Maybe students should be allowed to prepare their own 
timetables based on a booklet prepared in advance. (Faculty 
names need not be given). 

Academic Monitoring 

21. Closer monitoring of underprepared students and 
consultation with them on a regular basis. 



Student Questionnaire 

Question A: I believe that students drop out of college 
prior to graduation for the following 
reasons: 

(sAl strongly agree (al agree (HA) neither agree nor disagree (Dl disagree (SDI strongly disagree 
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Reason SA A- N/A 12 SD No Resp 

QA14 Poor stud/tchr interact 43 59 17 11 1 0 
QA3 Shift in goal commitment 29 76 16 9 0 1 
QA9 Lack Academic Integr'n 31 70 15 11 1 3 
QAll Financial Reasons 35 54 27 11 4 0 
QA2 Lack of Goal Commitment 30 64 21 18 3 1 
QA1 Weak Academic Skills 24 64 21 18 3 1 
QA4 Weak Study Habits 36 54 22 15 2 2 
QA13 Excessive pt Work Hrs 28 52 30 17 2 2 
QA5 Personal Problems 1'7 59 42 10 3 0 
QA12 Lack Self-confidence 15 63 35 17 1 0 
QA16 Course/Prgm Irrelevance 14 46 40 22 7 2 
QA17 Poor Timetable 16 37 37 34 7 0 
QAIO Lack Social Integr'n 13 33 33 42 8 2 
QA15 Course/Prgm Boring 11 33 36 41 8 2 
QA7 Lack Affordable Housing 9 28 50 37 4 3 
QA8 Transportation/Commute 10 30 27 51 11 2 
QA6 Lack of Daycare 8 18 68 26 9 2 

Question B: Considering the 17 items listed above and the 
college students you know, which three items 
do you think are the most significant reasons 
for students generally to drop out of college 
prior to graduation. 

Reason First Second Third Total 

QAll Financial Reasons 23 9 15 47 
QA14 Poor stud/tchr interact 15 20 11 46 
QA1 Weak Academic Skills 21 16 6 43 
QA2 Lack of Goal Commitment 21 13 6 40 
QA4 Weak Study Habits 12 13 15 40 
QA3 Shift in goal commitment 11 15 7 33 
QA9 Lack Academic Integr'n 9 11 16 36 
QA13 Excessive pt Work Hrs 4 11 6 21 
QA5 Personal Problems 3 5 13 21 
QA12 Lack Self-confidence 3 6 8 17 
QA16 Course/Prgm Irrelevance 4 2 8 14 
QA17 Poor Timetable 3 3 4 10 
QAIO Lack Social Integr'n 1 3 6 10 
QA15 Course/Prgm Boring 1 3 4 8 
QA8 Transportation/Commute 0 1 2 3 
QA7 Lack Affordable Housing 0 0 1 1 
QA6 Lack of Daycare 0 0 1 1 
No Response 0 0 2 2 



Additional Comments: Total Responses 
Total Comments 

= 43/131 
= 50 
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32.8% 

Response Cluster Frequency % of Total Comments 

Teacher-Related 15 
Lack of Focus/commitment/ 
motivation 9 

Improve College Resources 6 
Need for Learning Centres/Tutorials 4 
Poor Study Habits 4 
Too Academically Demanding 4 
Financial Problems 3 
Lack of Confidence 2 
Lack of Social Integration 2 
Lack of Perceived Relevance ~ 

Total 50 

Sample Student Comments 

Teacher-Related 

30 

18 
12 

8 
8 
8 
6 
4 
4 
~ 

100 

32. Please send all faculty-teachers to teacher training 
college before they teach here. Very very few of them know 
how to teach. 

45. Teachers should be more understanding, 

57. Hire experienced teachers. 

96. Teachers should be evaluated by the students-we know 
how good they are!! 

Lack of Focus/Commitment/Motivation 

17. Not all students take the courses seriously because 
they have other options open to them. If they do not 
succeed here at Seneca. (sic) 

34. First, weed out people who are not interested. Make 
sure the student that do want college want to stay in the 
classroom and help at students with some study skills. (sic) 

46. There should be several courses dedicated strictly to 
identifying "individual" career/life goals. Without 
direction an education doesn't necessarily mean a whole lot. 

64. Many students that drop out are just too lazy to do the 
required work. (sic) 



Improve College Resources 

74. Improve college facilities, there is not enough 
computers at the moment. We have to line up for computers 
and we can hardly log on from home because of the lack of 
phone line access to the college computer center. (sic) 

76. Improve environment on campus e.g. more lounges, etc. 
Improve facilities e.g. library & computer terminals. 
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88. Improve resources & facilities. If there is not enough 
of these, students will become frsutrated and use this as an 
excuse of not being able to finish their work, which results 
in poor grades and finally dropping out. 

Need for Learning Centres/Tutorials 

95. Provide for smaller tutorial groups perhaps after 
lectures. 

103. Aid centres for troublesome courses manned by senior 
and capable students. 

Poor Study Habits 

45. There should be resources (learning techniques) for the 
students. 

92. Too many assignments to be done at one time towards the 
end of the semester. 

Too Academically Demanding 

33. Give the students basic computer operation training 
before teaching them computer languages. 

102. For immigrants, lack of communication skills is, I 
believe a reason for unsuccessful college studies. 

Financial Problems 

75. Tuition fees and book costs are considerably raised 
each year with middle-lower class students finding it hard 
to stay in school even if they have better than average 
marks, yet unable to win a bursary or scholarship. 

Lack of Confidence 

22. Students drop out of school for several reasons but 
mostly they drop out because they feel that they can't make 
it (lack of confidence). 



Lack of Social Integration 

23. Many of the campuses are isolated from one another -
therefore lack of school spirit. 

Lack of Perceived Relevance 

61. I would like to cut out some courses that is not 
relative with the computer course. (sic) 
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Question C: Did you ever consider dropping out of College 
yourself? 

yes 54 (41%) no 77 (59%) 

Question D: If yes, which of the 17 items listed above 
might have led you to drop out? 

Reason First Second Third Total 

QAll Financial Reasons 14 6 5 25 
QA14 Poor stud/tchr interact 14 7 3 24 
QA3 Shift in goal coaaitment 6 2 4 12 
QA5 Personal Problems 4 5 4 13 
QA9 Lack Academic Integr'n 1 3 3 10 
QA12 Lack Self-confidence 3 5 2 10 
QA16 Course/Prgm Irrelevance 3 4 3 10 
QAl5 Course/Prgm Boring 1 4 5 10 
QAl3 Excessive pt Work Hrs 1 6 2 9 
QAl Weak Academic Skills 4 1 2 7 
QA4 Weak Study Habits 3 2 1 6 
QA2 Lack of Goal Commitment 1 4 2 7 
QAl7 Poor Timetable 1 1 5 7 
QA10 Lack Social Integr'n 0 2 1 3 
QA7 Lack Affordable Housing 0 1 1 2 
QA8 Transportation/Commute 0 0 1 1 
QAS Lack of Daycare 0 0 0 0 
No Response 75 78 82 235 

Additional Comments: Total Responses :: 23/54 42.6% 
Total Comments 

Response Cluster Frequency 

Teacher-Related 10 
Lack of Focus/commitment/ 
motivation 4 

Financial Problems 4 
Poor Study Habits 2 
Too Academically Demanding 2 
Lack of Perceived Relevance 2 
Need for Learning Centres/Tutorials 1 
Lack of Social Integration 1 
Improve College Resources -1 

Total 27 

:: 27 

% of Total Comments 

37.0 

14.8 
14.8 
7.4 
7.4 
7.4 
3.7 
3.7 
~ 

100 



Sample Student Comments 

Teacher-Related 

30. I have this semester however considered dropping two 
subjects due to poor teaching (two courses). 

43. Listen to the students what's wrong in their 
relationships with the teachers. 

53. Although I understand instructors must have practical 
knowledge of what they teach - so many seem to have weak 
TEACHING skills. Can we ensure that there is some 
consistency between two classes with different instructors 
but the same course? Very annoying at exam time! 

62. Enhance faculty teaching skills and techniques. 
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90. I think that our college has good t~achers! but there 
are some who need to change careers. Lack of consideration 
for students. 

Lack of Focus/Commitment/Motivation 

21. I did drop out of university because it was to hard and 
it was not what I wanted. (sic) 

82. I believe that if you already know what your goals are, 
it won't matter what problems or situations you will have to 
encounter because you are destined to finish what you 
started. 

95. The course and teachers could be the best available, 
however, the student must WANT to succeed. 

Financial Problems 

17. I cannot because I am a visa student here and my 
tuition fee makes it hard to think about it. 

61. Improve access to financial aid and increase on campus 
job opportunities. 

Poor Study Habits 

96. Teach students how to learn (note-taking, research). 

Too Academically Demanding 

9. I never thought to drop the school but I always wants to 
drope some courses and take them next semester because I 



think I don't understand the materials. 
book.) (sic) 

92. Too much pressure. 

Lack of Perceived Relevance 

(neither from 

77. The first year courses are irrelevant or not 
appropriate for this kind of study such as the first year 
math course. 

96. Reduce the course load by removing redundant courses. 

Need for Learning Centres/Tutorials 

108. Provide tutorials and learning centres for students. 

Lack of Social Integration 
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76. All of these relate to students who come to the college 
from outside the Toronto area. 

Improve College Resources 

94. Increase job placement counselling. 

Question E: I believe that the following strategies would 
be effective in reducing student dropout: 

(SAl strongly agree {a} agree (IA) neither agree nor disagree (D) disagree (SDI strongly disagree 

Strategy SA A N/A n SD No Resp 

QE14 Improv Teacher Skills 81 39 10 1 0 0 
QE 4 Imprv Stud/Tchr Inter'n 73 37 20 0 0 1 
QE 8 Tutorials/Learn Centre 62 59 9 1 0 0 
QE2 Provide Career Counsel 44 66 16 2 2 1 
QEIO Financial Aid Access 54 43 28 4 2 0 
QE 1 Prov Acad Skills Assant 39 69 17 5 1 0 
QE13 Crse/Tchr Eval/Feedback 38 64 22 3 0 4 
QE12 Campus PT Work Access 45 48 33 5 0 0 
QE 7 Stdy Skills in Crses 34 52 32 9 3 0 
QE 3 Provide Advisement 25 67 32 5 1 1 
QE 5 Mandatory Orientation 18 54 39 17 0 3 
QE 6 Integr'd Tracking System 23 63 31 10 1 3 
QEll Personal Cns'ling Access 16 71 41 1 0 2 
QE 9 Social Activities Access 21 47 54 6 2 1 
QE15 Student-centred culture 12 50 54 7 0 8 
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Question F: Considering the 15 items listed above, please 
indicate which you believe to be the three 
most important to help students generally to 
successfully complete college. 

Strategy First Second 

QE14 Improv Teacher Skills 30 
QE 4 Imprv Stud/Tchr Inter'n 34 
QE 8 Tutorials/Learn Centre 23 
QEIO Financial Aid Access 11 
QE 7 Incl Stdy Skills in Crses 5 
QE 2 Provide Career Counsel 8 
QE 1 Provide Acad Skills Assmnt 11 
QE13 Course/Tchr &val/Feedback 1 
QE12 More Campus PT Work Access 1 
QE 3 Provide Advisement 2 
QE 6 Integrated Tracking System 2 
QE 9 Social Activities Access 0 
QE15 Student-centred culture 0 
QE 5 Mandatory Orientation 3 
QEll Personal Counselling Access 0 

Additional Comments: Total Responses 
Total Comments 

18 
10 
22 
14 
16 
11 

6 
9 
7 
6 
4 
4 
3 
1 
0 

= 35/131 
= 44 

Third Total 

20 68 
13 57 
19 64 
17 42 
9 30 
8 27 
6 23 

11 21 
10 18 

4 12 
3 9 
4 8 
3 6 
0 4 
3 3 

26.7% 

Response Cluster Frequency % of Total Comments 

Improve Teach Skills and 
Stud/Tchr Relations 16 

Provide Career Counselling 7 
Improve Social Interaction 4 
Provide Learn Ctr/Tutorials 3 
Provide Acad Assess/Dev Crs 3 
Improve College Physical Resources 3 
Impove Financial Aid 3 
Assist with Transition 3 
Teach Study Skills ~ 

Total 44 

Sample Student Responses 

36.4 
15.9 
9.1 
6.8 
6.8 
6.8 
6.8 
6.8 
~ 

100 

Improve Teaching Skills and Student/Teacher Relations 

17. Improve the standards of the faculty (some teachers 
have an attitude problem while others just don't know how to 
teach) • 



37. Improve the teachers way of teaching. Teacher should 
be more approachable to student. (sic) 

40. Have teachers have an organized plan of the semester. 
Have them evaluated periodically. 

60. Improve the teaching techniques. 
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73. Improve the quality of teachers in teaching skills and 
techniques. Improve course curriculum. 

95. Enhance teachers' recognition of those students that 
seem to need help, 

Provide Career Counselling 

34. Inform people before they register. 

46. Counselling is a good idea, however for those that are 
"shy" getting motivated to take this step is dampened by 
being intimidated. (sic) 

95. Help students to identify if they are enrolled in the 
correct major. Meaning, a student might be enrolled in 
computer studies, but isn't sure about his/her career goal. 

Improve Social Interaction 

16. Those students who may be successful in terms of marks 
but who can't interact socially in any way should not be 
steamrolled through the courses just because of the grades! 

74. Have more social events happening at the college for 
all students, not just one particular group of students. 

76. Make social activities vary more to be more appealing 
to everyone - do not cater to one particular group. 

Provide Learning Centres/Tutorials 

11. I strongly agree on providing learning centers to get 
extra helps outside the class. (sic) 

74. Provide learning centres for course-related material. 

Provide Academic Skills Assessment/Developmental Courses 

16. Too many graduates can't even read or write properly. 

40. Have more strict admission policy. I don't mean not 
accept students out-right. But enroll them in a pre-college 
program. (Prep. school). 
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Improve College Physical Resources 

90. We don't have enough microcomputers for the students. 

Improve Financial Aid 

88. I think financial problems can certainly be a cause for 
dropping out of school because it worries you every day. 

97. Improve access to financial aid. 

Assist with Transition/Orientation 

7. An orientation of the college/campus would help 
especially those not entering from high school - therefore 
did not have a tour via their school. 

103. Many students need some kind of support in order to 
complete their program which does not necessarily come from 
their close environment, parents, friends etc. 

Teach Study Skills 

7. Done to some extent in PSY but not enough. 

116. Better time management, note taking and study skills. 

Question G: I believe that faculty are able to predict 
which students will or will not be 
successful: 

No response 
Within first 10 days of classes 
After the first month of classes 
By mid-semester 
During 2nd half of semester 
At end of semester 

Total 

Frequency 

5 
1 

26 
51 
28 
20 

131 

% of Total Sample 

4 
1 

20 
39 
21 
~ 

100 

Question H: If you could make two important changes to 
improve student success at Seneca College, 
what would they be? 

Total Responses = 
Total Comments 

94/131 71.7% 
= 123 
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Response Cluster Frequency % of Total Comments 

Enhance Teaching Techniques 
and Teacher Attitudes 

Improve College Resources 
Academic Assessment and 

Foundation Studies 
Learning Centres, Tutorials, 
Advisors 

Improve Financial Aid 
Provide Orientation for 

New Students 
Improve Counselling Access 
Improve Curriculum Relevancy 
Improve Administration 
Allow for Increased Student 
Increase Social Interaction 
Improve Student Motivation/ 
Commitment 

Academic Monitoring 
Improve Study Habits 
Assist with Housing 
Miscellaneous 

Total 

Input 

55 
13 

8 

7 
5 

5 
5 
4 
4 
3 
3 

3 
3 
2 
1 
~ 

123 

Sample Student Responses 

Enhance Teaching Techniques and Teacher Attitudes 

44.7 
10.6 

6.5 

5.7 
4.1 

4.1 
4.1 
3.3 
3.3 
2.4 
2.4 

2.4 
2.4 
1.6 

.8 
-L..ft 

100 

7. Improve faculty teaching skills and techniques. 

12. Improve interaction between student and teacher. 

16. Improve the quality of teachers & their methods. 

17. Properly screen both teachers & students who are 
entering the college. 

25. Better teachers - teachers that teach not just talk! 

39. I think most important that students should be treated 
like adults and not like high (school) students anymore. 
(sic) 

43. When teachers schedule tests they don't take into 
consideration that the student may have two or more tests 
that day. 

44. Teachers must be able to communicate with students 
properly and not be sarcastic when students ask questions. 
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50. The college needs to hire additional teachers who are 
well trained. Also should understand their subject as a 
teacher. Someone you can ask whenever you have a question. 
(sic) 

52. I expect Seneca College to give some more importance to 
students needs and complaints, especially the ones regarding 
NOT HAVING GOOD INSTRUCTORS. (sic) 

61. The most important factor that I feel is the lack of 
experienced teachers (specially in the areas of making the 
course or chapters clear to students) and also the textbooks 
that are offered are very expensive and also some teachers 
never teach them or use them. (sic) 

79. Teachers should go to the work force after 5 years 
serving as teacher (teacher-work program) so they can update 
their skills & know what will students will be needing in 
the work-force. (sic) 

88. I believe that some teachers in Seneca are not making 
any commitment towards their students. Some don't teach 
well. Some don't care. Some don't know the subject!!! 

115. Better teaching skill. 

Improve College Resources 

3. Provide more terminals and/or dial up lines, allowing 
more students to use the system. Currently, there are FAR 
to few available. This has been a really big problem. (sic) 

5. I would have the cafeteria stay open later to provide 
better service to students who find it hard to get to during 
its' current hours!!! (sic) 

7. Get more terminals!! 

11. VAX terminals are not enough in the new campus. 
Additional terminals are required. 

16. Provide facilities equal to the reputation of the 
school. 

55. Improve library facilities. 

63. Open the computer lab on Sundays. 

103. Provide more access to facilities such as the computer 
labs which are not as efficient. 
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Academic Assessment and Foundation Studies 

28. Provide varies levels of assistance for those students 
under college level or ? (sic) 

32. Have entry aptitude test for student prior to 
acceptance. (siQ) 

37. I don't think students are prepared well enough out of 
high school to enter college environment. 

41. Raise academic acceptance levels. Provide extended 
programs who didn't meet the high standard so that they can 
gradually bring themselves up to the academic level they'll 
need to succeed. (sic) 

75. Improved screening of potential students with less 
importance placed on marks and more emphasis placed on 
attitude and commitment. 

116, Dissilusionment with the college and the program. 
Academic standards, testing are completely absent. Quality 
of education is a low priority for the college. (sic) 

Learning Centres/Tutorials/Advisors 

14. I would indrease the learning centres and resources for 
students to get enough help, 

20. Give students the chance to act as assistant tutors. 

51. Provide tutorials and learning centre for students to 
get extra help outside of class. 

102. Student advisors or tutors should be made available if 
high demand warrants it. These advisors/tutors could be at 
a specified location for a specified amount of time 
regularly every week. 

Improve Financial Aid 

6. Improving access to financial aid, scholarships. 
Increasing on campus part-time job opportunities. 

82, I have to work everyday in order to come to college, 
also my parents are unemployed therefore you feel that is 
too much to keep going. However, the belief of having a 
career makes you keep going. (sic) 

107. Help student solve financial problems. 



Provide Orientation for New Students 

12. Mandatory program orientation for new students. 

68. Initial confusion during the early process probably 
gets people off to a bad start. 
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98. New students are generally shy and a little nervous to 
ask for help, so it would be rewarding if extra effort was 
made to make them feel that they are not alone. 

Improve Counselling Access 

65. Provide counselling related to career and program 
choice prior to enrollment. After the first two semesters 
many students find that this is not what they really want to 
do for the rest of their life. (sic) 

97. The students are not prepared as to what to expect in 
the program they are applying in and when the program 
doesn't meet their expectations, they give up and drop out. 

Improve Curriculum Relevancy 

13. Update courses to include new technology, new 
techniques and more specializing program more initial 
choices beyond progr. oper/anal. also more micro apps. (sic) 

42. Open the door for all students to enter a co-op course. 

48. Make sure courses offered are relevant and interesting 
and that content is not un-necessarily repeated in the 
future. 

110. By hiring qualified teachers and reducing the number 
of professional options to 3 or 4, taking out the Liberal 
Studies courses which are useless. 

Improve Administration 

70. Bureaucratic bungling and disregard of students. 

78. When they moved to the Don Mills campus, they could put 
out a questionnaire if students reaction would be & to 
inform students of what is going on with the college 
direction. (sic) 

Allow for Increased Student Input 

5. I would have the students give more input on the changes 
that they would like to see in the school. 



104. Get more feedback from students and apply them. 

105. Someone in the college should be there listening to 
students' concerns and to take actions. 

Increase Opportunities for Social Interaction 

23. Increase school spirit and therefore social aspects. 

59. Provide more recreational facilities. 

76. Improve social activities. 

Improve Student Motivation/Commitment 

33. If people are committed, prepared and certain of 
themselves, they will succeed. 

35. The problem is related to the background of the 
student. And it is all determined by her belief to be 
successful. 
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64. Many students that drop out are just too lazy to do the 
required work. (sic) 

Academic Monitoring 

54. Monitor student's academic activity. 

Improve Study Habits 

7. Provide assistance for time management, note 
taking .... etc. 

25. Help students learn time management. 

Assist with Housing 

76. Improve housing, 

Miscellaneous 

91. I think that the question listed above is not important 
at all. Some students start out poor and become excellent 
students, while the ones who start out excellent become 
total failure. 

95. This course requires a lot of time (home-work) and 
money (computer, software, supplies, etc.) 



APPENDIX X 

STAFF AND STUDENT INTERVIEWS 

For purposes of gathering perceptions related to the 

usefulness of the two diagnostic instruments administered in 

Phase 2 of this research project and the preliminary 

interventions implemented in Phase 3, individual interviews 

were conducted as follows: 

Staff Interviews 

4 Psychology of Learning and Human Relationships 
(PSY 585) Professors 

2 College Counsellors located in the School of 
Computer Studies 

2 2 Administrators - Dean and Chair of Computer 
Studies 

1 First-Year Coordinator 

1. What is your opinion of the Noel/Levitz CSI as a 
diagnostic instrument for early identification and 
intervention for students at risk of dropping out? 

not an active dynamic test 
too labour intensive; takes too much time in PSY 
class; could perhaps be used selectively 
some students misidentified 
difficult for students to understand 
feedback to students was good; overall, instrument 
is good 
ESL is a major problem but was not evaluated by 
the CSI or LASSI 
instrument appears to be useful if followup occurs 
good starting point; however, culturally biased as 
it depends on Western culturalization 
good instrument; should be administered prior to 
enrollment to avoid cutting into class time 



2. What is your opinion of the LASSI as a diagnostic 
instrument for early identification and intervention 
for students at risk of dropping out? 

could be used as a diagnostic tool but only after 
students have "bought into" study skills seminars 

self-assessment was good; immediate feedback was 
useful 
attitude scale was useful; sometimes attitude is 
unrealistic 
if it points in appropriate direction, use it 

3. In your opinion, did the feedback to students as a 
result of the CSI and/or LASSI result in any positive 
action on the part of those students? 

no 
very little; resistance on part of students 
it may have but if so it was not obvious 
gave students insights, awareness building, 
tangible information 
not aware of any but maybe 
don't know if they did or didn't 

4. Based on your observations, would you consider the use 
of one or both of these diagnostic instruments in your 
PSY 585 course to help students succeed at Seneca? 
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LASSI yes; not sure if Noel/Levitz useful - it may 
be useful prior to enrollment 
no - time spent not worth the benefits; would not 
participate again 
LASSI more useful because of immediate feedback 
and relatedness to course 
cost of instruments should be weighed; they are 
different instruments that measure different 
things 



5. What is your opinion of the preliminary intervention 
activities undertaken as part of the ASAP? 

(a) Noel/Levitz student report 

not clear - often students masked real feelings; 
not too much denial but some in academic 
motivation section 
limited value 
useful 
awareness of needs increased 
good 
follow up in a personal way is important; 
interview with student is important 
extremely supportive; both PSY professor and 
counsellor referenced the Noel/Levitz and LASSI 
reports as indicators for students of areas of 
need they might pursue 

(b) LASSI student report 

limited value 
good 
useful 
extremely supportive 
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(c) Description of the LASSI scales and Recommendations 
for Action 

too complicated; too much detail; too many 
different words 

(c) Schedule of Student Resources 

good idea 
excellent - schedule was the most helpful and 
should be continued 
students definitely followed up; very useful; 
several students approach professor as a result of 
the schedule 
important to have 
yes, good 
very little; about six students were referred to 
Counselling for career counselling 
good idea 
good - for example, 165 hours of peer tutoring was 
given 



6. Did any of your PSY 585 students discuss their CSI or 
LASSI reports directly with you? 

professor initiated contact with about 80% of 
students 
no 
some came forward but it was not clear whether it 
was as a result of the reports 
no but discussions may have been prompted by 
reports 

7. In your opinion, would a structured student advisement 
program improve student success within the School of 
Computer Studies? Comments. 

trained counsellors should be used rather than 
faculty; students need to choose 
helps but not often; most helpful with first 
semester students 
yes, especially in first semester but won't work 
as an add-on 
yes, helps address individual problems 
yes, use trained counsellors 
SWF time too costly; advisement is an excellent 
idea; faculty best as advisors 
counsellors may be better experienced as advisors 
excellent - British advisement system works 
effectively; students are assigned to a faculty 
member; faculty advisors are better because 
students know faculty 
yes 
intrusive advisement may be resisted by students 

8. Other Comments? 
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set up a study strategies clinic (similar to 
Writing and Math Centres) with faculty experts in 
the area; consider the language and study 
strategies correlation 
incorporate learning strategies and language for 
ESL students in PSY 585 course 
provide separate support for study strategies and 
learning supports similar to Writing and Math 
Centres 
more group sessions are needed for study skills, 
career planning; more faculty tutorials (e.g., 
COBOL), structured learning centres 
assessment of attitude and motivation should be 
done at same time as English and Math assessment, 
preferably prior to enrollment 
diagnostic assessment of motivation~ attitude, 
etc. is needed; must be a commitment to use 
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diagnostic instruments for several semesters; need 
to be more proactive where counsellors intervene 
diagnosis should be done up front before 
enrollment 
hire more counsellors and ESL teachers rather than 
providing diagnostic assessment and formal 
advisement program 
PSY 585 course is good because of its focus on 
transition issues and study skills, etc. 
ASAP project was useful as early identification 
but intervention usefulness was limited 
bring students in early to explain what program is 
all about; provide information about coop -
orientation 
students are underprepared in language and Math; 
they often don't know what program is about; there 
is a definite need for diagnostic testing and 
streaming and orientation to explain how the 
college operates 
English is the major problem - need for diagnosis 
and streaming; learning centres are a good idea 
weakness in peer tutoring is that peer tutors may 
end up doing the work for the student 
the most effective strategy is diagnostic testing 
and a developmental/supplementary program to 
assist students right from Day 1; strong direction 
must be given - admit and advise 

. Student Focus Group 

1. What is your opinion of the 

(a) LASSI 

there is some doubt as to whether students will 
answer honestly or as they think they should 
answer 
factors such as attitude on day of test can 
influence results 

(b) Noel/Levitz CSI 

tests like this have often been done before; 
doesn't mean a lot 



2. Did you take any action based on the results of the 
LASSI or Noel/Levitz CSI? If yes, what action did you 
take? 
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none of the students reported that they have acted 
on the results; two reported that they were not in 
class on the day the reports were discussed and 
they never received their reports 

3. What is your opinion of the preliminary intervention 
activities undertaken as part of the ASAP? 

(a) Noel/Levitz student report 

generally, students thought the information could 
be useful but that it was fairly complex to 
understand 

(b) LASSI student report 

generally, students found the immediately feedback 
from this report to be useful 

(c) Description of the LASSI scales and Recommendations 
for Action 

too much paper 

(c) Schedule of Student Resources 

okay but may get lost in the shuffle of paper 

4. Did you discuss your CSI or LASSI reports with your PSY 
585 professor? If yes, did you initiate the contact or 
did the professor? 

none of the students reported having discussed 
their reports 

5. Generally, what is your opinion of an early 
identification and intervention program using an 
instrument such as the LASSI or CSI? Do you think it 
might help students to succeed? 

generally, students felt that both academic and 
attitudinal assessment should be done with 
counselling on basis of results 



.6. In your opinion, would a structured student advisement 
program improve student success within the School of 
Computer Studies? Comments. 
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generally, students thought it was a good idea but 
recognized that it would be too costly for all 
students since all faculty would have to be 
involved 

7. Other Comments? 

a major concern of the students present was a 
perceived contradiction between declared entrance 
requirements and actual student abilities (ESL); 
they perceived a need for one or two semesters of 
development 
students thought the English diagnostic test was 
good and that computer terminology should be used 
in it 
commitment and motivation were seen as important 
to success and students agreed with the concept of 
assessment in this area 
lack of maturity on part of some students was seen 
as a proble~ by some of the older students 


